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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PLAIN HORSE SENSE
Maine voters demand a business man as the
next Governor.
There is only one real successful and ac
tive business man in this contest, Blin W.
Page.
He pays HIS OWN CAMPAIGN ex
penses.
He is under obligations to NO
GROUP. He promises no jobs in return for
votes.

Editor. WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Poppy Day will be observed in
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Rockland and throughout the naThe Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
| tlon May 25. the Saturday before was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 18P2. The Free Press
1 Memorial Day, Mrs. Grace Kirk, was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to i. ' Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
I president of Winslow-Holbrook
! Unit No. 1 of the American Legion
| Auxiliary has announced.
[EDITORIAL]
On that day all Americans will
be asked to wear memorial poppies
HARD TO PLEASE
; in tribute to the World War dead
I and to aid the living victims of the
The New York Herald Tribune, universally recognized as
•war.
one of the country’s leading newspapers, and widely quoted
The little red memorial flowers
on its political comment, pours the vials of its sarcasm on the
will be distributed here by women
criticism which comes from the bleachers as to presidential
and girls of the Winslow-Holbrook
possibilities. Not the Republicans alone, but the Democrats
Unit, under tlie direction of Mrs
as
well. The perhaps natural tendency to criticise or belittle
Mary Dinsmore, chairman of the
anybody or anything. Under the caption ‘ Where Is the Man”
Poppy Day committee. All con
the New York paper says:
tributions received for the poppies
“Wilkie's Horse Sense Too Good For Politics," is one
will go to Legion ar.d Auxiliary wel
newspaper's headline over a syndicated Washington column of
fare work for the disabled veterans,
Raymond Clapper, the political commentator. The words are
their families and the families of
not those of Mr. Clapper, but they do not distort the meaning
the dead.
of hts comments, for he says that if nominated for President
Mr. Wilkie would be forced to “stop talking blunt horse sense”
‘We feel tliat Poppy Day will
and utter instead “the drooling phrases of campaign ghost
have increased meaning to America
writers.” Mr. Clapper, whose sympathies are generally re
this year," said Mrs. Kirk, ‘because
garded as pro-New Deal, asks that Mr. Wilkie be kept in hls
renewed warfare in Europe has re
present position, where he can make effective Independent
newed the memory of those boys of
criticism without having to hew to a ‘‘party line.” He must
not, says Mr. Clapper, be "spoiled."
ours who gave their lives ‘over there'
Disregarding the obvious nonsense that a nomination
22 years ago. It is for them that
would mean the end of Mr. Wilkie's Independence and that he
we put on the hoppy each year, to
would have to depend upon “ghosts" for hls ideas and words,
show that we still remember and
there is still enough left ln Mr. Clapper's argument to appeal
honor tlieir sacrifices. It is the
to what seems to be a not uncommon attitude. That is to say,
every candidate brought forward has some defect (no matter
flower which grew where they fell
how far-fetched the reasoning may be) which makes it un
and which now blooms on the coats
wise for him to be a serious candidate for President. The only
of Americans who appreciate their
man in all this country’ who is without blemish, according to
service.
this theory, turns out to be Franklin D. Roosevelt. It may
‘Events of the past year have
seem odd at flrst glance that only one man is qualified to be
President, but so runs the propaganda. Wilkie is damned be
shown us clearly that to be secure
cause he has "horse sense." although he would automatically
the United States must have men
lose the same “horse sense” when nominated.
ready and able to defend the coun
This yearning for perfection is getting a bit thick. Hull
try, willing to give their lives ln
Ls too old. Dewey is too young and energetic—always attack
its defense, if necessary. We can
ing something. Gamer is not only too old but has been known
to take a drink. Taft is not "brilliant enough” and his phrases
be thankful today that we had such
don't crackle. Vandenberg somehow hasn't enough "appeal ”
men 22 years ago Prom them we
Gradually the specifications are whittled down The candidate
can draw inspiration for the patri
must be neither too old nor too young; he must dress well but
otic service necessary to maintain
Just a trifle on the careless side, to prove the common touch;
our freedom and democracy against
he must not be as handsome as Paul McNutt or yet homely
enough to be a freak; he must have a sense of humor but must
today's dangers. Wearing their
never make a wise crack, which would give people the idea
flower over our hearts means that
he was unreliable; he should, preferably, be rather well edu
within our hearts their love of
cated, but he must never betray anything resembling scholar
America still lives.”
ship, which would make him a highbrow without any under
standing of the common people; he must have strong, positive
views on public questions, but he must never, never take the
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
chance of offending any one; In short, he must be everything
and nothing.
Maybe we need a robot, or Ls It that we have a subcon
scious desire for a king? If the latter, then we are sitting
pretty, and can go about our business under Franklin D with
Congregational Vestry
out further fiddling around.

RUMMAGE SALE

SATURDAY, MAY 4
Doors Open 9.00 o’clock
WONDERFL'L BARGAINS
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Exercise your RIGHTS—DEMAND

BLIN W. PAGE

LOOK!

THE

FAMOUS

FULLER BROOM
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GOVERNOR
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Page polled 51,000 votes in
1936. lie will poll at leant
65.000 in 1940 and of course
this means the nomination.

Order now
Medium $1.29

PAGE FOR GOVERNOR CLUB
FRANKLIN R. CHESLEY. Pres.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
Phone 431-W
93 Limeroek SL,

Rockland. Me.
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SEWALL
for Governor
SERVICE IN WAR

SUCCESS IN BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE IN GOVERNMENT
Looking at it from all points of view, who is better
qualified to be Governor of Maine than a man who

has really worked his way to the top of every venture he has undertaken?

Senator Sewall entered the World War as an ambulance driver and within seven
months he was in the Air Corps. When the Armistice was signed he was Maine’s
only Ace, with seven enemy aircraft to his credit.
Back in the United States work was scarce but he managed to get a job as a rig
ger in the oil fields. Then he worked as a riveter in a mass production factory, and
finally he pioneered in a modern industry—air transportation—and now he is a di
rector of an airline which meets a weekly payroll for 2,300 men and women.

His record in government shows the same ambitious, courageous and honest
drive. First he was a City Alderman, then he was elected to the Maine House of
Representatives, then to the State Senate, and now he is President of the Senate.
Senator Sewall knows from personal experience the problems of both labor
and employer. Through employe-employer cooperation his company went through
the depression without making a pay cut.

Sewall pays his own campaign expenses and will therefore be under no financial
obligation to anyone.

SEWALL FOR GOVERNOR CLUB
N. Gratz Jackson, Secretary
•ffi

/7

WE MERIT ATTENTION
The desire lo make the nation's most exposed State as
safe as war contingencies may permit actuates the bill lately
introduced by Representative Ralph O. Brewster. ThLs bill
directs the Secretary of War to acquire a suitable site in
Maine for an air corps base and bombing and target ranges
for frontier defense and training of alr corps personnel.
Montana or Tennessee might not require such precautions,
but Maine does, and of course this is equally true of all the
Atlantic seaboard States.
"RELIEF' IS IRKSOME

Persons on relief, chafing imder its limitations in the way
of restraint and minimum wages, welcome the opportunity
for getting back to normalcy or even appreciable betterment
All may not emulate the example of the middle-aged Phila
delphia schoolmarm who went out on the streets to shine
shoes, iguring that she could earn more than $4 80 a week
which she had been receiving while on relief.

WORLD'S FAIR OUTLOOK
More than half a million family souvenir ticket books for
the world’s fair have already been sold with every indication
that the advance sale will exceed that of last year. "I couldn't
get there last year, but I am not going to miss It this year.”
With that spirit being so universally expressed the World's
Fair management Ls Justified in believing that the "repeat”
is going to be a success.
GREAT SEASON FOR GUESSING

With the national political conventions only six or seven
weeks away—one of them at leasU-one hears and reads
strange things concerning the probable standard bearers‘ Is
the Dewey bandwagon still running ln high, or Is it having
engine trouble? Is Postmaster General Farley in a fair way
to corrall a majority of the Democratic votes, or is he Just
•‘kidding" himself. His friends say he will have President
Roosevelt’s blessing, but when one scans the handwriting on
the wall he cannot fail to perceive that there is going to be a
convention stampede for the present Incumbent of the White
House, and that it may have an irresistible force and influ
ence. Meantime what Ls to become of that genial Texas fisher
man, Jack Garner? Under a proposed harmony plan the
Texas delegation would go to the Democratic National Con
vention in Chicago instructed to vote for Vice President
Garner for President, and, in turn, the Oarncr forces would
"acclaim” the Administration record and refrain from taking
part in any "stop-(Roosevelt” movement. In other words Vice
President Garner would be relegated to the "favorite son”
class.

Volume 95.................. Number 53.
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The Black Cat

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

GREAT BARGAINS

662 MAIN ST.,
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SIXTEEN PAGES

Take To Milk and Like
It—Jack Lowe’s Address;
Sweeney Remembered

Members of the Rockland Lions
Club bore every appearance yester
day of being “milk fed”, for at each
plate was a pint bottle of the lacteal
fluid, bearing the trademark of the
Round Top Farms.
This special demonstration had
to do with the subject chosen by the
guest speaker, Jack Lowe, who is
on the staff of the (Round Top
Farms and naturally he would talk
about “Milk". A son of Rev. Dr.
John Smith Lowe he possesses many
of the qualities attributed to his
talented father, and out of a prosaic
subject evolved some information
(By The Roving Reporter)
which entertained and surprised his
listeners.
Turning to the latest available I Well "The Black Cat” ls with you
Pigeons find the cornices of the
statistics (1938) young Lowe direc- aga)n u,day' mLSSPd 1 aln told by Knox Hospital building an ideal
place in which to construct their
ted attention to the fact that milk many Persons durin«
was the farmers' No. 1 cash crop R*P°rtCTS enforced eight day ab- nests and that's Just what they are
that year. netting them $1,000,000,- scncc' Al U,ls moment 1 can flnd doing at the present moment cast
000. Children in a family mean a time and «»Pl»rtunlty only for a ing many shadows as they fly to
consumption of two to three quarts *‘rcral /^".sslon of thanks to and fro with twigs and pieces of
straw. After the manner of thelr
daily, whereas adults might use not
,Who *ercT 50 klnd and
,,
. . ,
, siderate while I was "housed up.” kind tlie birds are very tame and
more than a quart in four days.
. . .. , . .. ..
.
. ..
„
....
.
, And that
tiie time when friends would Invade the rooms did they
"Milk”, said Lowe, “is not merely
.
. j
count,
receive so much as a word of en
a beverage; It s a food. It has as
These
feathered
much of a place in your diet as | signs arc not lacking that there couragement.
creatures are so gentle that It is
any food you can cat. A quart a fe soon to be something doing at
difficult to harbor hostile thoughts
day is essential for a Juvenile and community Sweep Shop in South against them, but, using plain lan
a pint a day for the adult ls also Hope. Thousands of satisfied cus
guage, they are a confounded
essential;’
tomers have left its doors in past nuisance and many a property own
The speaker circulated charts years.
er would be well pleased to find
showing the value of milk in bal
—O-—
some convenient way of getting rid
A
welcome
visitor
ln
Rockland
anced meals.
of them.
‘This talk of vitamins is not one day this week was Rev. H. F.
hooey", said Lowe;" it is the latest Huse of North Haven, whose con
And While on the subject of birds
tributions to this paper, poetical
development of a food strength.”
there
arc tlie starlings. Not so
Citing the fact that the milk in or informative, have found so many
many yean ago they were com
interested
readers.
HLs
poems
pub

dustry is frequently the subject of
parative strangers in this locality.
attack, and specifying the one which lished in connection with holiday,
Today they cruise over the city in
or
other
anniversaries
have
been
recently appeared in a well known
large flocks gaining their susten
magazine, the speaker showed the widely copied and highly praised. ance mainly from garbage heaps al
Mr.
Huse
’
s
pastorate
at
North
Hacomparative prices of milk and
though landing frequently in trees.
other food products, which are al ven has lengthened into 13 years— Without warning they will drop
years
of
accomplishment
in
behair
most always to the disadvantage
from the treetops in clouds, peck
of milk, which sells for 11 cents a of his church, his flock and his away at the ground, and then back
community.
quart in Maine, one of the cheap
into the trees—a maneuver which I
est articles that a person can buy,
Mr. Huse told me an incident never quite fully understood. And
yet many persons grumble because illustrative of the generosity and here is a question which probably
they have to pay 11 cents a quart. public spirit shown by the summer any naturalist can answer, or
"The public health will be im residents of this beautiful Penob maybe A. Jay Sec and Warden Bill
proved when the consumption of scot Bay resort. An entertainment Davis. And the question is: What
milk is increased," said Lowe. was given for the benefit of some sort ot fodder do the birds find in
"Nothing can take the place of the civic enterprise—or maybe the fields and pastures the year around?
staple cow.”
church, I forget which—and how Orainx and buds might answer the
The meeting yesterday was pro much do you suppose it netted, question, but Is the supply unend
ductive of an especially pleasing in bearing in mind always the size of ing? In my two-by-twice back yard
cident—the presentation of a travel the community and its limited garden I have seen many flocks of
ing bag to Tom Sweeney who has population. Not to keep you In birds peck away since tlie crops
just retired from the skippership of suspense I will say that it was in were gathered last fall.
Red Jacket troop of Sea Scouts, excess of $400.
Tlie Fire Department would not
sponsored by the Lions Club. Every
Search for tlie trailing arbutus, a be obliged to answer so many calls
body had a kind and appreciative
words for the retiring skipper, who favorite diversion with many per in the spring and fall If all of the
has so modestly and efficiently con sons down through the years, had citizens in the open sections fol
ducted his duties, and who goes been rewarded a few days ago by lowed the example set by the rural
soon to New London, Conn., for the finding of hesitant buds which communities ln burning dead grass
three months' attendance at the were awaiting warmer weather be and rubbish before it catches fire
Maritime Commissions School for fore they burst into fragrant blooms. accidentally. A ride into the coun
Licensed Officers—in effect a post In many other years mayflowers try any night finds scores of these
graduate course in the latest mari have generally passed out of the fires in progress, a practical, to say
picture before the month of May nothing of picturesque way of fore
time technique.
stalling a bad situation.
In accepting the Club s gift which actually came

was presented by Rev. Ernest O
Kenyon In hls customary happy
fashion, young Sweeney expressed
that the Red Jacket troop will be
come the flagship.
"Al" Smith a big booster for the
Sea Scouts, presented as a worthy
successor to Captain Sweeney the
new skipper. Dr. Donald Leigh who
was sure to succeed, even if he was
a "pagan Kiwanian",
Mothers Day will be observed by
the Lions next Wednesday and the
meeting will be held at 7 p. m. in
stead of noonday. Members who
are so unfortunate as to bc bereft
of a maternal parent, may invite
some other feminine member of the
family.

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
Tuesday night at Pleasant Valley
Grangc this program will be pre
sented. Song by Grangc, Grange
paper, Vallie MacLaughltn; poems,
F. L. fl Morse; Agricultural roll
call. What to raise, how and when
to sell; essay, the oldest houses in
this community and some interest
ing facts about them, Frederick
Bartlett; song, Raymond Young;
current events. Rajanond Ander
sen; riddles, Jokes, by anyone; quizz
questions by lecturer. Each mem
ber attending will take a May bas
ket with some candy, etc ln It.
May baskets arc to be presented to
two shut-in members, and members
are requested to contribute some
The Wing and the waves are al thing for tliese.
ways on the side of the ablest navi
gators.—Gibbons.
Read The Courier-Gazette

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

HENRY ARMSTRONG-PAUL JUNIOR
FIGHT PICTURES
PLUS FEATURE—

Bob Burns

,

in

UooJ

“Alias The Deacon”

O C K L

A BELATED DISCOVERY

Housedeaning Time Un
covers Articles Which
the Needy Can U«e
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
This is spring cleaning time, and
I would like to make an appeal for
such articles of furniture as crockery
ware, kitchenware, bedding etc.,
such articles that people are piling
up will never bc used but taken
out, spring cleaned and put back.
In my rounds of visitation I find
so many homes destitute of these
things. The head of the family Is
not earning enough to buy these
things and they are needed—badly
needed. Never mind if the dishes
arc chipped, or the handle ls off
! the cup, where there are many
I children, these things can be used.
Please send to my offlce on Spring
! street or phone 663-M, and articles
, will be called for.
Helen Corbett
City Matron

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
M I

53-54

In England the powers that be have made the belated dis
covery that mastery of the air is essential to victory in Norway.
By what lack of reasoning could any nation fail to see what
Italy accomplished in Ethiopia o- Germany in the various
subjugated countries.

Tf I had my life to lire again I
would have made a rule to read eome
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loaa of thee*
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charlea
Darwin
4 BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT

MATINICUS
LOBSTER CO.

AN OPTIMISTIC VIEW

The House minority leader. Representative Joseph W.
Martin, Jr., is nothing if not optimistic. He predicts a gain
of from 65 to 75 Republican members in the next House which
would give the G.OP. absolute control of the lower chamber.
“Wish may be father to the thought in this Instance, but Joe
Martin is not risking hls reputation for native shrewdness by
making daffy prophecies

A

A Spring Appeal

TILLSON AVE.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 56

LIVE CHICKEN LOBSTERS
$2.00 Dozen; $1.00 Half Dozen
Open Every Day and All Day Sunday
50Th-tf-pl

Chisel hi hand stood a sculptor boy.
With hls marble block before him.
And hl» face lit tip with a .smile of Joy
As an angel dream passed o'er him:
He carved the dream on tliat shapeless
atone.
1 With many a sharp Incision;
With heaven's own light the sculptor
shone—
He had caught that angel vision.
i Sculptors of life are we. as we stand
I With our soula uncarced before us;
Waiting the hour when, at God's com
mand.
Our life-dream passes o'er us
If we carve It then, on the yielding
stone.

With many a sharp Incision.
Its heavenly heauty shall be our own.
Our lives that angel vision.
- William Croswell Dnano

/

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette Globe Trotters Galore
THREE-T1MES-A-WEEM

So He (the Lord Ood) drove
out the man; and He placed at
the east of the Garden of Eden
Cherubim, and a flaming sword
which turned every way, to keep
the way of the tree of life.—Gen.
3: 24.

Original Entertainment
Takee Thomaston Audi
ence On Travel Tour

Baseball Schedule
KNOX COUNTY HOUSES OF WORSHIP

Official List of Gaines To
Be Played in Knox and
Lincoln League

SEE

The Knox and Lincoln baseball
schelile has again been made cut
on the five-year basis For t-.e bene
fit cf those v.no wifi attend the
scitco games this season, the sched
ule fer 1940 is here given, and the
sports editor hopes that if changes
ate ir.rde from time to time tiiat
he will be notified In trj'e season.
Tuesday. April 30—Camden at
Thomaston; uncoln at St. George;
Rockland at Vinalhaven.
Friday, May 3- -St. George at
Camden; Vinalhaven at Thomas
ton; Rockland at Lincoln.
Tuesday, May 7—Lincoln at Cam
den; Thomaston nt Rockland; St.
George at Vinalhaven.
Friday, May
10—Camden at
Vinalhaven; Lincoln at Thomaston;
Rockland at St. George.
Tuesday, May 14—Rockland at
Camden: St Oeorge at Thomaston;
Vinalhaven at Lincoln.
Friday. May 17—Thomaston at
Camden; St. George at Lincoln;
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
Tuesday. May 21—Camden at St.
Oeorge; Thomaston at Vinalhaven;
Lincoln at Rockland.
Friday. Muy 24--Camden at Lin
coln; Rockland at Thomaston;
Vinalhaven at 8t George
Tuesday, May 28—Vinalhaven at
Camden; Thomaaton at Lincoln;
St George at Rockland.
Friday. May 31—Cainden at Rock
land: Thomaston at St. George;
IJncoln at Vinalhaven.

A good sized crowd attended the
performance of "Travelmania” Fri
day night at Watts hall in Thom
aston under the auspices of the
Star Circle of Grace Chapter. This

Leave It To Jim
Well Known Paint
Authority Will Solve
Home Problems Free
A top flight man in any field ol
endeavor is always worth knowing,
and just such a one is "Jim' Cum
mings widely known expert in tiie '
paint business who has been in'

Camden’s Catholic Church. "Our Lady of Good Hope.’ supplied by
around - the - globe entertainment
Rev. Fr. James Savage
that game for 35 years as manufac- was originated and written by Mrs.
turer and expert in the field.
Faye Stetson, with the descriptive
Merle Agrees
Mr. Cummings will be in Rock verses in rhyme by Miss Helen Camden Concert
land for three or lour days with Studley.
headquarters at Main Street Hard Tiie program, with the explana
Hallowell Correspondent
Band and Glee Club In
ware Co., 441 Main street, local tory verses read by Laurence Perry
Supports
“Let Fairness
Action
Tonight
At
agents for hls famous Continental was: New York Theatre, pupils of
Rule” Editorial
Opera
House
Florence
Malloy;
Canada,
a
song
paints and varnishes. While here
Mr. Cummings wishes to make him by Forrest Stone; Ireland, song.
The Camden High School Instru Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
self useful to the community and to i "Pe8t!y O'Netl.'' with tap dance,
With reference to your editorial
mental Organizations, assisted by
his representatives consequently he iShirlene Lord; Scotland, a Highentitled
"Let Fairness Rule" ln
is offering the benefit of his great land
b>' Joan slader= En«- the Girls' Glee Club under the di
which
you
go on to say that it is
experlence to all homeowners, fori’and' English Hunting Song, For- rection of Mrs. Esther S. Rogers,
the asking.
(rest Stone; France, piano solo. will present their Third Concert of ridiculous to expect a State s Chief
Such expert advice is seldom to 3011 Voyage."
Nancy Libby; the Series Friday at 8.15 p. m. in Executive to be an auditor.
I too agree that a Governor need
be had at any price. In this case :Prentl1 danceCogan' a
the Opera House. This concert is not have to be an auditor any more
it ls entirely free. If you have a pupi1 of Miss Doris HeaId
paint problem on your mind simply 1 ^ta^’- accordion duets. James and sponsored by the Arey-Heal Post than he should be a lawyer or drugtelephone Main Street Hardware1 Jolln Dana: Oj'Psy. Joan Slader; A. L. If the weather permits a Bist. etc., if he has a good business
Co., 268, Rockland and they will do Oerraan>- piano solo, Beethoven s short street parade will be held be- ability that may be put to use for
fore the concert.
the benefit of the people, but what
the rest. If you have some question "Moonlight Sonata." by Russell
The group will leave the Opera a fortunate thing It would have been
as to the propriety or desirability of Young; German song, George
colors, if you can't make the paint Grafton: Holland, a Dutch scene,Hous<1 at 7 45. proceed along Main if our present or a past governor iiad
dances by Miss Molloy s pupils; I street to the Monument and return been an accountant and auditor j
stay on your porch floor, if your Sweden and Finland, folk songs ' to the Opera House where program when the present disgraceful condi-I
house persists in peeling. Just tele
I tions were started at the State!
phone 268 and Mr. Cummings will on harmonica and piano, Roy and will b* elven:
ORCHESTRA
House.
see to it that your troubles are over'Ealne Swanholm; Russia, Russian
State of Maine Song.
I say this because oi the fact the
at no cost to yourself.
1 Pallet. Miss Molloy, and violin ,
Roger Vinton Snow
Parade.
Ern recently resigned State Auditor. El"Most painting problems are not sbl°- "Volea Boatman.' Russell March-Regimental
Sea Bubble Waltz.
Herfurth
u •
bert U Hayford Was before hls apdue to paint at all but to wrong Young'
accompanied by
Mrs Violin solo— "The Boy Paganini'
Piayed ng Sybn^ He«: seima Heal at pointment to State Auditor, a pracselection and physical conditions or BIanclie Lermond.
fs Cumparsita
Rodrigue? ticing attorney in Portland. 35 years
ln some cases, to wrong application"j Tur*te>- Piano. Turkish duet, ToseUi
i Serenade
Er.No Tosein
said this interesting expert from the James an<i Jean Gillchrest; Greece, Bubilchkl. arranged by George Sander* aB°
A lawyer holding his position for
south. His rich personality will
dance. Nadine Fuller; Jap- March—Bpi^<d olbe club H,rfurth
“By the Bend of the River",
35
years with the rapid expansion
an.
piano.
Jean
Spear;
Philippines.
make his visit a pleasure as well as
Edwards Hemstreet
, .
ot state accounting activities natur- j
Native Songs, Louise Thurston; "Czechoslovakian Dance Song.a practical benefit.
'"TSSJJ?? * Chirie. P. Morne) aU>‘ IeR
l0st ln the Wllda “
Don't hesitate about asking his Hawali- son«' Ernesl Munro: ®ccompanied
on
the
guitar
by
Lewis
band
t0
what
”
was
a" about “• regards i
advice and opinion. It will be cheer
March Hip
wm Hubf to auditing. He took the control-'
ppodrome
fully given and promptly. Simply Tabbutt; Mexico, song. “South of Overture
—Prince and Jester
Otis Taylor lers word on everything as sil
telephone 268 and end all your paint the Border ", Paul Simpson, play
Plano
duet
—Parade of the wooden
others did. Including the governors ,
ing
own
guitar
accompaniment;
Ar

perplexities and worries.—adv.
Soldiers
Jesse;
... ,
While OUr past governors have i
gentine. whip-snapping exhibition, Barbara Wood and Margaret Tho ma*,
The Scarlet Mask iFestival Selec,„„,i..
I
Gordon
Crie;
Brazil
song.
"Rolling
tion),
zamecnik
mostly lawyers, I do not know 1
NOTICE
«,
Zimmerman
of
any
who
lias
been
an
accountant
J
Board ol Registration
Down to RlO ', William T. Smith. Tale* From the Vienna Woods .
The Board of Registration of the Jr.; finale. "Gods Country", Miss
(By request!
Strauss, by profession or any accountant;
a^rd ro“^',n *^e *C,g SWlOJ". pupils and God Bless ! wishing c H H Basenible
mat ever ran for governor, but at
103rd Jnfanuy.
Arthur Rounds the coming open primaries (lie'
America" sung by Ernest Munro Star
Spangled Banner.
2 3. d. a. 7, and 8. A D isho from Joined by the entire audience on the
__ , .
. ,
...
people wlU have an opportunity to
The instrumental portion of lilt ,
? ,
nine o’clock in the forenoon to one , . . _
oclock In the afternoon and from last Chorus.
i
j
.a
j
.
—
.
,
one ii they -so wish, this aoprogram
is
under
the
direction
of
IXrSL“Jeven^ntne
XX I CoIorful and aPPr°Pr‘a^ «*tumes I
countant is Mayor Frederick G
Roger D. Calderwood.
afternoon (standard timei. to receive jor the singers and dancers con-1
Payne of Augusta.
evidence touching the qualiflcatlona of ... . , .
..
_ .
voter*
in sam
said ciiy.
city, and io
to vrniy
verify the tribu.ed
Merle F. Dobbins
voices iu
—— to the effectiveness in repcorrectness of the lists of voters N resentirur
the various countries, j
Hallowell.
applications for Absent Voting Ballots
wUl be approved after five o clock ln Miss
Ka.V Turner and Miss Barbara
___ Kay
when thia session closes
Batchelder having made up the acWyoming
• • • •
tiUTr °r<1'r °f thf **"* °f Keglstr* tors for their parts. Mrs. Stetson
Alabama
By frank w fuller
was assisted in the presentation by
British
Columbia
California
• noted by Fred Harden)
* ‘‘*‘'52*53 Mrs. Blanche Lermond, Mrs. Lura
Connecticut
Hawaii
------------------------------------------------ 1 Libby. Miss Helen Studley. and Mrs
Delaware
New Brunswick
I
1 Marion Grafton.
District of Columbia
Ontario
Florida
Quebec
Georgia
"•* Thousands of people who
Illinois
. formerly suffered n«.u» da>«
Toleration is good for all or it is
With blood ln their eyes the mem
•of tiredness end nl<hfa cf
Indiana
: restlesroew. due to pucr ellgood for none.—Burke
bers
of
the
Thomaston
bowling
team
: mlnatlon, now hate found
Maryland
the way to jouthtui. active
"sasshayed" into the Star Alleys
llrlng store taking 1AM
Massachusetts
Nature's aid to Intestlnil
i Tuesday night and proceeded to
pep.
Michigan
> These folks probably nrter
wipe up the earth with the Rock
dreamed that cuiiatlpalloii
Minnesota
could cause en many common ailment a. iuHi
land ancients. Elliot and Old Man
as those lined l*low. Check off the condltloiia
(noted by E. O. Pinkhami
lhat trouble you.
Lawry were the respective leaders.
(Bottled Natural Gas)
Missouri
T Headaches
n Irritability
!
! The score:
” Foul Breath
n Coated Tongue
Montana
Tiredness
p Bloated Stomach
the
modern
cooking
Thomaston
Intestlaal Cas
P Acid-1 ndlfeitlon
Nebraska
Restless Nights [J Riles
Strout,
99 88 119 91 87—484
fuel now sells at a
New
Hampshire
TAM assists your sluasUh Intestinal mus
101 87 79 92 97—456
Lynch,
cles eery much the wav a Wt of brisk exm :ee
New Jersey
benefits your external muscle* — it wakenew LOW PRICE!
Elliot,
117 100 114 118 102—551
them up, takes out the laziness. stimulates
New York
them to action
iFelt,
101 99 86 101 94 481
Btart feellnf fond a<aln. Take a spoonful of
Why wait longer lor the speed, clean
North CanZina
Tam tonlfbt and for several
Young,
108 109 100 108 88513
Plghts. until ail waste matter,
liness and convenience oi modern gas
Ohio
Is thoroughly rleaued cut oil
cooking when Phllgas costs so little?
yuur colon.
r
Oklahoma
Average users cook 270 individual
526 483 498 510 468 2485
Tara acts en
Pennsylvania
tirely through
meals irom one cylinder —approxi.
Old Tuners
Nature's spe
Rhode Island
cial laxative
mately ’^c per meal per person!
leaves
end
Benner
94 96 90 76 86-442
Texas
fruits* Contains
no artificial
R. Rich'son, 83 100 100 106 78- 466
Vermont
laxative druse
or chemicals.
I Miller,
85 82 86 77 79- 409
Washington
'Flanagan, 107 82 91 103 83 —466
TEI,. 51,
ROCKLAND, ME.
West Virginia
5 oz 49c; 16 oz $1.00
44-tf
Lawry,
107 95 116 84 125- 527
Wisconsin
Goodnow’s Pharmacy

Vimitiy

Under 1 Roof at A&P!
Mis. A used to try to save money by going about town,

bargains,

picking

a

up

value

here

and

another there, but she didn't save much! Now she buys

delicious

fresh

vegetables

A>P Super Market,

thrill of ‘‘bargain’’
2.00U

quality

and

makes

big

at

her

has

the

meats

savings, and

hunting, too! Here she picks from

values! Thanks to our policy of

doing away

buying direct,

with many middle profits, sharing savings

with customers, her food

ber and

cut. Join

bills art

.av. at A*)-!

STEAKS
HEAVY steer
BEEF

IB

n » A9C
1

bag*

SUNNYPIILO WHOLE

HAMS
A tf

CORONA

*

LIFE

C—ephyr

BEAUTY!

OR SHANK HALF

FRESH NATIVE
2IJ TO. 3 LB AVG.

CHICKENS

25'

FANCV-FRESH-WHUt
LB 23c
HALIBUT
HADDOCK Fillets ir19c

fAit< fE0

fancy

|£ \

RENT THIS
TYPEWRITER

LB

SMOKED SHOULDERS
t.14e
k FRESH SHOULDERS t>13‘
LIVERWURST SMOKED II 19c

fowl

Try It
Before Yon
Buy It

19'

LB

CHUCK ROAST Heavy
.ET
Steei’L
Beef IB.25'

s*

TYPEWRITER

I

LB

DUCKS
FRESH, TENDER
LB 17'
QAM AVA Heavy Steer Beef-Porterhouse, Sir- A 6
llUnd I W loin. Face Rump or Bottom Round-LB dw I
RIB ROAST HEAVY STEER BEEF IB 22'

fresh

aJc
SMELTS medium ib ID*

LB

avg.

CAUOHJ

haddock

6‘/iLb

50c
A

WEEK

LOUISIANA LUSCIOUS
LARGE SIZE

KARL LEIGHTON
ROCKLAND. ME.
N. B. rVECHASE TEEMS AS
LOW AS TO CENTS A WEEK

’

16 oz
CAKE

E

AJ

STRAWBERRIES 2 ^ 29‘
c'

SPECIALLY PRICED THIS WEEK

NAVEL ORANGES ^Ki 39‘

ICEBERG LETTUCE 2»» 25'
X' 25'

CAULIFLOWER

SAVE CASH

SPINACH

3 Pi« 15'

CUCUMBERS

HOT HOUSE

CELERY

2 FOR 1 9

2.chs25'

CARROTS

2.chs13

With The Bowlers

DEL

•»H« 3 CANS 22*

PHILGAS

A. C. McLOON CO.

Main St. Cor Park St. Rockland

for

bunting

Spying Auto Plates

Why Feel Old?

SUPER
MARKETS

Ever see a fireman
grab his pants?
If you eould have stood in our
trouser department last Saturday
and seen the young men buying
slacks, you'd have a new idea of
how fast a pair of trousers can
change hands , . . and legs.

Haring the wanted patterns and
colors is one reason. Having

them at S4.00 to $6.50 a pair Is
another.

476 455 483 445 451-2310

PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
CLOSES FOR REMODELLING

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEX. WALDOBORO 100
Matinee Saturday at 2.30; Sunday at 3.00 P. M.
Single Evening Shows at 8.00 P. M.
SPECIAL NOTICE
Due to the length of our Saturday evening performances, ef
fective Saturday, April 25, and until further notice, there will be
but one evening show, at 8.00 P. M.

If you are the owner of a per
fectly good root and vest that's
"going to seed . . . maybe Il's a
good thing you saw this adver
tisement.

WORK PANTS
$2.00 to $3.50

The Paramount Restaurant will Close at Midnight

Sunday, May 5, for Complete Remodelling

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, MAY 2, 3

“SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON”

GRAND OPENING

with

Of the New Paramount Restaurant

Will Probably Take Place May 10
53-54

For Graduation Gifts—

SILK HOSE

Thos. Mitchell, Edna Best, Freddie Bartholomew

BILLFOLDS

Also the RKO Short Subject "FI-YCASTING”

TRAVEL PALS

SAT., SUN., MON., TUES., MAY 4, 5, 6, 7

CIGARETTE CASES

ELECTRIC SHAVERS
NECKWEAR

USED CARS
We Give a 90 DAY WRITTEN GUARANTEE
On All Used Cars We Sell

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
632 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 466-W.
WILLYS SALES AND SERVICE
44Th&S54

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

i ls

IC

CAN

“JSSS?

CAN

greeh giamt peas

2V
CA'^

17 02
CAN

ANN
PACK

SANDWICH SPREAD
WITH PORK OR
ANN
TOMATO SAUCE
RACE BEANS
PURE FRUIT FLA
as SPARKLE VORED
FKCS
DESSERTS
2 LB
IONA COCOA
CAN
16 OZ
IONA LIMA BEANS
CAN
1 LB
OUR OWN TEA
PKG
PKG
NECTAR TEA BALLS
OF 100 I
2 LB i
PACE PRESERVES
ALL FLAVORS
JAR
2 LB
PEANUT BUTTER SULTANA JAR
2
GRAPEFRUIT UNSWEETENED 4 NO.
CANS
DDIIIICC

FACKEIt S LABEL

r nUlvEw
medium size
DOM
nr
A
Bin
YELLOW EYE, PEA or f
DO(Ifl DknllV KIDNEY-lamily rije J
B&M BROWN BREAD i
B&M CLAM CHOWDER

tAfUC
ATICC
ft VlCn I IfcW

Ranger Speed Plane A
wi'h purchase of 2 pkgs

J

Raleigh Wi
25*
Palmolive Soap 2 CAKES 11c
Octagon
A.i» 4 b«rs 15'
sice
Klek
V/a8gcc 2
2 1??^s31
Super Suds .°."d 2 «« 39c
SoapcSE.cN,rJr.3cAkcs17c
Heinz habv^oods 3 cans 22c
Heinz JUNIOR FOODS 2 CANS 21c

2 LB
PKG

CANS
16 OZ
CANS

net

ARC
XU
Zl

NO. 2
CAN
8OZ A4C
PKGS

Gerber’s foVbabks V?* 17*
BEAN
18 07 Ac
La Choy SPROUTS CAN 9
UChoy-K.,,u.Lv..’c’A0Nz1D’
ICE
PKG
Ivory Snow
LGE
Ivory Flakes 2 PKGS
Lava Soap
2 r^s 23e
Selox
SUNNVFICID wn*
Pastry Flour 24V, LB BAG I Q

WOMAN’S DAY

15'

SUNNYFIELD

FAMILY

FLOUR
7EC
IV

24‘/j LB
BAG

i

SCOn FBODUCTS

1

k«£’4^17
hous22‘

scon

TISSUE,

9'

c-«&COl°5'

ALL STAR ISSUE-packed with information and entertainment
by leading writers and experts
MAY ISSUE

MMZ "IBIETS
12 OZ 4flC
CAN IU

only 2C

CTN OF

S 4 .I®
V

10 PKGS

WlMN

street
ROCKLAND

Grocery ‘"d ’,r°dU‘{
• - jJjo effective at
Belfast, a"*1 -1
Street. Camden.
P„cestt.sc,-I—

tf

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Armstrong-Paul Junior fight films
will be shown Sunday and Monday
at Park Theatre.

CHARITY CONCERT

Early preparations are underway
for the opening of Bancroft School.
Miss Jenzia Cooley, head of the
institution, Ls in Rockland in Its in
terests.

May 3 (3 to 9)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club at Grand
Armv hall.
May 3—Rockport Junior class play,
•'Pulling the Curtain" at Town hall.
Paramount Restaurant will close
May 3—District meeting of Maine
Federation of Womens Clubs ln Booth- at 12 o'clock Sunday night for com
bay Harbor
May 3—Waldoboro—Graduation play, plete remodelling. The work will
"Spring Fever ".
be finished by Friday according to
May 5—Band and vocal concert at
Community Building. Knox Hospital present plans.
Auxiliary and Rockland Band.
May 7—Waldoboro region minstrel
Fifty years Is quite a spell to
show at Clark's hall.
Mav 7 Superior Court convenes.
May 7 (Golf)—Rockland High at play a clarinet but that Ls the
Bath
record of George Blethen with the
May 9 (Golf)- Morse High at Rock
Rockland City Band and its sev
land
May lB-Warren—Senior class play.
"She Stoops to Conquer" at Town hall eral predecessor organizations.
May 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets with Owls Head Grange.
Malcolm Pierson treated the fam
May 12 Mothers Day.
May 13 Women's Community League ily on fresh lettuce for dinner Sun
bowling banquet at Rendezvous at 6 30
May 13--Speclal Primary Election In day from his hot house lettuce
the Second Maine District.
May 14 Knox Pomona meets with plants. Malcolm ls one of St. George
Hope Grange
young truck farmers, also Steward
Muy 17—Rockland Fire Department
of Ocean View Grange.
Rail at Community Building
May 21— Waldoboro Lincoln County t
Union of Women's Clubs meets at ‘
Malcolm Creighton, Thomaston,
Methodist Church.
May 24—Cainden Doris Heald dance
pupil of Henry Goodrich at the New
recital In Opera House.
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
England Conservatory of Music will
June 3-Special Congressional elec
play in the Student Recital on
tion In the Second Maine District.
June 17 -Primary Election
Thursday
afternoon. May 2, at 4.05
June 24—Republican National Con
vention ln Philadelphia.
p. m. He will play Bach's French

TIIE WEATHER
It gets once more into the spot
light all because of this morning's
drenching rain. Searching for discardde rubbers, raincoats and um
brellas made most of us mutter un
kind words, but the storm is but the
precursor of green fields and pas
tures, and a general construction
of the Spring picture. So let's be
thankful instead of satirioal. Tiie
Old Farmers' Almanac says "Bright
warm days and cool nights" but the
Maine Farmers' Almanac is more
conservative and says "changeable,"
which means about as little in
spring as can be incorporated into
a single word. Tomorrow is the
39th anniversary of the big Jack
sonville Fire.

Suite in D minor.

Knox County Superior Court con
venes next Tuesday. Justice Wil
liam H. Fisher of Augusta, who is
soon to retire from the Bench will
preside, and it will be his last term
with the exception of the one he is
to hold in hts home city next month.
Unofficial returns from the cen
sus takers are beginning to seep ln.
None from Knox County yet, but
In IJncoln County it is learned
that Newcastle has 991 inhabitants,
or 77 more than shown by the cen
sus of 1930 And tiiat pretty little
town certainly deserves it.

Page Three

SUNDAY, MAY 5—2.30 P. M.

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

FAfllE

BENEFICIARIES
Knox Hospital Auxiliary
Rockland City Band
THE PROGRAM BV
Rorkland City Band, George Law director; and Mrs, Lydia Storer,
Danny Patt, Jane Foley, Byron Knowlton, Mrs. Lillian Joyce
' 52-64

Dr. C. B. Popplestone will supervise the Well Baby clinic at the Red
Cross rooms next Monday afternoon-

; Winslow-Holbrook Unit A.L.A. wi'.l
j serve a public supper from 5 to 7
Saturday at the Legion hall. Mary
Dinsmore chairman.

Arthur Mendel, who has been
visiting
his grandparents
in
Portland, returned Monday to his
home in tliis city.

1

BUY

George Johnson of Tenant's
Harbor and thLs city went yAiterThough your heart be sad within,
day to the Maine General Hospital
let cheer go out from you to others.
in Portland for treatment.
Meet them with a kindluy presence,
Lendon Jackson. Jr., who knows considerate words, helpful acts —
the answers when It comes to George SpMng Merriam.
salmon fishing , caught a fourpounder at Alford's Lake Sunday.

Frank Harding, Municipal Re
corder of Courts, was the speaker
last night at the Appleton Com
munity Club, his subject "Knox
County Courts.”
A public supper will be served at
Pleasant IVaJley Orange lull on I
Friday with Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, [
Audrey Teel and Susan Bowley as '
hostesses

Rummage Sale at Methodist
Church Friday at 9.30 — adv. 53-lt

Hal’s Rhythmaires

_________
—
riNsyhp
fcUU

NATIVE
NATIVE
NATIVE
NATIVE

ADMISSION 35c and 25c

14-Th-tf
C. F. WILLIAMS & CO.

HAMBURG jSTEAK, lb 17c
STEWING BEEF,
lb 17c
FRANKFORTS,
2 lbs 29c

DONT ACCEPT
SUBSTITUTES
INSIST ON a

Yacht Sailmakers

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
S90, 781-1 or 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

118-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MX.
t7W.’

‘1W-M

•

8

CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 882
ROCKLAND, ME.
18-tf

sum.

4 TO 4'i I.B.
AVERAGE

LB.

NATIONAL
BABY FOOD WEEK!

FANCY WHITE
NATIVE FISH

NO. 2
TIN

110c

Salt Fish Bits............3 lbs 25c
Slack Salted Pollock, lb 10c
Salt Mackerel.............. Ib 15c

CLAPP’S strained
BABY FOODS

3 for 22/
GERBER'S

JUNIOR «R STRAINED

FOODS, 3 tins 22c
Best Tor Babies!
GERBER'S
« EHEAL
KMIll

18/
29/
29/
31/
39/

lb
Ib
Ib
Ib
Ib

Package

15c

8c

SCALLOPS, Fresh Deep Sea ....................................... lb
IB.

29c

FARM-FRESH

GREEN
PEAS

25c

Pink Salmon......... 2 tins 29c
A. K. O. Crabmeat.... tin 19c
Gorton’s Fish Cakes, tin 12c

Tender as Ihe day
(hey arr picked!
BOX

21c

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE 2 Ib tin 49/
GRAPENUT FLAKES
2 pkgs 25/
with
POST BRAN FLAKES
2 pkgs 17/
POST HUSKIES
.pkg 5/
TOASTIES BAKERS SEMI-SWEET CHOC 2 bars 25/
'Alb cake 15/
BAKERS CHOCOLATE
ot 17c
Ib tin 14/
BAKERS COCOA
LARGE SIZE

GET ZINGONE’S

MIND READINC CARD TRICK

f

f

FANCY NEW

5 “ 25C

POTATOES

DIRECT FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH

STRING BEANS

2 19c

EASY

19c
13c
39c
25c

WAY !

*■“2-410

OXYDOL

LARGE

FOR
HOME
DECORATING...

MEDIUM

MED

217c

SHAMPOO
YOUR CtOTHESS . ,»t.

P-Gs o

|

a

in„r||ipso 2

nr
p3-10cv,,r>« 4ic

LARGE ■ • MEDIUM • - GUEST

Speedy Suds

3-25 5c 6-25 [$ELOX He

THE

IXMISE WILES

Martini Crackers
A DELICIOUS TREAT ON ANY TABLE

RHUBARB new 2 lbs
CUCUMBERS ",',; 2 for
ORANGES "'XT'doz
6 for
GRAPEFRUIT

PAINTS

Paint

^£^=3

25/

HADDOCK
HALIBUT

33/
29/
25/
25/

lb 19c
2 lbs 29c
lb 10c

FROM THE CLEAR COOL WATERS OF PENOBSCOT BAY!
DRESSED AS
DESIRED

55c 2-39c 3-25c^@333S

Use

lb
Ib
Ib
Ib

CHUCK ROAST
ECONOMICAL
FIVE RIB ROAST BEEF
POT ROAST boneless
FACE RUMP ROAST BEEF
SIRLOIN STEAK boneless

2',,25c

GIANT

I

If you are looking for an Interior Paint which can be washed
over and over again, like a china plate, without losing its finLshed
color, we recommend MOORE’S INTERIOR GLOSS. This paint
dries quickly with a high, sparkling finish. When properly ap
plied, it will not be permanently affected by kitchen fumes, steam
or dirty finger marks. MOORE’S INTERIOR GLOSS is made
in ten Pastel Shades and White.

BURPEE’S

ECONOMY

me. x i v

Decorate Your Walls With Washable Paint!

EAST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
41Th80

GREATER

BACON, sliced,
MINCED HAM,
SALT PORK.

FRESH

CHICKENS

Kobertson -At Waldoboro. April 28.
Enoch 'B. Robertson, aged 68 vears.
Colson—At Rockland. April 30. Wal
ter E COlson. aged 65 years
Funeral
at 2 o'clock from Burpees funeral
home.

Public supper, 5 to 7 Saturday
night, Legion hall.—adv.

» 2:.^. *

VEAL STEAK
VEAL CHOPS
VEAL ROAST boneless
VEAL
for stewing

THE

We wish to thank all friends and
relatives for their many acts of kind
thoughtfulness at the time of our re
cent bereavement. For the many floral
offerings use of cars and other evi
dences of sympathy we are deeply
grateful
I
Arthur L. Cook, Ella S. Cook and
Russell 8. Cook.
• ,

■■MBMlMllfl
fiBaffflPB mt
w^TT-rrmn^rra

UfitAvan

THIS WEEK-VEAL IS THE BUY!

DIED

CARD OF THANKS

IC0'’
nf

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN, 3 tins 25c
WHOLE UNPEELED APRICOTS, lge tn 17c
ASPARAGUS, fancy,
tin 25c
SPICED PEACHES,
lge tin 19c

FAME
FAME
FAME
FAME

lospll
to Mr and Mrs Mario Fei
errero, a son
Duane Asta.
loveioy At Warren. April 19. to Mr
and Mrs Charles Lovejoy, a son
Harold Edward

GLENCOVE
GRANGE HALL

I

DOZEN AND CASE LOTS FOR

IN

Three heroes have been selected
by the Softball Association—Dr.
‘James Kent, Fred C. Black and
"Red" Smith. They will umpire the
league games, which begin May 20.

GOODNOW’S

Every Saturday Nite

M8AM0

Bluebonnet Troop of Girl Scouts
James Lawrence is confined to
has contributed $1.50 to the Red ! his home on Ulmer street by a
Cross yarn fund for Finnish relief, stubborn case of pneumonia.

Rev Vera Weiglitman of Platts
burg, N. Y., will have charge of
the Nazarene Church for several
This newspaper will pay tiie sum weeks. A service will be held Fri
of $5 to the person who names most day night at 7 30.
nearly, the correct population of
The friends of Miss Blanche B.
Kennedy Crane ls in Boston on a Rockland according to the present
census. Merely send your estimates Ingraham are planning a post card
buying trip.
to census contest desk, care The shower for her birthday next Mon
A member of Golden Rod
Schofield-White Park is nightly Courier-Gazette. There are no day.
filled with sand-lot ball players. strings atiached to this proposition. Chapter, O.ES, makes the sugges
It is only a gadget designed to In tion.
Spring is surely come.
crease public interest.
“Libby" Paladino has returned
"June in January and dandelions
The public eye is daily taken by from Florida where he has been
and snow at the same time" writes
the wrecking operations at Masonic employed during the winter. He I
F H. Winslow of Vinalhaven en
Temple. The west wall was found reports that Mont P. Trainer is!
closing a dandelion from hLs rocky
to be sound at the top of the street employed as special officer in 3,
isle.
floor. The southern wall has been Florida cafe.
AS YOUR DOCTOR
cut to the desired second story level
PRESCRIBES—
A social dance under auspices of
Charles H. Berry has sold his
and that task is now being com
the Knox Hospital Nurses Alumnae
pleted on the practically new Main two saddle horses "Carnation
Association will be held tomorrow
street wall which was undamaged Charm" who has taken blue ribbons
night in the tower room at Com
by the fire. The northern wall will all over the State, and who won
munity Building. Public invited.
shortly be In line and then the more two blue ribbons for the Berrys last
Frank A. Winslow, who has been encouraging building operations summer being bought by Dr.
a patient at Knox Hospital the will begin. Some idea of the tre Charles Popplestone, and “Beauty"
past week, has resumed his duties mendous amount of debrLs taken going to Damariscotta parties.
as associate editor of The Courier- from the structure may be gained
A charming sight a few days
Gaxette, hfs health much Im from a walk up Summer street
since on Lindsey street was a snow
where
a
huge
section
of
the
Hurley
proved.
property at the covered hrook has bank against a piazza and ln front,
yellow, purple and white crocuses
To conform with daylight time been levelled up an average fill of
in lavish blossoms and the first j
several
feet.
the Rockland theatres are now on
daffy-down-dillys. Lovely glory of! Recovery is hastened by an ac
the following schedule: Matinee
Major S. E. Willard, to give him the snow was also noted on this j curately compounded prescrip
200; evenu.gs, fi.45 and 8 45; Sat
tion! You ran rely on our phar
street.
urday at the Strand. 2.15 to 10.45. the title which he so richly earned
maceutical expertness, and on the
last November, is now post com
Sunday matinee at 3 oclock.
Returning from thc West Indies j fresh potency of our drugs.
mander at Fort Totten, New York,
and Guatemala about the middle ofI
will
be
in
Rockland
again
the
com

PHONE 1115-W
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Payson
this month Alton Hall Blacking- (
were Sunday visitors in Portland, ing summer if the plans which he
ton will fill a number of lecture en
guests of his brother. Mrs. Payson is now cherishing materialize. In
gagements and will then come to
a
personal
letter
to
a
member
of
returned Sunday and Mr. Payson
CUT RATE
Maine for the purpose of preparing
on Tuesday after attending to The Courier-Gazette staff he tells
a new lecture to be called "Way
DRUG
STORE
of
a
visit
the
family
paid
to
the
business matters in the interests of
"Maine Maid," the popular Long Down East" and nobody can do
300 MAIN ST. CORNER PARK
P.li'son s Beauty Salon.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Island resort conducted by Mrs. better justice to his native com
Some 270 interested citizens at Vivian Billings Roberts, and of monwealth than our Alton.
tended the Tuesday night open whose existence Major Willard
meeting of the Kr.ox County Cam learned through the columns of
era Club at Rockland High School, this newspaper. "We expect to go
enjoyed tiie motion picture, "The there much this summer," writes
Making of a Newspaper" and Major Willard, who notes that it Ls
unanimously approved the exhibit only a 20-mlnute ride from his
of salon prints made by club mem headquarters. He expresses satis
faction In the knowledge that Rock
bers.
land's Masonic Temple is to be re
Rummage sale in Congregational built.
vestry Saturday, May 4. starting at
BORN
9 o'clock.
52-53

DANCE

'Z't.

PERRY

OLD FASHION MOTHER’S CAKES

2—25c
AM

each MC

SWIFT’S SILVER LEAF LARD........... 3 lbs
SWIFT’S OR ARMOUR’S OLEO..............lb
SUGAR....................................................... 10 lbs
TEX, the all purpose shortening......... 3 lb tin

25c
11c
52c
39c

SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT......... 12 oz tin 19c
EAGLE MILK....................................... large tin 19c
MIDCO ICE BOX FREEZE................... 3 tins 25c
WALDORF TOILET TISSUE............4 rolls 17c
WAX PAPER........................two 125-ft. rolls 21c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE................3 No. 2 tins 25c
MATCHES..............................................6 boxes 18c
COCOA, Pure....................................... ’/glbpkg 6c
PANCAKE FLOUR............................... 3 pkgs 20c
DOG OR CAT FOOD............................... 6 tins 25c
PICKLED SLICED BEETS .... 2 10-oz jars 19c
PURE VANILLA or LEMON EXTRACT
2 oz bottle 21c
R. & R. CHICKEN.................................. 6 oz tin 39c
TAPIOCA, quick cooking........ ............ 3 pkgs 25c
PINEAPPLE, crushed or sliced........... lge tin 17c
STRING BEANS, Maine pack.............. 3 tins 25c
MACARONI DINNER.............................. pkg 10c
EVAPORATED MILK............................ 3 tins 19c
PEANUT CRUNCH................................. lb jar 21
WELCH’S TOMATO JUICE......... No. 5 tin 21c
PAPER TOWELS ..................................2 rolls 15c
HERSHEY BARS .................................... 3 for 10c

SALADA TEA BAGS % £ g
MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

PERRTS PARK STREET MARKET

BE SURE AND ASK FOR YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS—ALREADY PAID OUT $2,672.00

rations for next year's case are al
ready under way.
Tlie seventh grade will present a |
ftftftft
‘‘f
debate on the proposition: Resolved
MRS. LOUISE MLWJa
that studying outside of school
Correspondent
hours should be prohibited. Glenys I
ftftftft
Mank and Paul Hilton will uphold
the affirmative, and Berton Scott
Tel. 27
and Robert Kane the negative.
Arthur Hatch is seriously ill at Elizabeth Miller will act as chair
man.
his home on Depot street.
Tlie Outing Club's emblems are
The Bowdoin Polar Bears will triangular in shape, with a white
furnish music for the annual Par design on a blue background. Tlie .'
ent-Teacher Association dance May club has 35 of these which will be
10 at the High School auditorium.
given to students who have placed
The Farm Service Store has in events either at the Rockland,
Camden or Waldoboro Carnivals.
moved to Winslows Mills.
Tlie English 11A pupils turned in
Mrs. Jessie Achorn has returned
very
interesting magazines recently'"
from a visit in Chelsea, Mass.
Maynard Wallace, Marcia Benner
Charles Lilly Past Auxiliary will
and David Achorn wrote on “Hunt
serve a public supper Saturday in
ing and Fishing;” Robert Somes
Legion hall.
and Robert Creamer gave the inMrs. Willis Crowell attended a slde news on sports; Mary Miller
meeting of the Republican State , ancj Madeline Rines wrote on the
Committee Tuesday in Augusta.
, state of Maine; Arthur Burgess on
Mrs. Minnie Cushman of New-' "Farming and Chickens.” Esther
castle and Mrs. Frank Coombs of , Black and Nellie Moody made chilDamariscotta Mills were callers' dren’s magazines. Ernest McLain
Tuesday at the home of Mr. and centered his around current events.
Peggy Jameson's was about the lob
Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Simmons ster industry in Maine. Bessie Stahl
have opened their home on Friend made a magazine on music. Inez
Hilton's was called "Chatterbox"
ship street for the summer.
ant^Phyilis Miller's "Spring.” The
School Notes
purpose of these magazines was to
The debating squad presented an give students practice in writing
assembly program Friday debating editorials, short stories, plays,
the proposition: Resolved: that poetry, biographies and advertisewomen should be prohibited from ments.
driving motor vehicles. After the
The Eighth Grade gave a social
debate the certificates from the In the gym Friday.
Bates Debating League were award- I The Junior High Girls’ softball
ed by MLss Wintereon to Louise Me- jteam has been called out for pracLain, Urban Borneman, Thomas tice by Mrs. Porter.
Front row, left to right: Vernal Wallare, business manager; Ruby Starrett. associate editor; Marion Wal
Bragg, and Theodore Hall to whom : The Maine History Class, under lace. editor: Charles Stimpson, associate editor. Back row: Miss Katherine Coflin, teacher of French and
letters will be awarded. The Na- , the supervision of Mrs. Porter is English, the counselor.
tional High School Debate Proposi- , planning to exhibit the State cf j volume number 5 of the Warren have been so helpful to the student town's elder citizens. G. Dudley
tlon for next year is: Resolved: that Maine in several different ways
School “Tattler - the school bodv the P®51 >'ear- and made P°s- °ould. who filled the office of town
the power of the Federal Govern- Individual units are being covered
u
‘
slble by adding the third teacher clerk for so many years. In one or
ment should be diminished. Prepa- which have proved very interesting. PaPer- °rRamzed last *a» came Dut tQ ,he hlgh
facuity. To
• two of the issues there were short
--------------------------------------------------------------- Enoch B Robertson
* few
a8° and ** expected t0 sure during other years a paper stories. It is to be hoped that anLemon Juice Recipe Enoch B Robertson 68 died at be the last edltion for
scho°: has been printed but not with the other year will see the "Tattler”
his home here late Surdav night >ear «*»» the final weeks of this regularity as has marked this season; continue Its work.
Robertson was born at Prospect i’Prln« term are 60 crowded with; The little paper has its MriOH,
Staff of the paper is as follows.
Pain Quickly
Harbor son of Capt John and events. However, the editors and literary side, and its humorous di- Marion Wallace, editor-in-chief;
n you suffer from rheurnfttc. ar- Helen Robertson. In early life he thelr associates have put out five
vision as well. It has had Ito movie Ruby Starrett and Charles Stimp-

WALDOBORO *

CIce

niicuiliaut Mr

inexpenstve home recipe that thousands
£mpo’und tX\t^?ithVqum

er

became

captain and resided in excellent editions, with the assis- reviews as many popular weeklies son. associate editors; Vernal WalMass
W'nPrP i1P iater tance of their counselor. Miss Kath- do. and its style column. The sports lace, business manager; counselor.
superintendent of United crine Coffln a member of the fac’ department has not been prominent. Miss Katherine Coffin; Vella Bar

Rubber Co. in Cambridge ulty- and the PaPer has had a spl«ihe held untd hls retire- dld circulation with in the school
, vpars jin hecauu* nf and outside as well. The publishing
mum suvurai jvars a&o
aubc oi j
ill health. At the time of his re- of this Pa’*r is one of the man>
..
. .
.
.. .
extra curricular activities which
tirement he came to this town

water, add the juice of 4 lemons states
it's easy. No trouble at all and pleas- which
You need only 2

t,wo time? & dav

ublespoonaful

Often within 48 hour*

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

Publish Warren High School Tattler

thntis or neuritis psin, try this simple was a sea

ant.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, AptikSf), 1940

Page ^our

—sometimes overnight-splendid results
are obtained If the pa Ina do not quickly leave and if you do not feel better
CoSpo'SS ls°for sato*.% ’rSco'm- Where he had been 8 frK’Uent sum’

in that except for the early fall and rett, scandal column: Edward Bar
the late spring during the baseball rett. sports; Lowell Moody, adverseason, there is little to report. One "islng; Gloria Bridges, style comof the edltlons dld carry an *nter‘'ment: Madelelne Haske11 and Sheresting interview with one of the;man Simmons, movie reviews.

WARREN

ASTONISHING
NEW DUP0N1
HOUSE PAINT
SURPRISES
THOUSANDS

i

D

STATIONERY

J. A. JAMESON CO.

The Dormanette

PAINTS

The Courier-Gazette

Rose Bush Sale

Weymouth Grange of Thomaston '
observed its first birthday anniver
sary Monday night. Mrs. Nellie
Haskell. State lecturer, of Auburn, ,
gave an interesting talk on Grange !
work. Mrs. Minnie Newbert pre
sented a paper on George Weymouth
Tough 2 Year
ri',
for whom this Grange was named,
Top
Grade
and Fred Maxey also spoke on sub
jects pertaining to the Grange.
New England
Several selections were played
by the Tliomaston High School Or
Grown
chestra. and William T. Smith. Jr.,
accompanied by Miss Dorothy
Lawry at the piano, sung "The
Singing Hills" and ‘God Bless!
America". A skit. "Neighbors' was ,
presented by Mrs. Dora Copeland,
Mrs. Etta Benner and Glenice Car
ney. and James and John Dana
playej several accordion selections.
Doris Vinal. Glenice Carney and
Walter Chapman made up the cast
CLIMBERS!
BUSHES!
for the playlet "To A Wild Rose".
White Oak Grange members were
Red
Copper Paul Srarlet,
Cerise Talisman.
special guests.
At each station of Weymouth
Pink
Dorothy Perkins,
Keil
Gruss Teplitz.
Orange were bouquets of cosmas.
Yellow
Aviator Bleriot.
presented by Miss Nellie Follett of
Yello.v
Roslyn,
Rockland. An anniversary bouquet
Red
•American Beauty.
of red carnations and snapdragons
Yellow
Betty Clark.
was the gift of Mrs. Blanche Ler
Red
Baby Ramblers.
mond. Refreshments were served
Red
Etoilr De Holland,
Red
Red Radiance.
in the dining room, festive in blue
and gold, the Orange colors. Each
Pink Karl Druschki.
Dame Edith Helen.
AYhllr
member present who also had a
Pink Talisman.
birthday in April received a birth
Pink Radiance,
Yellow
day cake. Refreshments were in
charge of Mrs. Carl Gray. Mrs. Net
tie Robinson, Mrs. Nellie Orff, Mrs.
Ruby Allen. Mrs. Nina Winchen
bach and Miss Dorothy Jameson.
• • • •
Advertisement* In this culumn no«
exceed three lines Inserted once foi
Mr. and Mrs. Harvell Ring to
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
'Gladys Lindseyi of East Warren dltional lines flve cents ewch for one
»-■
i —
time. 10 cents for three time*, rive
NOTICE la hereby given of the loss
entertained a partj of friends Tues- amtii words to a un>
I of deposit book numbered 35271 and
■ the owner of said book asks for dupll
day night at the Highland Orange
cate In accordance with the provision
hall. East Warren. Dancing and
■ of the State law
ROCKLAND 8AV. raos BANK by Edwsrd J. Helller.
games were followed by a lunch
, ' Trea
Rockland Me . Mav 2 1940
53-Th-50
Those attending from Thomaston
were Mrs. Harvey Lindsey, Mrs »{*******•*♦♦♦»
Ralph Ludwig. Mrs. Charles Winboston terrier for sale 8 mm old
Pretty female
MRS ROSE HUPPER
chenbach. Mrs. Carrie Philbrook. I th 4-j. Tenants Harbor
51-53
HOTPOINT electric range for sale,
Miss Cora Robinson and Andrew
first class condition C A (HAMILTON
Stone.
53-55 |
29 Chestnut St . Tel 986-J

Union were callers Sunday at the the right side of his head, and his
mer visitor and bought a home
i glasses were broken. He stepped
home of Mrs. Fred Starrett.
where he and his family have since
1 in front of Mr. Davis, around his
resided.
The
annual
Baptist
Church
sup

a a x\ A
A A A A
per and meeting will be held Sat own car which was parked in front
While in Somerville. Mr Robert
ALENA L STARRETT
urday at 6 o'clock at the Montgom ' of the drug store. He was taken
son served as president of the city
to Dr. Judson Lord for treatment.
Correspondent
ery rooms.
council from 1922 to 1928. He was
XS XX
a a a a
Ernest
Payson of Pleasantville was
a past high priest of the Loyal Arch
Chester B Hall, who has been ill,
and cared for bv Mrs. Oertrude » Passenger In the Davia car. State
Tel 49
Masonic Chapter in that city and a
member of the National Pilots' As
Starrett, is improved and able to Patrolman Ray Foley investigated.
Mrs Mildred Gray Ls employed at about
sociation. After coming here he
served for one year as chairman
home of Mrs Elvie M. Curtis, 25
A birthday party honoring Mrs ORFF’S CORNER
Purchase street, Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. James Hall have re
of the Board of Selectmen.
Edwin Lane of Union, was given
He is survived by his widow. Mrs.
Mrs William Barrett suffered a recently at the home of Mrs. Lane's turned to Elmore after a few days'
Mary Robertson and two sons, sprained right wrist recently in a parents, Mr and Mrs. John Lane visit witli their daughter Mrs. Al
in East Warren by her sister .Mss bert B Elwell.
Charles of this town and Robert of •fall.
Louisville. Ken.
j The get-together held by mem- Dorothy Lane of Rockland and Mis:
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jackson
Funeral services were held from bers of St. George Lodge FAM Beverly Keating of East Warren were visitors Sunday in Dexter. Mrs.
his home Wednesday, Rev. Eric Monday night was a success with Others present were Mr. and Mrs Jackson's mother Mrs. Jennie CuthRobinson rector of St. Andrew's 110 present, and guests from Edwin Lermond of Union and Clar- bertson returned with them.
Church. Newcastle officiating. Ma- Rocklar.d. Thomaston and Waldo- ence Morse of Thomaston Mr.
Mr
Mrs Charles Reed and
sonic rites were performed by King boro. A community sing with Dr lermond. formerly Charlotte Lane Edwin Munroe of Togus were guests
Solomon s Lodge.
Judson Lord and Raymond Payson of U'15 town, was well remembered Sunday at Edward Reed's
at the piano was enjoyed, capt.! with gtfu among them three birth-j Mrs Amber
Mrs Lulu
Ralph
Pollard
of
Waldoboro
gave
day
cakes,
one
made
and
decorated
Jackson
and
Rajph
j
ackson
were
LINCOLNVILLE
an interesting talk, and cards and by Richard Morse of Tliomaston Rockland visitors last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Knight re
beano were in play. Supper was aged nine. Ice cream and cake were
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson of
turned Friday after an extended
served, chairman of the arrange- : served.
•
Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Ar
stay at West Palm Beach. Fla.
May 4 has been set aside as 4-H
ments being William H. Robinson
thur Leavitt of Whitinsville, Mass.,
Norman Dickey passed the week
Repairs are being made on the Club Clean-Up Day. and as such were guests Friday and Saturday at
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
roof and the front of the Masonic will be observed over the State. Harry Creamer's.
Fred Dickey in Belfast.
block, the workmen. Herbert Ken Members wiU tidy up about their
Mr. and Mrs Owen Luke of Bath
Mrs. Carrie Hall who spent the niston, Joseph Stickney, William 'own homes, rake yards and lawns, spent the weekend with Mrs Mawinter in Corinna, arrivedhome . Dobbins, and Maurice Lindsey.
1 plant flower beds, and remove
deThursday.
' I Mra 81dnpy Wyllle has returned Jbrts froln ditches and yards.
The belle Porter.
Nathaniel Collins of Union is
Union
Cemetery
Association from a recent visit with her mother Happy-Go-Luckies 4-H Club will visiting his aunt Mrs Harold Orff.
meets Monday at 8 o'clock at the Mrs Josephine Cadieux in Marl- j observe the day and will report at
Mr. and Mrs. W A Jackson were
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin boro. Mass. While there Mrs Wvl- ,be 11PXt meeting,
guests Sunday at the liome of A. S
Dickey for election of officers.
lie participated a.s soloist ln tlie | “The Beatitude of Humility will Leonard in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray and 72d anniversary observance of the ** ,be subject Sunday morning at
Mr and Mrs Sidney Walter and
son visited Sunday in Brooks.
Baptist Church, at which she had | the Baptist Church. An evening daughter Ruth, Mrs Nora Ludwig
Miss Elizabeth Mathews of Day been soloist for 12 years before be union service at 7 will be held at and Edwin Walter of Gardiner were
the Congregational Church, with calleTs Saturday in this place
tona Beach is guest of Mrs. Ralph coming a resident of this town.
Mrs. Rasa Burns of Union was Rev William S. Stackhouse, the
Knight for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of
Ernest Mahoney has returned a caller Wednesday at the home of speaker. Anniversary Sunday will Richmond were guests Sunday at
be observed by Mystic Rebekah the home of his brother Percy R
from St. Petersburg, Fla., where Mrs. Newell Eugley.
I,
he passed the winter.
The Union Farmers' Co-operative Lodge and Warren Lodge. 1.0.0 F Ludwig.
Miss Frances McCobb of New Trading Club will be sponsor of both lodges to attend in a body. Also
“KEEPS WHITE HOUSES
ton, Mass., was a weekend visitor an entertainment and dance at invited are the Rebekah anri Odd
Only tahe brave know how to for
Glover hall. Saturday night. The Fellow lodges of Appleton, Union give. A coward never forgave—it
at the McCobb home.
Miss Ruth Heal of Camden re program feature will be George and Waldoboro. Special music has is not in his nature.—Sterne.
cently visited her sister, Mrs. Makrla of Fitchburg. Mass, edi been arranged, witli Chester Wyllie.
tor of the Finnish paper "Raivaaja" the soloist, and the anthem "1 Will
Gladys Packard.
• Pioneer• and other numbers arc Praise Thee O God," by Baine Sub
Miss
Doris
Miller
spent
the
past
genuine Cnqraver)
U PONT House Paint starts
piano selections by Mrs. Charles ject of Rev, Mr Stackhouse's ad
week
in
Belfast
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
whiter! And it stays whiter
Kigel and a poem by John Puolakka dress will be "Bankrupt Institutions
... far longer than cheap paints,Albion Ross.
of
North Warren.
, or Paging the Sheriff. ” Rev. L. I
Horace
Miller,
census
enumerator,
for it’s literally “self-cleaning.”
JU Th» Lowsst Pries* la Hlstorrl
The
junior
class
will
hold
a Clark French, pastor of the Con- 1
Dirt washes off with every heavy reports that hls duties are nearly
gregational
Church,
will
assist
in
!
Vlsitiag Card*
cooked food sale Friday at 2 in the
rain, leaving your house fresh completed.
the service
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
Frederick Gray and Carl Brad Clover Farm Store. At Glover hall
and white again.
•lzea and 30 style* of engraving,
Mrs. Frank D Rowe entertained 1
tliat night the class will hold a
PLATE INCLUDED, only — (I.M
It costs less to apply, because street of Augusta were supper
Monday
night
at
a
desert
party.
Mrs
It requires fewer gallons. And guests Friday of Mr. jr.d Mrs. M. typical bam dance with music and Estelle Perry, Mrs. J. D. Thurston, |
Wedding Announcement*
decorations. Girls will wear cot
since it stays whiter longer, you F. Dickey.
MLss Florence Thurston, Mrs Lela'
or Invitation*
ton
dresses
or
slacks
and
the
boys,
(
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Athearn
of
save money through fewer P.EOn white or ivory stock—wed
Haskell. Mrs. Herbert Bowes. Mrs. '
old
clothes.
No
one
is
to
be
dressed
paintings. Use Du Pont, House Morrill visited Sunday at the
ding or plate finish. Inside and
in his best. Refreshments will be! Nina Puller. Mrs. Carrie Mank and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Paint on your home. 5 <
home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
sold. Committees are: Entertain- Mrs. Charles Howe, all of Union,
CLUDED ________________ «.»»
Athearn.
ment, Kathryn Maxey, Leona Jones. ' Mrs. Ralph Wallace of Union had
Social Stationery
also been invited but was unable to
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Jeannette Overlock, and Irene
Special styles for men and women.
attend.
Simmons;
decorations, Virginia
A choice of lovely colors, mono
Mrs. Virgil Hills lias been ill.
grams and styles of engraving,
Moody and Elizabeth Oxton; food
745 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND, ME.
PLATE INCLUDED_____________
Topic for Sunday morning at the
sale Madeleine Haskell, Christine
42.25. 53.95 and up.
Congregational Church will be
Jones and Bertha Anderson.
Business Stationery
Tlie Woman's Club will furnish "Calmness." Chureh School will
282 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME,
500 business cards or Hammermlll
one number on the program at the meet at 9.30.
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
John Smith, 50, of Erin street,
Ninth District Conference of Wom
SPECIAL DINNER AND
CLUDED, only___________ 47*4
Thomaston,
was
knocked
down
on
en's Clubs Friday at Boothbay Har
SUPPER MENUS DAILY
bor—piano selections by Mrs. Her the new bridge Tuesday night by a
LOOK BETTER
HOME MADE ICES
bert A. Emmons, talented musician. car driven by Edward Davts Jr. Mr.
LAST LONGER SAVE MONEY
Mr (tnd Mrs Chester Hagar of Smith suffered a cut and bruis? on

mended by c. H. Moor & company and
good drug stores everywhere.

Senter Crane Company

ftftftft
News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

In Everybody’s Column

'LOST AND FOUND ;

FOR SALE

It*****-********
•
WANTED
;
•!••♦♦*******•*

;

PHILCO

Alr

Conditioner

for

sale

At an invitation from Seven
for than
doctor’s office
or restauoc.ni Tree
I ret ' suitable
r(UU A. lnw
BOYNTON
OIL
Grange of Union. Weymouth Grange A- MOTOR CO 118 Park St , Tel 1178
53’lt
of Tliomaston worked the third and
A FEW six-weeks old pigs for sale at
fourth degree there Wednesday errv I ARM
53-55
night. Several Granges were rep-1 ~~new milch cow for ^aie young
resented in the attendance of 123. J
euy ELMER DOW

53*55
PIOW
harrow
mowing machine
horse sled, for sale
RALPH O. BEN
NETT Bonnie Brae St . Camden 53-55
SEVEN Fluorescent Daylight lamps 20 i
watti each, for aale Suitable for res
taurant. store or tea room. At less than ]
cost BOYNTON OIL A MOTOR CO.
118 Pari: St . Tel 1178
S3*p 1
EASY washer for sale large^e.dner

A tasty repast was served ahd gen
eral enjoyment reigned

NORTH BURKETTVILLE

50-CORD rlelted hard wood wanted,
J B PAUIAEN. Thomaston. Tel 82
52*54
GIRLS women wanted Housekeeper
man *5 cook *15 Maids, -econd «io
MRS HAWLEY Tel 725 Bath
S3* It
POSITION wanted as stenographer
15 GROVE ST. Tel 579-W
53-58
SIX anrora kittens wanted 7 to 10
weeks old. nice long fur DHtJA YORK
111 Pleasant St
51-53
MIDDLE-aged woman
wan ted for
housework
CALL after 5 p. m at 28
52*54
—6t City
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for adult
family of one Must he experienced
capable. American and have aound references Good home, located In Rockland
Address all replies to
ROCK-

Mrs. Stella Simmons and grand
son John Bradstreet Of North
l^D
Union were recent visitors at Rob- ""‘If,',1"!? LM5.*r>«Jlwle
r'er-Gazette________________________ 52-54
ert Esancy's.
horses for sale at ■nt.zrorer
FURNITURE wanted tq_ upholrter.
HILLCREOT called for and delivered T 3 FLEM_______ M ” ING. 19 Birch St Tel 212-WK 44>»42-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ireland
COW Ior sale, new milch Jersey-1
spent the weekend ln Newport
Guernsey three years old laree projust hill
the ♦
Callers Sunday at the home of
Frank Esancy were Mr. and Mrs. farm owls Head. Tei 292 5
53-58 |
HARNESSES for sale, a sot of heavy 4
Stanley Jones and family of Razordouble harnesses in fine rendition
ville and Doward Smith
single heavy work harness ln good

TO LET

THREE-room furnished apartment to
Irving
(neap
Rubb
iixuig Pouell
x-oweii and
ana Merle
Mene Wohhinc
Robbins conaitton:
HnJj FARMboth
Owl.,tery
Head.
Tel 292
R. let suitable for couple
49 Brewster

53 59
were business callers Sunday at
DRY fitted hard wood lor sale. 910:
Arthur Lelgher's.
Junks. 910. dry soft wood, slabs, kin
Elmer Light of Union was guest dling; dry pine boards under cover T
diinrto,,
ki. .1 ... «.
...
. I j CARROLL. East Warren. Tel Rock
Sunday of his sister, Miss Minnie land 243-21.
53-tf

TEL 37-W
51-53
HED apart
Main 81
E G PHI I .BROOK 832 Main
St
53 56
St

EIGHT-room house to let on Ocean

Ave. Ingraham Hill; hot water heat,
bath, lights
MRS
ORRIN SMITH
51.53
Rnhert Thiircten nf Onn,. si xr
square stern outboard boat and trailer. Tel 396-M
KOOert Thurston Of Rome, N. Y„ tt5, ced„ planked canvas-covered out- FURNISHED ant to let av.ll.hi.
andMiss Katherine Thurston
of
M*>' 1 Garage mrs a c Jones 5
Thomaston arrivethis week for a 985 without trailer; new 12 ft 11 in ?lbot Ave
57a;______________
round bottom. 9100. 16 ft Kenneybeck
FIVE-room flat to let. ell modern
summer's stay at the Thurston outboard
style. 455. also18 ft and15, Also parlor stove and gas
range for
ft 9 ln
sailboat.3 moth
type sail ?»le Apply S H HALL 109 Park St
home.
52*54
boats. 2 Old Town canoes. II ft skiff. Clty
Mrs. Marion Carleton and chil 20 ft guide's canoe la-ge English linen
EIGHT room house to let. on Ocean
sail
KENNETH KNIGHT Rockport Ave. hot water heat, bath
light'
dren of South Union visited recent Tel Camden 2319
52*54 ; MRS ORRIN SMITH Tel 396-M 51-53
ly at Mrs. Lelia Turner's.
PIGEONS- 2 pair Show Tunfblers 1 j 8IX room house to let. bath, elecRacing Homers. 2 male Racing ,rtcUv completely furnished; within
Mrs. Blanche Leigher. Aubert pair
Homera All homer'
98 75'5 ,n|nute, of Msln St FLORA K COLLeigher and Wesley Light, accom- txkes the lot. ROBERT SMITH 323 jjjjg 15 Qrove St, Tel 579-W
51-53
Broadway. City
51*53 j
panied by Mrs. Olive Light and (
' L. Vs
IT, I
THREE-room apt comfortably furMrs Edith Ti(,h, nt rn.., si- ui
i u
used Duotheom circulating oil nlshed with toilet Inquire 12 Knox St
Mrs. Kaith light Of East W ashing- heater, medium size, for sale Also tel iva.w
M
11 „

Light.

,

.

J

BOATS for sale Johnson Co

I h*Hv

/-■!!

14 ft.

TUnU ASTOV

visit Roy Light who ls a patient at
FRIENDSHIP sloop tor sale. 26 foot,
good condition FRANKLIN COMERY.
Knox Hospital, suffering from a Tel.
Thomaaton 79
51*53
broken leg which he sustained BIRD houses for sale 100 to pick
from; low prices while they last
when thrown from a wagon.
RAYES WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Pres
Several from here attended the cott St . City
31 56
speaking contest Friday ln Apple- COOK stoves for aale. 910 and u;
all kinds of heaters C E C
ton, in which Miss Gwendolyn 138 Camden St Tel 1081-W
51 tf
Esancy was selected for the finals PRESSED hay for sale, farm lighting
plant, two 32 volt motors: cow and calf,
which will be held May 10 in Wash new milch: also beef cow WTISON
MERRIAM Union. Tel 8-5
51*53
ington.
Every great moment in the an
nals of the worl dis the triumph of
some enthusiasm,—Emerson.
It Is the heart, and not the brain,
tliat to the highest doth attain.—
Longfellow.

Tlie surest way to lose a friend is
to try to deceive one —War Cry.
Hie is strong who conquers others;
He who conquers himself is mighty.
—Lao-tse.

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy
Registered number I 7645
will stand for service of
stud at Rose Hill Farm,
Owls Head, Maine. For
information and appoint
ment call Rockland 292-R
Horses are coming back
Testa
have shown that home power on
the farm ls one-third cheaper than
tractors.

____

__ __________________________________

;D apar
___ FURNISHED
_
rtment to let at 17
Warren St Apply to 11 JAMES ST
50 tf
HARDWARE store for sale or to let.
with fixtures, shelves, etc. F M TTB
BETTS, 18 Washington St . Camden.
46-U

FOUR-room apartment with both to
let: also kitchenette apartment: both
furnished V F STUDLEY, 77 Park St .
Tel 330 or 1154
46-tf
FIVE-room house to let on Broadway
Place; all modern
Apply ERNEST C,
DAVIS 294 Broadway.
46-M

_______

ape

let; lights, heat; 85 and 86 week FOSS
53-tf
FOUR acres of shore property for HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel. 3.10 t
sale with chalet. 20 ft by 20 ft Nice
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. Tel
fire place
Well wooded
At Ballard 629-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North Main
Park
Apply C M BLAKE. Wallpa^per St
53-tf
store.
Main St.
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
AT West Rockport, six room house, 579 W MRS FIORA COIlI.fNS
53-tf
barn, cellar, spring well and 4 acres
land, price 9650
V F STUDLEY 283
FOUR-room apartment to let. an
47-tf | modern
Apply at Oamden and Rork
Main Bt.. Rockland. Tel 1154
-------- land Water Co.. TEI. 634
53-tf
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale.
10 Jefferson St Inquire 12 KNOX ST
FURNISHED rooms to let
deslr
MRS. A. C. JONES. 5
49-1 f able location
126-tl
BROCKS tested seeds for sale H H Talbot Ave.. Tel 576
CRIE CO . 238 Main St . Rockland 45-tf
42-ACRE farm for sale, early land;
15 acres In good cultivation; wood lot;
seven-room house; large barn
TEL
Camden .576 or 2571
42*53
B9************4
DARK loam for sale. 92 load del in
nicely done; 30 rents pair
Rockland and Thomaston For (lowers 111CURTAINS
PLEASANT ST
51-53
and lawns.
WTL1.IAM ANDERSON.
West Meadow Rd . Tel. 23-W
53*55
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VIM? lake raw
concentrate-, stimulants snd
15 SWARMS of bees for sale
MRS oyster tonics
ln OSTREX tablets to pep
FRANK STUDLEY. Thomaston house other
body
Often needed after 40 by
side of Oyster River. Warren road 53 tf up
bodies larking Iron, calcium, phos
Oet 35c
D 6c H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut phorus. Iodine. Vitamin Bl
$14.50 per ton, del Houaehold soft coal size today, Call, write C. H MOOR 6c
88 per ton. del Lumpy new River soft CO . and all other good drug stores
$9 per ton del. Ask for swap for cast
53*65
tickets M B. 6c C. O PERRY. 519 Main
LAWNMOWERS sharpened and re
St . Tel 487
53-tf paired. called for and delivered Tel.
HARD wood per foot, fltted. 9125 205. H H ORIE CO . .128 Main St, 53-tf
Sawed. $1 IS, long, 9L05. M B 6c C. O.
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service fa
PERRY. Tel 487
53-tf dependable hauling waste and sshes
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399. 14-tf
WASTE and ashes removed reasonable rates, dependable service. STAN
HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall’* service
station. Main and Winter Bto.
53-tf

I MISCELLANEOUS ;

SELLu/ZzA

WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
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VINALHAVEN

UNION

4-H Club Contests

Mrs. Laura Daniels is with her
■ sister-in-law in Boston for a few
Lined Up For Eastern
! weeks' visit.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Exposition—A Fat
Mrs Justin Aines is witli her
Correspondent
Pig Race
sister Mrs. Lena Hodgdon in Rock
land where she is receiving medical
Two new junior contests for New j
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.3. meets!
treatment. Justin Ames and Henry England boys and girls, a fat lamb
Monday. All members are requested j
Ames were vistiors Monday in Au- show, and a fat pig show, in which i
to take a filled Maybasket.
| gusta.
4-H club members and Future
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge was hos-1
Mrs. Lena Allen who has been Farmers of America may particitess to the Non-Eaters today.
bearding with her cousins Mrs. Lila pate, were announced todav for the
Mother and Daughter Club met BurrU, an(i M,s
Griffln le_
Eastern States Exposition from ’
Tuesday with Gladys Coombs.
I |Uri.?d Wednesday to Bar Harbor. Sept. 15 to 21 inclusive.
Mrs Call Oyer returned Monday
Carrie Gleason lias been ill
Any boy or girl more than 10
to Rockland.
I with grippe.
vears old and less than 21. super- ]
Mrs. Vinal Hopkins of North
Mr. El;a glorer jg al Knox Hos- vised by an approved leader in the (
Haven was guest Tuesday of Mr. pjt9l for trcalment
New England States, wlio owns and
and Mrs. James Gregory.
.
Alvah E Ames calico Sundav on feeds a lamb or pig. is eligible, pro- t ided lie ls selected by local or'
A supper will precede tlie meeting {ricnds in Appleton.
state project leaders under the
of the Ladies of the G.A.'R. Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Collamore cf
i quota allotted for tliat particular
Members arc requested to take a
Rockland visited Sunday at the
j state. Total number of lambs or
filled Maybasket for entertainment
home of friends here.
pigs accepted for exhibition will not
after the services.
Wilb ir Hilt cf East Union is a exceed 25 each.
Marshall Drake of Cincinnati!. O.
patient in a Portland hospital as
In the class for lambs, ewe lambs
arrived Monday for the summer.
result of blood poisoning in his a.m. or wethers of any medium wool I
Ernest Clayter. Jr., went Saturday
Governor Lewis O. Barrows "started the ball arolling" when he bought
mutton breeds, either grades or I
to Fairfield Health Revolt. He was Nazarene Chureh Notes
the flrst set of the new Maine poster stamps designed to be attached to
pure
breds,
are
eligible,
and
if
en.
Worship Sunday was in charge of
accompanied by his parents Mr. and
mail leaving the Stale, thus calling renewed attention to Maine’s manv
Mrs. Ernest Clayter and 'Dr. Ralph Mary Ware, due to the pastor at- tries warrant, the breeds may bel advantages. They are being sold by the Maine Publicity Bureau in
Earle.
tending the District Assembly. Tlie separated, otherwise entries may be Portland.
With the Governor are, left to right: Guy P. Butler, manager of the
At the next meeting of L. Carver 4Ub*;*' cf the lnessa«e was ‘ A11 on divided on a weight basis only. In Maine Publicity Bureau: and Everett F. Greaton, executive secretary of
the Altar.'' A special song was sung i ^e class for pigs, barrows or gilts
the Maine Development Commission.
Relief Corps. May 7 each member is
by Mrs. Helen Cramer and Robert j
any °f ibc recognized swine
requested to take a filled Maybasket
Cunningham was the organist. The breeds, either grades or pure breds.
and help on the program. Supper
NORTH APPLETON
Bible School hour was spent in the lnaV be entered. I ambs must have APPLETON RIDGE
will be served by Madeline .Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cunningham
Mrs.
Ethel
Moody,
Mr.
and
Mrs
study of the lesson and the closing been born on or after Jan. 1. 1940.
Lorna Swears and Muriel Lane.
and
pigs
on
or
after
March
1.
1940
I
Laurence
Moody
and
son
were
o!
Augusta spent Ute weekend at
hymn was led in singing by Evelyn
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs and Mrs.
Danforth. Theriece Bragg and Helen No contestant will be permitted to! guests Sunday of relatives in Au- th«r hom<- bere
George Butler was guest Monday
William Lawry have returned from Cramer.
enter more than one animal in gusta.
of his son George Butler in Union.
a few days visit in Rockland.
Miss Elizabeth Fish is employed
Tlie N.Y.P.8. was in charge cf either class and must take entire
Philip Keene and Neil Putman of
Ernest Hatch and granddaughter Evelyn Danforth and the evening charge of hls animal throughout ( at the home of A H Moody,
Priscilla Hatch of Portland are service, J. C. Moody. The subject the feeding period prior to or from I Mr and Mrs ,w M Newbcrt re. Monroe passed the weekend at D. T.
Keen's, returning Sunday to Orono
guests of his sister. Mrs. Robert of the message was "Faith"’
June 1. Feed and management ■ turned home Monday after a visit
, Mrs. Angie Fish has employment
Oeorgeson.
Service Sunday will be: Worship. records on each animal will be reElizabeth Stanley of Ban
I in Rockland.
Miss Urdine Calderwood was hos 10 o'clock: Bible School. 11.15; N. Y quired.
gor.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene were
Animals in both classes will be
tess to the Knit-Wits Tuesday at P. S.. 6; evening service at 7.
Mrs. Adelaide Fish and Mrs. Helen callers Sunday on her father Wilher home.
Prayer meeting tonight will be judged Monday. Sept. 16. and
Paul were callers Monday on Mrs. nam Wood tn Searsmont.
weighed the same afternoon. They
The .Round-A-Bout Club met at 730.
A. H. Moooy.
| Raymond Aldus has been 111.
will be sold at auction Tuesday
Wednesday with Mrs. Linnie Smith Alfred G. Hills
Fourteen
neighbors
met
recently
Mrs. Leland Johnson was a busiafternoon, Sept. 17, at 3 o'clock.
at her home.
Alfred Gurney Hills, son of the
at the home of Elmer Sprague and ness caller Monday in Rockland.
Cash
prizes
in
addition
to
auction
Vinalhaven Band held a rehearsal late Silas and Christiania iKnowlAzuba Sprague in observance of
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank and
proceeds will be offered.
Monday night.
toni Hills of Union, died in Rock
thelr
birthdays.
April
16
and
17
reMr
and Mrs. Frank Meservey atBoth projects are sponsored by
There will be dancing at Red land April 25 after a brief illness. the
New England Sheep & Wool j sPecUvelF- Greeting cards and gifts tended the funeral of Joel Meservey
Men's hall Saturday night with mu He was born in this town. Dec. 25.
Growers Association which Ls pro
sic by Arey's orchestra.
1866 and for many years made his
viding prize money and much of cake bearing the inscription. "79th brother of Frank Meservey.
Council of Pocohontas will hold home here.
the incidental expense.
Cooper Birthday", from the Rebekahs to. Mrs. Winston of South Hope was
rehearsal Sunday at 2 o'clock to
He is survived by two sons. 'Ray
ating agencies include the several Mr. Sprague a faithful member of in this section Tuesday taking the
prepare for the meeting Tuesday. mond W. of Cristobal. Canal Zone,
statf agricultural colleges. Future long standing. A gracious though census.
There will be balloting and degree and Ralph K ot San Bernardino. Fanners of America. United States |surprlsed hostfss made the group
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Fenwick and
work. Supper will be served at 6.30. Calif.; two daughters. Elizabeth A.
Department of Agriculture, Massa welcome and cake, coffee and sand- family of Rye, N. H„ were weekend
Red Men meet Friday.
Hills of Oakland, and Mrs. J. Craw chusetts Department of Agricul wiches were served, completing an guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Fox Islanders 4-H Club will meet ford Galloway of Cambridge. Mass;
, Johnson.
ture. and the Exposition manage afternoon of social enjoyment.
tonight with assistant leader Mrs. one brother. Herbert Hills of
ment.
High School Notes
Flora Brown. Tiie club will ob Union; two sisters. Mrs. Nellie
The final speaking contest of SEARSMONT
serve Arbor Day by planting flowers Hannan of South Montville. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burlock and
Appleton High School was held at
around the flag pole at High School Mrs. Rose Stewart of Union; two]
Mrs Clara Hersey, all of Newport,
Riverside hall Friday night. Pro
grandchildren. Peggy Jo and Mary J
grounds.
called on Mrs. C. H. Bryant recently
gram participants were Rev. Mr.
Mrs. Harold Marston who has been Jane Hills of San Bernardino; and ,
Mrs. Francclla Moody and Mr. I
Bradbury’s District Is
Ross of Union, Esther Wadsworth. and iMrs A W Adams were visitors 1
visiting her mother Mrs. Dora Vinal several nieces and nephews.
Now
Practically
All
Gardner
Philbrook.
Lawrence
Pease.
has returned to Springfield. Mass.
Services were held Sunday at
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Clear Water
Howard Sukeforth. Dorothy Salo.
Mrs H W Fifield returned Sat the Burpee Funeral Home ih Rock
Mrs William Ward of China.
Robert Hall Doris Hustus. Elizabeth
urday from Portland where she land. Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the
Mr and Mrs. William Meader and
The heavy ice blanket that has
passed the winter.
Congregational Church ln Rockland covered Maine s lakes and ponds is Oerrish, Gwendolyn Esancy. Ion- son William of Richmond were
nlc Griffin. Oertrude Wentworth. guests Sunday of Mrs. C. H Bryant.
Miss Harriet Vinal returned Sat officiated. Interment was in Lakerapidly losing hold and waters ln
Doris Hustus. Dainon Gushee, Effie
urday to Natick, Mass., to resume view Cemetery. Tlie bearers were
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Packard
the southern sections are opening
Hill and Nonnan Collins.
teaching.
Arthur Stewart. Hare Stewart, hourly.
and family cf Monroe visited SunAlthough Sebago and
De Valois Commandery, K. T. Vivian Hills and Lloyd Martin.
The judges were Paul Chapman, day with Mr. and Mrs J. G. Packsome of the larger lakes are still
meets Friday.
and
Miss Pauline Seeber of Thom- ard.
holding out there Is plenty of good
Miss Phyllis Black was a Rockland
fishing to be had and next week aston High School faculty and Rev. I Mr. and Mrs William Brown of
NORTH HAVEN
visitor Saturday.
Knox were recent business callers
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Quinn have end should see a lot of anglers In Leo Ross of Union.
Mrs. Frances Gilchrist recently
Miss Dorothy Salo. Miss Gwen- here
returned from Boston where their action. It is a good bet. with any
entertained the Nite Hawks at her
son. Paul, is a patient at the Dea kind of decent weather, that every dolyn Esancy and Damon Gushee ' Mr. aud Mrs. Ray Littlefield and
home. Louise Libby and Frances
thing in the southern areas will be were chosen to speak in the finals Austin Hall, all of Kittery, passed ;
coness Hospital.
MacArthur were guests.
at Washington. May 11.
j the weekend with Mr. and Mrs Wil- j
William Lob’.ey was a Rockland open by Saturday.
Miss Virginia Black, returned Sat
Damariscotta Lake which is one
visitor yesterday.
The members of the refreshment fred Gross.
urday from Hartford. Conn., for a
L. H. Salisbury has returnee!'
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse arrived of the larger waters opened Satur- | committee were Jennie Edgecomb,
week's vacation with her mother'
Mabel
Fitzgerald
and
Rupert
Fish.
h0,ne
from ,hc Bradbur> Memorial
home Monday after a week's vaca day afternoon with at least 50
Mrs J. S. Black
A
social
dance
followed
the
contest.
”
c£pital
ln BeUast and U Unprov-,
boats
out
Sunday.
Some
good
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis have
Warden
Mrs. Merle Mills and daughter. catches were reported.
The baseball schedule of the seaCharles Cunningham of Belfast
returned from a trip to New York.
Beatrice, who passed several weeks Supervisor Earle Bradbury states son is. Union at Union. May 1; was a caller here Sunday.
Captain Grenleaf. Meredith Trein Salem. Mass., returned home that everything in his district Warren at Warren. May 6; Warren
Mr and Mrs Wesley Warman and
frey, Walter Torfason and Herbert ' Saturday.
.
should now bc open and this in
at Appleton. May 13; Washington family of Knox visited Sunday with
Knowlton went Saturday to NewA fine program was presented cludes China and Swan Lakes, at Appleton. May 15; Union at Mrs. Belle Hcwes.
Haven. Conn., where they have em
Tuesday night by the Grammar both good spots. Quite a few fish Appleton. Mav 16; Field Day. May
<j. M Burgess of Union called
ployment on tlie yacht Althea.
School pupils and was enjoyed by were taken at Alford's Lake near 24; I.ibertv at Liberty, May 29.
■ Monday at the Cobb home.
Tlie Antique Club met Monday
Union. 6nnday.
many guests.
Tlie Senior play "The Deacon
ML'S Blanche Palmer. Bible
with Mrs. Blanche Swears.
Here are the waters open at this
Eltner Carver went Monday to
Slips will be presented at Hope irncher visited the schools Monday.
Mr. and Mrs A. E. Libby have
New London. Conn., to engage in writing 10.30 a. m.. Monday: Echo Corner the latter part ot May.
; Mrs. Dorothy Smith and family
returned from a trip to Augusta.
Lake. Round Pond. long Pond.
yachting for the season.
The honor roll for the third oi Hallowell are visiting her parents,
Louise Philbrook who has been Seal Cove Pond on Mt. Desert quarter of the year is; A-Honor Mr and Mrs. Joseph Packard.
Carl Anderson
When Carl Anderson. 56. failed employed at the home of Mr and Island; Woods and Billings Ponds. Roll—Thelma Linscott, Gwendolyn
The village grammar school beto return yesterday to the Federal Mr-s. Lester Oreenlaw the past few Bluehill; Walkers Pond, Brooks Esancy. Jennie Edgecomb. Dorothy gan its spring term April 23. All
project on which he was employed, months, returned home Wednesday, ville; Alamoosook lake, Orland; Salo, Lawrence Pease. Effie Hill, the other local schools opened
fellow workers instituted a search | Mr. and Mrs Arthur Emerson are Gardiner Lake. East Machias: In Esther Wadsworth, Doris Hustus. Monday.
and found the body of Mr. Ander-' occupying their cottage at the golf dian Lake. Whiting; Bog Lake. Richard Sukeforth. Dorothy Gnshec.------------------son suspended from a tree limb. Dr. H'tks. Mr. Emerson being in charge Northfield; Molasses Pond. Webb Oertrude Wentworth; B-Honor Roll Jesse Arrington. Howard Sukeforth,
Pond. Eastbrook; Fletcher Pond.
H. J. Weisman of Rockland, county of the links this year.
—Carolyn Hart, Virginia Dwelley. Helen Aldus.
Sullivan; Chicken Mill Pond and
medical examiner, pronounced it a — ■
------ case of suicide.
! some time and had frequently been Jim Pond. Gouldsboro; Alford's
Lake near Union.
Dr. Weisman said he was told by despondent.
Warden Lloyd Clark of Calais
Dr. Ralph P. Earle that Mr. AnSurvivors are his wife and two
They Make Delicious Tea
reports that Kelt salmon are being
derson had been under hls care sons.
taken in .Pleasant. Dennys and St.
Croix Rivers in Washington Coun
ty. Brooks and streams arc still
high but improving.

BUYS FIRST SET MAINE STAMPS

The Ice Is Out

F

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

True friendship is like sound
health; the value of it is seldom
known until it be lost.—C. C. Colton.

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Page Five

SALADS
TEA-BAGS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Try this marvelous new shortening. Its rich creamy texture will insure
your baking success. Save several pennies a pound on Marvo. A
three pound purchase is even more economical. Be sure to try it today.

PRICES AT ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT AND CAMDEN STORES ONLY

OLEO “10c | LARD

3

EB I B^nnTETI3

2

FLOUR H79c
BAG

63c

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24LB. BAG

77c

MILLBROOK

BEVERAGES

ASST. FLAVORS

SODA CRACKERS
EVAP MILK
SMOKED—I TO 8 LB. AVE.

3

EVANGELINE

29c

LGE

19c

TINS

21c

14c I bacon

FINAST - ABSOLUTELY PURE - EACH TIN BEARS THE SEAL
OF ACCEPTANCE OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSO.

BOTS
(ONT
ONLY

LB.
BAG

$3.04 CASE

’ TOMATO JUICE ’

28 OZ

sfl5c
10 53c

SLICED—NO RIND

SHOULDERS

3

4

1 LB

MAYFLOWER

SUGAR—$5.20

RICHMOND

tomatoes

23c ▼

SPICES

DAINTY DOT
ALL Qc and lOc VARIETIES

SPAGHETTI

HOMELAND
Orange Pekoe

TEA SAGS
HORMEL

FOR

FINAST
COOKED
PKG
ol JO

1

WHITE SPRAT
WHEAT or RJCE

16 or
TINS

VEGETABLE or
VEG. BEEF SOUP

PUFFS

HORMEL ONION SOUP 2
,A"KA«r

BURNETT'S

ROLLED OATS

2

PRUNES

J

LARGE 5IZE^^ tender

PKGS
LBS

BULK

/?OAS7TD

A1O/?£ SAV7NGS

COFFEES

Del Monte Sardines
ftj 10c
Steak Salmon RICHMOND
23c
Ritz Crackers n.u.c.
20c
Shredded Wheat
2 pkgs 17c

A coffee for every tazte and purte
Ground to your liking.

iLB

Richmond 2»,.27<
LB

SP£C/XLS
Butter Pecan
Devil's Food Cake
Cinnamon Twists
Klek

John Alden S Bags
Bn, 33«
Kybo
2b.l,b.35<

IVC

Copley

PKG

FORMERLY RED SUPER SUDS

3 pkgs 25c

{liner
package
w lge AAr
super Slide
iuai blue
iconcentratedi *pkgs*m»C
BUY I PKGS AT REGULAR PRICE - GET i MORE FOR le

pX"

Palmolive Soap

tin

23c

BAR

Octagon Soap

6C

A BARS 1 5c

EVERYBODY SAYS "ITS DELICIOUS"
OLDE STYLE NEW ENGLAND LOAF

< BREAD 2

BIG 20 oz

LOAVES

CALIFORNIA
LARGE SIZE

ORANGES

BANANAS
WINESAP

VERY

17c

DOZ.

JUICY

FRESH, CRISP

MEI.O RIPE

’Hmph.WE buy the BEST, TOO

Rolls

BROOKSIDE

DU I I ELn

25c

1 LR.
PKGS

4 lbs

SPINACH
CRISP, ICEBERG

4 lbs 23c LETTUCE 2hds25c
APPLES
LARGE CALIFORNIA
2 for 25c
doz 25c CUKES
LEMONS
RHUBARB 2 lbs 19c CARROTS 2 belts 11c

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 37c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
Fuzzy Knight, Johnny1Waek Brown and Bob Baker in the Universal picture
“Riders of Pasco Basin-”—adv

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GIVES SAL.

Every-Other-Day
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“Music In The Air”

SUNDAY'S CHARITY CONCERT

Baptist Choral Society of
Thomaston Prepares For
State Convention

Knox County General Hospital Auxiliary and Rockland City Band will
be co-sponsors of the Sunday afternoon concert at Community Building,
May 5. which features the band and several of the leading vocalists of this
section. No efforts have been spared to make this concert, from a pro
fessional standpoint, exerll last year's highly successful affair. The hour
is 2.30 .and public attendance is most warmly welcome.

At the rehearsal Tuesday night
of the Baptist Choral Society. RayMr and Mrs. Enoch Clark and' mond K. Greene, president. 21
Mrs Oliver Hahn returned home singers with Mrs. Blanche C. LerSundav from Boston.
1[10nd accompanying, continued the
Dr and Mrs. Edward L. Johnston ' Pracliee °f the choral numbers to
of Waterville wre guest Sunday of J be sung by the State-wide chorus tn
Mrs. Clifford Clark
Gardlner' ^,daJ' May *'
0C‘
casion is the annual State FederaThe Federated Circle turkey supq(
clubs Conventlon of
Tel. 190

PROGRAM
FIRST PART

George Law. Director
Gentn

Triumphal

March

Fred Jewell

thousands of youth are revolting
from tavern influences.
“A result has been the growth
Youth of Nation Will
of dairy, fruit juice, and soft drink
bars, and of liquorless night clubs.
Not Use Alcohol
Non-alcoholic curb service stands
To Excess
are competing with those places
Give youth a chance and it will where liquor ls served to an auto
find Its own solution to the prob mobile's occupants with no questions
lems of a relegalized alcohol trade. ] asked.
Mrs. Ida B. Wise Smith. National
-Most of such fruit juice and
W.C.T.U. president, concluded after dairy ventures have been surprisinganalyzing preliminary findings in a ' ly successful. Youth as a whole
nationwide research survey.
doesnt see much* sense in spending
Speaking on the eve of National all its money for a sick headache.
Youth Week, she said:
Youth in many cases has found
"There is no doubt but that the more real fun in soft drink sureffects of alcohol on youth have roundings.
been serious in these past-repeal
Parents and other adults can
years. Those who come in contact help youth to have an initial good
with 'teen-age immorality and time ln non-alcoholic surround
crime attest to the part that cheap ings; by encouraging youth partici
beer and tavern surroundings play, pation in sports; by not setting an
especially when coupled with un alcoholic example; by working to
uncertain economic future.
remove the easy accessibility of
•'The same experimental nature of present-day liquor; and by prevent
youth which has. ln some cases, led ing the nation-wide effort of the
to excesses in narcotics and sex, has liquor trade to draw future custofortunately led ln other cases to n nters from the ranks of youth.
revolt against alcoholic surround
"And, adults always ought to re
ings.
member that hypocritical parents
"Youth wants a place to congre make skeptical children.”
gate and to have a good time. Re
peal took youth from the corner Cherish hope—it is the sunlight of
drug store to the tavern. However, the soul.—War Cry

No Headaches

which the Choral Society is a mem
Nina Leach. Mrs. Charlotte Gray.
Pique Dame
F. V. Suppe
ber.
Mrs. Marion Grafton and Miss
Dr. John Warren Erb of New York
Cornet Solo ht Frank 'l ining
Helen Studley are the committee.
will conduct the massed chorus. The
Tramp, Tramp, ’Tramp
Edwin Franko Guldtnan
Mrs. John Tillson is having a concert will take place in the new |
weeks vacation from her duties nt Armory in Gardiner, and the public
.Murmuring Waters Waltzes
John T. Hall
the Crockett Store ln Rockland.
is Invited.
Clarinet Duct b\ George Law and Luther Clark
Mrs. E. R. Biggers returned SunDuring the rehearsal. Miss GwenSecond Reverie
...
. C. Fabre
day from Sangerville where she has dolyn Barlow, in behalf of
been the past two weeks ha’ing Choral Society, presented the direc
Hungarian Fantasia
... Theo M, Tobani
been called there by the illness of tor. Mrs. Grace M. Strout with a
Nancy Jane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Past, of 37 1 nion
her sister. Mrs. Emeasey Colpitis beautlful Maybasket filled with fruit street, entertained a group of friends on her fourth birthday. The guests
SECOND PART
Dr Biggers and son. Elmer, drove and carnations. This expression of were, left Io right: Janice Hutchinson. Nancy Jane Post, hostess; Sandra
Leigh, Carol Clarke. Janet Gilley. Margery llart and Diane Spaulding
to Sangerville to bring her home.
good will come at a time when cour were invited hut could not attend.
a. A Brown Bird Singing
Wood
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Smalley and age and strength Is needed for all
..............
daughter, Donna Rae, of Augusta, evangels of music alike, in carrying
Finden
has been announced that Dean h. Kashmiri Song
were guests Saturday of Mr and on their great mission to a troubled
Alien of the University of Maine
Mrs. Lydia Storer, contralto
world.
Mrs. Benjamin Smalley.
will be the speaker at the annual
e-N
Liszt
Mrs. Blanche Vose was hostess
Much favorable comment has
a. Hungarian Rhapsody
✓S z-S
meeting of the local Y M C A.
to the Whist Club Saturday for a been expressed of the manner ln
GII .BERT HARMON
Ponchinelli
The trustees for the depositors of b. Dance of the Hours
covered dish supper followed by which the youthful members of the
Correspondent
the Camden National Bank, an
Danny Patt, accordionist
games Miss Helen Studley was a Junior Choir carried on the muft ft aS
nounce the payment May 6 of a di
special guest, and others present steal part of the church service SunSchubert
......
vidend of 8 percent of the waived a. Ate Maria
Tel. 71J
were Mrs. Gertrude Linekin. Mrs day morning, supporting a forceful
deposits. This dividend will be b. Vale (Farewell)
Kennedy-Russell
Mertie Grover, Mrs. Grace An- ' sermon by Rev. Mr. Perron,
Lawrence Yates of Baltimore, Md., credited to the account of the varldrews. Mrs. Mary Ahern. Mrs FanMias Phyllis Kalloch was organist is visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Speaks
oils depositors and will be subject c. Road to Mandalay
nie Brown. Mrs. Lilia Ames, and and Miss Beverly Kirkpatrick, pianMr. Byron Knowlton, baritone
W A Yates.
to withdrawal at the will of the
Mrs. Leila Smalley. Prizes were 1st. Two chorals were sung by these
The High School Annual Follies depositor at any time on or after '
won by Mrs. Linekin. Mrs. Smalley members: Misses Lucille Gillis.
Clara Edwards
and the Recital of the pupils of the i the above date, and under the a. Into the Night
and Miss Studley.
Esther Achorn, Jennie Knowlton. Doris Heald School of Dancing will same regulations as other deposits,
b.
In
the
Garden
of
Tomorrow
Deppen
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Berse- Glenice Lermond. Eleanor Nelson. be presented in a Joint program J The special meeting of Amity
Mrs. Lillian Joyce, soprano
bach have returned to Englewood, Phyllis Hall. Barbara Sullivan.
May 24 Both events are looked Lodge of Masons which had been
N. J., having been guests two weeks Grace Paulsen. Hope Paulsen,
forward to with much anticipation !
for priday night has been post- a. Smiling 'Thru'
of Mr and Mrs. Orvel F. Williams Elaine Risteen. Lois Hastings. Vir- each year, and in a combined pro
poned
to May 17.
Berlin
b. God Bless America
........
Mrs. W B. D. Gray entertained ginia Smith and Joan Vinal.
gram will offer two and a half
The following group spent Sat
(with the band)
at supper Saturday the R. T C.
hours of dancing, singing and in
urday in Bangor transportation be
Club, those present being Mrs Lermond. Mrs. Margaret Stone.
-Mrs. Jane Foley, soprano
strumental numbers for the enter- ing furnished by Harold H. Nash
Stewart Orbton of Rockport. Mrs. Mrs Madolm Spear and Mrs Ber
tatmnent of young and old. Rehear- Mr and Mrs Fxiwar(, Jow,yn Mfs
Russell Bartlett and Miss Charlotte tha Seekins.
sals are being held nearly every I Amy
Mrs Efrt „pal Accompanists:
Buffum of Rockland and Miss ArMr. and Mrs. Frederick Jordan night under the direction of Miss
,
,,
_ .
Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs. Nettie Averill, Mrs. Amy Tripp
delle Maxey, Mrs. Lee Walker and have moved to Franklin. They were Heald and the fille musical talent ’ *
B
ErlcsonEloise
Drinkwater.
Mrs.
Bertha
Bartlett
of
Mrs. William T. Flint.
accompanied by Joseph Edward. in the High School «s being placed
, M;s Vlrian
of
sister. Mr and Mrs. Arthur BerryThursday Club meets this week young son of Lewis C. Sturtevant.
In dance routines, song and instru
Mrs Cora Morrill has returned
Rockland.
Mrs.
Clara
Hopkins,
Mrs
with Mrs. (Edwin F. lynch.
Mr Sturtevant is making his home mental groups and solos,
I home after spending several weeks |
„ . „
. Oeorgie Webster. Mrs. Rena King,
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook has re at Webber's Inn.
Mrs Ruth Collemer will be one of
Rlng
Johnwn
1 with her sister, Mrs. Rodney Simturned after several days visit In
Miss Margaret Crandon, local |]lrfp judges at a Portland- LewisUDA O CHAMPNEY
1 inons in Martinsville.
. Mrs. Mary Snow. Mrs. Oscar PayBoston.
president of the W.C.T.U. attend- ton ,nusjC students' contest to be
Correspondent
son. Mrs. Helen Gregory of Rock
Weston Young. William B. D.
XN /*N XX
o
_ , „ „• it
a
, *** I*1* Institute held Tuesday in held in Portland Friday night sponA A A ZN
Grav, Orvel F. Williams and guest.
_
i port. Mr. and Mrs. Putnam Mrs
SOMERVILLE
- — *
| Camden.
sored by the National Federation of
Tel 2228
Frederick Bercebach and Clayton, The Junlor class is holding a Music clubs
, Edith Mills. Mrs. Frances French.
Mrs M. C. Brown and children
Staples attended the State ChamFndav from
»«• M‘“-»en. Oeorgie Gould. Mrs.
accompanied by Omer Brann were
30 to 11.30. The cposen are Mrs. Evelyn Smith of
Tiie Trytoiielp Club met Monday
pionship Ritle match Sunday in
Emma Simmons, Angie Drinkwater
committees are: Dana Sawyer. Exeter, N H and Mrs. Edith Mar- Mrs Florence Fairbrother, Mabel jnight at tl,c BaPhst vestry for a callers Sunday at H L Hayes' in
Damariscotta.
Chelsea. Mrs. Hayes is greatly im
Richard Mitchell and Howard Mill- shall oi Salisbury. Mass. The Win- Pendleton and Mrs. Marv Nash.
cover,'d dish supper and weekly proved in health
Mr and Mrs. Fred Smallev of l
t
, u i™ ...a th.ir
i er' admissions; I.izzie Tuttle, Evelyn ners will be presented in concert
Mrs. Nacina Mayhew is employed j ‘meeting, with Mrs. Edith Buzaell.
Mrs Annie Turner and grandson 1
Of Rfl h were Hahn> PauliI,e Burnham' and at the convention of the Maine
Mrs. Edith Overlook, Mrs. Mildred have returned from Essex, Mass.
at the new Woman's Shop.
dinner ctiexta Rundav of Mi 1 eila Charlo,te Joncs- refreshments; Na- Federation of Music Clubs held in
dinner guests Sunday of Niiss I.fil.t
nr,i
At the Tuesday meeting of the1 Easton and Mrs. Al.ce Mauston as
Mrs Evelyn Hodgkins and son of |
Bfll, advertising;
nflrHinpr .\U)
Viv -J 24
25
Plans were Essex, Mass, are visiting her par- '
Clark, the occasion celebrating the , tnalie
„
, „ ' Warren
„
Gardiner.
-4 and
ana zo
Rotary Club. C. Kendall Hopkins suppxr committee.
Macgowan. music. Mr. and Mrs. ; Mrs. Laura Beattie of Thomaston
, gave an interesting vocational talk !'made for the Mother-paughter ents Mr and Mrs. Frank Turner.
birthday of Mrs. Smalley.
Garnold Cole will be chaperones
is recuperating from a recent 111] banquet to be held at the vestry
There were six tables of auction I
Mrs. Lila Leavitt was a business >
I on "Terrato” floors. Mr. Hopkins |
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Ingalls have ness at the home of her daughter
I gave the history of this type of floor ; May 13 and these committees ap caller in town Monday.
and one of "C3' at the Star Circle ’
card party Monday night. Winners ' removed from the upstairs apart- and gbn-ln-law Mr. and Mrs. James j structure, pointing out that all: pointed: Supper. Mrs Alice Mars
Mrs Doris Austin made a busi
ment of Edward T. Dornans house Dmiock
i «**w>'“*
I Maine materials were now used in ' ton. Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham, ness tri pto Massachusetts last
at auction were Mrs Lucy Clark I
' | on Hyler street, to the house owned
jg-ss Sylvia Campb. U cf Portland
Mrs Elizabeth Lowell, Mrs. Hazel
weekend.
Mrs Mertie Grover. Mrs. Bertha
its construction. Visiting Rotarians
by Mrs George Gardiner on Glca- u guest of Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Caln: decorations, Mrs. Viola Spear,
Frank Hysler has employment on
Hastings. Mrs. Ada Spear and Mrs.> son street.
were Homer E Robinson. Alvin W
I Campbell.
Mrs. Lida Champney. Mrs. Clara
the read project.
Gladys Forbus.
Mrs. Bernice
Foss. Allan Me Alary, A. C. Me Loon
Lane, Mrs. Diana Pitts; program.
„ . u.
. , .
,
, Mrs. John Creighton has returned
Charles B Hoyt of Cambridge
A. P Eaton was guest Sunday of I
Knights was high scorer at "63 1
Ben Nichols. Lutie Jones, all of1
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes. Mrs. Lina
home here after passing the winter Mass., has recently bought the Hoffriends in Augusta.
Rockland. Conrad L. New ton of Bel- !
with her daughter. Miss Katherine er cottage
, Joyce, Mrs. Edith BuzzelL Mrs.
Reed & Reed, contractors, are
won bv Mrs. Leila Smalley At the _ . . .
„
. .
er It will be
' cf interest to thase who
___ 'U? .
ah'‘
I Mildred Easton
The Club will
Creighton, in Brunswick.
eonchision of the playing refresh
Burnham of Augusta.
, mffl Monday njght at the hcme completing their work on the!
Stanley Copeland has returned to have enjoyed the Masonic Assembridges here.
ments were served by Mrs. Blan: he
Sandra Ooodwin is spending the of NIrs joyct,
his duties at the Augusta House biles during the past winter to note week with her grandmother Mrs. I
*
.
after passing several days at home that one more of these enjoyable
oij in Brooks.
t, t.
is in
Read The Courler-Oazette
Charles Rider
' Mrs- Maud
„ „ Carietcn
,
, . East
,
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne went social events will be held next
' Kingston, N. II. for a visit with her
Bradford Jameson son of Dr and
.
Monday to Waterville, called by the 'Thursday night, under the auspices
sister, Mrs George Keith,
Mrs. C. H. Jameson sustained a i
J illness of her daughter. Mrs. Ar- of the Masonic Club. Those not soMatthew Greenlaw of Yarmouth
| thur Galen Eustis, who ls a patient Ucited are asked to take Andwichcs. broken leg Tuesday in a fall.
was
a visitor the past few days at
"Sweethearts” with Nelson Eddy i
IN
at Thayer Hospital.
Richard Bond, Y.M.C A. Secre- and Jeanette MacDonald will play j the heme of his son, Oordon OreenBANJO
' tarv. Oeorge H. Thomas, Adin L.
law.
at the Comique Theatre Friday. The |
GUITAR
Ralph Ayers
„ ,.
, ,
J „
Hopkins, Percy Keller and Lester
Mrs. Herbert Simmons ls a surMANDOLIN
Funeral services were held Sat- _
. . . ..
,
,
, double feature Saturday will in1 J
,
,
„ , .
. 1 Gross attended the Annual State
elude "Five Little Peppers at gical patient at Knox Haspital.
urday from the Cushing funeral
Y.M.C.A. Convention held Tuesday
EDDIE SMALL
Mrs. Nora Eaton ls able to be
Home' and William Boyd in
! parlor for Ralph Ayers who died
in Winthrop. The speaker was Win
out again after being confined to
"Showdown".
Wednesday at his home on Gleason
Martin of Brooklyn. N. Y. and the
! street. Mr. Ayers was born in Rock
Roger D. Calderwood, director cf her home four montlts' as a result
delegation from Camden came home
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
land. Nov. 2. 1861, son of George
instrumental music in the schools, of a fall.
395 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
with many enthusiastic ideas and
will remain in town this summer
and Harriet i Hosmer) Ayers. He
Tiie various summer homes along
TEL 7«8
helpful suggestions for a new young
and will be available for private the East side of the harbor are be; was a salesman and had resided in
men's club, for those between the
InstrucGon ln band and orchestral; ing renovated and put in readiness
this town 40 years.
In Brown and While
ages of 18 and 25. which it is hoped lines.
for occupancy. Felix Sa'.mond and
He is survived by his widow. Mrs
will be formed here next year. It
JDR WOMEN
Blanche iRobinson» Ayers, and a!
family are expected to arrive at
FULLER BRUSH
SHOt,
I the Stone House about the middle
jflMf
sister. Mrs. Grace (Ayers) Black of
COMBINATION
FOND
Today, Friday, Saturday
of the month and Miss Ann Towns
Rocklar.d. Interment was in Thom
TUTORING
HUI IMM CM l(
Sizes 2'i to 8
end will open her cottage at about
aston cemetery.
“Road To Singapore”
FULLER PASH WAX
the same time.
with
Others priced $2.E0 to $3
BING CROSBY
Mrs. W. E. Whitney. Miss Pern
Face your deficiencies ar.d ac
DOROTHY LAMOUR
Whitney. Mrs. Cora Welch, Mrs.
knowledge them, but do not let them
Mildred Easton and daughter Vera
master you. Let them teach you
motored to Portland Saturday for
Director of Instrumental Music
436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
patience, sweetness, lnsgiht.—Helen
Mil nut
in Camden
i the day.
Keller
flllEt
Will remain in ( amden this sums
Ray Easton spent last week In'
5=
BUT MOP
mer and will he available for
Boston.
Phone 891
Private Instruction on Band and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker of
Shows: Mat. 2: E»f. 6.15 and 8 15
Orchestral Instruments.
F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
Searsport were callers Monday on
53-lt
Sunday Mai 3— Daylight Time
Phone 43I-W
his sister. Mrs. Frank Rider.
93 Limerock St., Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Emeline Abbott of Brewer
51-53*56
is visiting her brother-in-law and t

CAMDEN

ARROLL

PER
C
L. 1C pum
» U
E.

ROCKPORT

“Shoe of the Week”

INSTRUCTION

Maine Music Co.

Plain Saddle

$1.98

R E. Nutt Shoe Store

YOUR GUESS
MAY BE WORTH $5 TO YOU!

How Many People Will the Census Show
In Rockland
The Courier-Gazette will pay $5.00 to the

person who guesses nearest the correct popu
lation named in the census.

RULES OF CONTEST

Mail your estimate to Census Contest Desk,
Cate of The Courer-Gazette
Only One Entry May Be Mailed Per Person

Roger Douglas
Calderwood

G » A r H I (

S

C
OMIQUt
C i uden

Friday and Saturday

THEATRE

FRIDAY, MAY 3
SPECIAL BARGAIN DAY
You Demanded Its Return
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NEESON EDDY’
in

ANNOUNCEMENT OF DIVIDEND
The trustees for the Depositors of the Camden National

Johnny Mack Brown
BOB BAKER, I UZZY KNIGHT

Bank, Camden, Maine, announce the payment of a dividend
of 8G of the waived deposits of the Camden National Bank
on Monday, May 6, 1910.

“SWEETHEARTS”
In Gorgeous Technicolor
BARGAIN PRICES
Matinee, All Seats, 20c
Evening, Orchestra 20c
Balcony, 15c
Special Selected Short Subjects

This dividend will be credited to the account of the vari

TODAY

"BEYOND TOMORROW"
IIARKY CAREY
CHARLES YVINNINGI R

Plus TAI.LY-HO,

ous depositors in the above hank and will he subject to with
drawal at the will of the depositor at any time on or after
the above date, and under the same regulations as other
deposits.

$25.00

Trustees for the Depositors of
The Camden National Bank.

last Times Today
Maurice Maeterlinck's
"THE BLUE BIRD"

H. GFRRISII, Dealer

WEEK-END SPECIALS
sue
VITA RAY
CREAM

$1.20
500

LYDIA
PINKHAM

$1.10

VITA RAY
FACEPDR.
Both For

Me
31c

PINT IARVEX
79c
75c EXPEELO
69c
100 ASPIRIN
lie
QT. AU OIIOL BATHING
COMPOUND
23i
25c NOX7.EMA
Me
1.75 KRF.ME HAIR TONIC Me
1.75 NOONAN'S HAIR
PETROEE
98c
1.00 WII.DROOT WITH Oil. 59c
10c W'OODBI RY'S SOAP
4 for ?3r
50c TEEL ................................... 39c
QUART MAGNOI.
89c
40c WEST TOOTH PASTE.
I for 10c
100 AT.RACOI.ATE TABS. 7»c
75c DOAN'S PILES
49c
50c HALO SH.AMPOO. 2 for 51c
st oo

50c

JERGEN’S
CREAM
Roth For

TISSUES

14c

87c

60c MOTH CRYSTALS
Ql’ART FLIT ....................

JERGEN’S
LOTION

CLEANSING

VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

$1.10

50c PF.PSODI/.T ANTI
SEPTIC ______ __
2 for 10c
10c POW DER PI'EFS
Se
EGE. FATHER JOHN'S
77c
5Oc NEW I GF. PARI.I M
39c
30c HILLS COLD TABS
19e
10c GIANT STYPTIC
PEN< II.
Sc
5Cc TF.K TOOTH BRUSH.
2 for 4Sc
35c WEST TOOTH BRUSH.
2 for 49c
50c WOODBURY HAND
LOTION
2 for 51r
100 HALIBUT OIL CAPSI I ES
lie
50c I.. F. ATW OOD'S BIT
TER X
37c
1.00 IRONIZFI) VI AS I
50< PHIIJ-IPS Mil K MIG. 3lc
LOO HIND'S IIONFV \NI1

ALMOND <'REAM

49r

Schick Combination

PINT

RAZOR

SQUIBB’S
MINERAL OIL

8 BLADES
LIFEBUOY
SHAV. CRE’M

1 OZ. BOTTI.E

49c

79c

FREE
All For

59c

AT JAMESON S MARKET
Fancy Native Pullets.............. Z......................lb

.26

Nice lot to roast or fricassee.

Leadership Smoked Shoulders..................... lb

.19

An old favorite, winning new friend-, daily.

Arlington Small Sausage................................lb .32
Sliced Bacon ..................................................... lb .18
Large Fresh Native Eggs............................... doz .25
Daisy Rolls ....................................................... lb .29
Nice to boil or fry.

Cooked Shoulders............................................ lb

.28

Dollrd up with pinrapplr. ready to serve.

Superba Large Shrimp.................................. can

.17

Handy to have on the shelf.

Waldo County Potatoes............pk .35; bu. 1.35
New California Potatoes...........................3 lbs .19
New Texas Onions.................................... 3 lbs .25
Pure Maple Syrup............................ Vz gal can 1.30
Pancake Flour ............................................. pkg .10
Jane Goods Peanut Butter................... 1 lb jar .15
Two pound jar.................. ..................................... 28
State of Maine String Beans .*...................... can . 10
State of Maine Com.................................... can .10
Large Can Pumpkin or Squash ................ can .15
He likes pies, you know.

Horticultural Shell Beans .... can .15; 3 cans .40
Superba 8 oz. Pure Apple Jelly............................. 10
Johnson Beans.......................... qt .10; peck .75
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans................ 2 cans .25
Superba Wax Beans............................... 2 cans .25
Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Vigoro,
Sheep Dressing, Bone Meal, Fertilizer

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

*

ROCKLAND, ME.

376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

t
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M. E. WOTTON <3 SON

5th ANNIVERSARY SALE
STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 3rd
What you have been waitingfor, now arrives, with Tre

DOUBLE
“SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS”

mendous Savings in all departments. Everything in
the store, with minor exceptions, included in this sale.

DURING THE SALE

HOSIERY

CURTAINS
Quaker Net Curtains

reg. 1.25 numbers
pair 92c
(ful» length and good

width)

Beautiful assortment
of Cottage Sets, in all

colors at
89c and $1.00
100 pairs Quaker
Net Curtains,
reg. 1.98 numbers
$1.59
100 pairs Quaker Net Curtains, regular 2.25
numbers ............................................................ $1.98
Buv the new Two-way Curtains in ruffle
numbers, no up, no down, reverse it either
way; introductory offer, pair ................... $1.98
Beautiful new Tapestries, 2.98 numbers, yd. $1.98
in rust, blue and green
Beautiful new Tapestries, 1.59 numbers, yd. $1.29
Studio Couch Cover'Sets, heavy quality, with
three pillow covers; set............................... $2.98
All our Cretonnes up to 29c. Sale Price, yd.
19c
Slip Cover materials (just arrived), Sun
proof, washable, dust proof, yd..................... 89c
Chintz, regular 35c and 29c yd. quality, yd.
25c
50 in. Homespuns, 50 in. wide, in blue, green,
tan, yd...................................................................... 59c
Shade Curtains, regular 59c quality, two for, $1.00
Shade Curtains, regular 1.00 quality, each .... 75c
Shade Curtains, fibre shades, 3 for.............. $1.00
Special Discounts On All Linoleums Bought
During The Sale

All pure Silk Hose to
close regular
69c numbers, pr. 49c
Humming Bird,
89c numbers,
pair, 79c
Humming Bird,
1.00 number, pr. 89c
Humming Bird
1.15 numbers,
pair, $1.00
Buy our new re-en
forced ‘Queen Maid’
79c number, at
pair, 69c
New Hosiery number, in three lengths,
regular 1.00. Sale Price ................................. 79c
(All New Spring Shades)

Bought for this sale only, the most beautiful
Slip ever made in new styles..................... $1.00
Regular non-run 49c Bloomers. Sale Price .... 39c

STAIR CARPET
All wool, plain, with blue border, reg. 1.98;
yard..................................................................... $1.09
All Wool striped, Wilton Stair Carpet, yd. $1.79

TOILET GOODS
Everything in this Department including all the
leading makes. ..Closing out our Toilet Goods
Department, 1-3 Off

“SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS”
DURING THE SALE

DRESSES

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

Ladies Dresses In All the New Spring Materials

RUGS

House Dresses, regular 1.98 and 2.25, all
sizes. Sale Price............................................. $1.79

Street Dresses,in Rayon Crepes, and Shark

100 full size 27x54 Rugs, values up to 9.00 to
close out in this Sale, at............................... $2.98
(This Is Not A ( lose Olli, These Are Discontinued Patternsl

Skins, all sizes. Sale Price.......................... $1.79

Heavy quality Chenille Rugs, all colors .... $1.98
Bath Mat and Cover in Chenille, to close out,
all colors ............................................................ $1.00

Special Discount on All Childrens D.esses.
All New Spring and Summer Numbers

Sweaters, all new spring shades, regular 1.98

10rDiscount On All Co;sets in the Store
(Special Orders Included)

All regular 80 square Percale Dresses, 1.00

83c

numbers ..............................................................

\

CORSETS

number. Sale Price ....................................... $1.59

DOMESTICS

LUGGAGE

Gold Bend Sheets,'81x99, reg. 1.29. Sale
Price ................................................................... $1.06

Buy now for the Wash
ington trip. Special dis
count on all numbers.
The most wonderful me
dium price line obtain
able.

Gold Bond Pillow Cases, 42x36, reg. 33c,
4 for................................................................... $1.03
Regular 18 in. Crash, all linen (heavy
quality), 4 yards for .................................... $1.00
Regular 35c Towels, plaid design, all colo.s
4 for................................................................... $1.00

Week-end Cases in plain
brown and black in all
sizes up to 24 inches, at
$2.98, $3.98, $4.50

Regular 14c 40 in. Sheeting. Sale Price .........

Special new Airplane Luggage number, with

all leather edging, from $4.50, $4.98, to $5.98
Close out in Over Drapes, values up to 7.98.
Sale Price.................................................. 20% Off
Close out in Odd Curtains for this Sale only
% Price

DOUBLE

Ladies' War drobe Cases in plains and air plane
designs.......................... $9.95, $11.00, and $13.95

Special Men’s Gladstone Bags, all leather, $ 11.95

9c

Regular 2.50 and 2.98 cotton Bed Spreads.
Sale Price......................................................... $1.98

All our ISc and 21c Percale, 80 Square. Sale
Price, yard .........................................................
15c
Heavy Quality Indian Blankets, pair ........ $1.69

Sheet Blankets (in plaids), full size; pair ....

49c

Percale Sheets, regular 1.98. Sale Price .... $1.39

,jz;jjzrzfEr2f2j?pj?fdi2rjj?fgjzfafej?fgfgfafafzrafZfafgfafafajtrarafarajzfZfafaf2fzj|

See pages 21 and 2 2 in this week’s issue of

LIFE

^SOCIETY

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Abbott of
South Portland were visitors tn the
city yesterday.

Baraca Workers

This And That

Mary Dodge and Feme Browne
have returned to Gorham Normal
School.

for an exciting glimpse behind

the scenes at the making cf RED CROSS SHOES.

Come in. Choose from

our gorgeous selec

tions . . . see for yourself that Red Cross Shoes
are America’s unchallenged shoe value at $6.50.

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND. ME.

, Harry- L. Leon, one son, Lieut. HayMRS. II. L. LEON
Mrs. Harry L. Leon, wife of Harry I den L. Leon, U. S. N. and grandson,
L. Leon of Dartmouth Place, Char Hayden L. Leon Jr. of Annapolis,
Md.; a sister. Mrs. Fred P. Porter
lotte. N C.. died at the Mercy Hos
' of Kellogg, Idaho; and brother. Fred
pital Sunday morning. Mrs. Leon
O. P.ske of Whitinsville, Mass.;
was the former Irene Piske of
i also her niece, Mrs. Richard Barker
Rockland. Me, and the daughter
] of Derry, N. H., and Mrs. John
of the late Amos and Julia Piske of
Dunbar Jr., of Whitinsville, Mass.,
that city. She was an active mem
and nephew, Commander L. S.
ber of St. Martin's Episcopal
Piske, U. S. N., Washington, D C.
Church, also civic organizations, in
The funeral services were con
cluding the Daughters cf the Ameri
ducted at St. Martin's Episcopal
can Revolution.
Church Tuesday by Rev. W. H
She Is survived by her husband,
Wheeler, and interment was in
Elmwood cemetery.
The active pallbearers were Dr
C. H Sullivan, Tlvis Myers. Oeorge
J Mitchell, John K Gray, Dr. Harry
Winkler and Thomas B Snodgrass
The honorary pallbearers were
Toddle Coals for Ihe one and
S. O. Thorne, S. T. Thorne, C. L.
two year old baby girl—all wool Korner, C E Brooks, Dr. Vann M.
flannel, pastel shades. Ronnet Matthews, Morris Russell, Will Weill
and James P. Ferguson of Bridge
to match. Priced—
port, Conn.—Prom the Charlotte
Observer.

Thimble Club members met tills
Mr. and Mrs. A. H (Feyler and
son Irvin, who have been guests of week at the home of Mrs. C. Earle
relatives here, have returned to Ludwiek for sewing and luncheon.
Roslindale, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey had as
Charity Club members motored recent guests. Mrs. Morey's sister
today to Camden, where they were and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
entertained at luncheon by Miss Keith of Waterville
Teresa Arau. The afternoon was
Mrs. Bernard Stiles and daugh
spent at sewing and cards
ter Nancy of Marblehead. Mass,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mitchell of are guests for a week of Mrs. Stiles'
Lewiston, have been guests of Mr. I parents. Mr. and Mrs A P. BlaisI dell.
and Mrs. Franz Simmons.

We also have Coats for older
girls, 4 to 7 years. Navy Blue.
Tweeds, Tan and Green. Eor—

$4>$5.98-$6.98
CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP
9 UMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

Mrs. Clara Curtis was the victim
cf a happy surprise party Tuesday
night, given in honor of her birth
day anniversary by Mrs. Verna
, Thomas. Honors in bridge were
awarded to Mrs. Fred Jordan, Mrs.
Henry Jordan, Mrs. Harry Levcnseler and Mrs. Ronald Messer of
Warren. Late luncheon was served.
Others present were Mrs. Lawrence
Leach, Mrs. Elmer Teel, Mrs. Ed
ward Baxter, Mrs. Osgood Gilbert,
Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Mrs. Donald
Farrand and Mrs. George Hallo
well.

Junior Harmony Club meets to
night with Miss Beity Holmes, 8
Purchase street.

Mrs. William D. Talbot of Port
land and Rockland entertained her
Tuesday Club with two tables of
Mrs. H. R. Mullen entertained, Mrs. Donald Leach entertained contract, at her home on Talbot
yestfrday avenue. The Talbots are making a
Chummy Club Tuesday night, with ' Dessert-Bridge Club
the prizes going to Mrs. Emerson Contract winners were Mrs. Thomas ten day's stay in Rockland.
Sadler. Mrs. Frank 'Fields and Mrs. ' Stone and Mrs. Albert Elliot of
Thomaston.
E W. Freeman
C M. Aldous and H. L. Mendall
have done an exceedingly fine piece
Mrs. E. E. Marston of Portland,
Cooked food sale Friday at 2
of work in publishing "Game Birds
o'clock at Ralph Conant's Clothing was in the city Tuesday to be with cf Maine," the University of Maine
Store by Ladies Aid of Littlefield her sister, Mrs. Grace Rollins at j extension bulletin for March. The
Memorial Church—adv.
63-lt Kn<fc Hospital.
illustrations give great charm to
the
pamphlet and the care of young
Lady Knox Chapter D.AR. holds
its annual meeting Monday with bird, food, food habits, nesting and
Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair at her home courtship are all discussed in con
on Rankin street. Covered dlsli cise manner. Tills is a valuable
luncheon will be served at 12.30, treatise of a subject dear to llic
the business meeting to follow. hearts of most Maine residents.

An Hour
For Beauty’s Sake

TODDLE COATS
$2.98

Wednesday Eve Club dined at
the Ccpper Kettle last night, ad
journing to Mrs Ray Foley's heme
lor cards. Mrs. John Chisholm and
Mrs. Louis Cook won top scores.
Mrs. J. F. Burgess receiving the
travel prize.

Committee chairmen are requested
to have their written reports ready.

llomr beauty treatment Is ex
cellent in conjunction with a sci
entific Facial al your beauty
shop . . .
Dried chapped skins resulting
from extremes out of doors and
the drying heat of our homes and
offices require at this time spe
cial attention . . .
TRY OUR REST RACIAL

MA BELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE
PHONF. 68&W

493 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

"Tiie Augusta Mix-Up'' ls Cleve
land Sleeper Jr.'s topic for discus
Sanford W. Delano enjoyed week sion at 5 o'clock at Friday's Edu
end visit with his daughter, Miss cational Club meeting in G A R
Helen Delano in New York, leaving hall. An executive board meeting
Saturday night. Mrs. Delano, who Is called for 2.30. to precede the
accompanied him, ls remaining for afternoon program. Dr. Gleason
Archer, one of the evening speak
a longer visit.
ers, President of Suffolk University,
Miss Priscilla Clarke entertained Boston, is a Maine-born man and a
11 friends at a movie party Monday success. Founder of a remarkable
night, observing her 13th birthday institution, the first part-time uni
, anniversary’. After the movies, the versity ln America, a law school
group adjourned to Priscilla's home where ambitious young wage-earn
on Union street, where she opened ers may work day time and earn
her many lovely gifts, and refresh law degrees in the evening, where
ments were served. Guests were 11,000 young men from all over the
the Musses Lucille Mank. Jeannette world have received education. Dr.
Gardner, Mary Watkins, Diane Archer is a tireless, Maine-born
Cameron, Nathalie Post, Beverly i educator. His subject is ‘SafeguardGlendcnning,
Edna
Sherman, | ing Tomoriow's Leaders." National
Corinne Smith, Charlotte Cowan, Republican Committeeman Hon.
Ruth Spear and Avis Williamson. William S. Linnell of Portland, is
Mrs. Edwin Post assisted Mrs. the other evening speaker, as al
ready announced.
Clarke In serving.

By K S F.

Down in North Carolina they
not only have wild horses known
as banker ponies, but they are so
thick they hav become a great
menace to the vegetation along
the sandbanks that skirt the coast
of this State. They are some larg
er than Shetland ponies. They
support themselves on the coarse
grasses of salty nature along the
coast and so much grass and srqall
shrubs are consumed by these
ponies that they are now consid
ered a real menace.
• • • •
It is no wonder that people love
dogs and realize the faithful and
really boundless aflcction they
show to their owners They do not
weigh your worth. If they once
love you they continue through |
life. What an example to human'
lrailness that allows almost any
excuse to break ties.
• • • •
In 1G77 the State of Massachu
setts bought the claims of heirs to i
the Stale of Maine for about $6,250
• • * »

To perpetuate his work in crea-1
tive chemistry, Dr. George Wash
ington Carver, Negro scientist, has
given all his savings to a founda
tion that bears his name. Dr 1
Carver was born a slave who re
ceived the Roosevelt Science award
This foundation will be charged
with the responsibility of preserv
ing the Carver Museum, a valuable
institution.
• • • •
Loss of the great Alexandrian Li
brary in Egypt was one of the
most profound misfortunes that
ever has befallen the march of
civilization.
• • • •
Have you noticed how thick the
robins are and how little they are
singing?

Thelma Stanley.
Monthly Social Committees

April - Eva Regers, Lena deRochePresident Rogers An
mont. Inez Ames, Madlenc Jackson
nounces Her Committees and Leona Whitehill; May, Oeorge
With Mbs Eva 'R; g?rs as prest Gay, A W. Gregory, George Ham
lin, H< nry I.urvey, Leroy Chatto,
eem Baraca Cla.-s of tin Methodist
Hariison Dow, Gershom Rollins and
Chuich has begun a n w year, and Henry deRochemont; June, John
one which prom.,-es to bear success Stevens, Lena Stevens; July. Ralph
ful fiuits. The committee appoint Clark, Vincle Clark; August, George
ments arc announced thus:
Orcutt, Evelyn OJcutt; Septem
Executive Committee'—Eva M ber, Ivy Chatto, Fannie Dw, Mary
Rogers, Lena deRochemont, Inez Llttlehale, Leona Flint, Ella Brown
Ames and Madlenc Jackson.
Nell.e Button and Minnie Spinney;
Membership Committee — Ralph October, Shirley Rollins, Mae Cha-e
Clark. Grace Lurvey, George Oicutt. Grace Ludwiek, Ruth Rogers, Maud
Leona Flint, Shirley Rollins, A. W Hall, Orace Lurvey and Annie
Gregory.
Eaton.
Social committee—Vincle Clark.
November—Mae Gregory, Mar
Ruth Rogers. Grace 1 ndwick. Rob- garet Pliilbrook. Margaret Rackliff,
ei t Gregory, Ionise Gregory, George Minnie Cress, Vesta Stewart, Es
Gay.
ther Dolliver and Blanche Witham;
Devotional Committce~Dr Wil- L'-cember. Ralph Clark, Robert
spn, Mrs. Wilson and Leroy Chatto.1 Sanborn, Dr. Wilson, Cheever Ames,
Missionary
Committee — Ivy Gregory, Herman Stanley, Fred
Chatto. Anah Guy, Elia Browne Frank Horcysack and Frank Gard
ner; January, Laura Buswell, Thel
and Mary Llttlehale.
Visiting Committee- Ruth Elling- ma Stanley. Mildred Achorn. Kate
wcod, Margaret Pliilbrcok, Lena Gctild, Bernice Hamlin. Anah Gay,
Stevens. Minnie Cross nnd Esther LOrlta Bicknell and Flora Beal;
Dolliver.
February, Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs.
Work Committee—Pern Horcy- Wibon. Rose Gardner, Doris Hyler,
sack. Evelyn O.cutt, Fannie Dow. 1 cube Gregory. Fern Horcysack and
Laura Buswell, Mac Gregory and Lettie Crowley.

Vesper A. Leach
FIFTH ANNUAL

U SAVE SALE
CONTINUES WITH

EXTRA VALUES
AT SPECIAL SALE PRICES

Every-Other-Day
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OPEN TO ROCKLAND BOYS

Stalked By Camera

“Nanna” Ingraham Heads the Group

Merchant Marine Academy Offers
Practical Ship Experience

Life’s Photographer
Seeks Reason For
Shoe’s Popularity

A Better Brand

■

Help Get It Back

War In Norway Expected
To Affect American
Sardine Canning

John G. Marshall Feels
Coast Guard Station
Belongs At Rockland

John O. Marshall of Auburn, a
With the same special camera
More expensive packing methods
candidate for Congress in the secthat has accompanied him to two may be introduced in Maine sar- ,
'ond district in the June Primary
continents on special assignments dine canneries as the result of waj
wKh fr,ends |n
The American Nautical Academy, j On Sundays the cadets will be
for Life Magazine, famed photo- Germany's invasion of Norway. iaIld Tuesday. Mr. Marshall stated
National Training School for Mer- j allowed to attend divine se’-’-f-os
grapher. Wallace Kirkland, visited local packers said Tuesday.
that onc of Maine's biggest assets
chant Marine Officers. Washington, at thc churches of their respective
the mammoth Red
Cross Shoe
For the flrst time since the be- is the sea ports and considerable
D. C.. announced today tiiat boys denominations on shore. Wane on
plant in Cincinnati
recently to ginning of the Maine sardine in- industrialization could be promoted
and young men between ihe ages board ship cadets will receive free
record the dramatic story behind dustry. one local packer pointed out. along our waterfronts.
of 11 and 21 years will be allowed first aid treatment when necessary.
the making of Red Cross Shoes.
I tpe Maineplants now have a real
Mr Marshall also stated that the
, i secure practical ship experience
Tliis is the eleventh annual
Photographer Kirkland s camera chance to bid for the high-priced Cit>' of Rockland should be thc
on board a training ship of the summer course offered by the
sought out the reasons for the markets the Norwegians have al- logical place for a Coast Ouard
Academy within the period from Academy, and will be under the
amazing growth of this company. ways held, by reason of their access station and stated he regretted that
June 1. to <X't. 1. 1940.
| i>ersonal supervision of the Capwhich in 1931 was making 750 to cheap olive oil and their graded Rockland had lost the station it
The young men may remain on lain Commandant of the Academy
pairs of shoes a day . . . and which packing systems.
had Hc stated tiiat a vigorous
board ship for the entire period, who will be in command of the
today, in three plants, in Cincin- j one New York Arm is already in- representative from this district
or for any shorter time they may vessel
| nati. Chillicothe and Greenfield, terested in developing new supplies would be helpful in this respect.
wish, but not for less than a month
During the summer course this
Ohio, turns out over 13.000 pairs of high-grade sardines in Maine,
Students who enter for any pe- year the training ship will be staof shoes daily.
their own 21 Norwegian packing TABLED BY CONFERENCE
riod less than the full course will tioned at a New England port,
!
For
four
days
Wallace
Kirkland
plants having been unheard from Methodists Frown Upon Plan
receive instruction only in those
While on board ship the stusought and found the answers. He since the German invasion began. For Limiting Causes For Divorce
subjects being taugiiit while thc dents will follow the regular daily
snapped pictures of many of the he said.
s'udcnt is on board ship.
ship routine, and will be given
a vote
*3 to 17 the com3.500 skilled and happy employees
He predicted that olive oil will
The purpose of the course is: practical instruction in nautical
. . .men and women who have not be used in packing Maine sardines mtttee on the state of the church
First, as a foundation for those subjects.
including seamanship
Mrs KrbC)(.a ,ngraham. great-grandmother, in whose honor the party was held; Mrs. Nellie G. Dow.'lost a day s work because of lack next summer for the flrst time.07 the Oeneral Conference of the
who wish to become officers in the tships work>, signaling, rowing.
Merchant Marine, and devote their [ handling, and the use of motor; grandmother; Mrs. Ruth F. Wheeler, mother, and Miss Ruth Wheeler, granddaughter.
j of production in the last nine years.'since the World War. Cottonseed Methodist Church defeated a pro
lives to a career in the service; boats, life-saving, and naval drills
’
of *
#
b
cake were,church Mrvice ln the evenlng 8he He recorded many of 560 opera- , oil. 60 percent cheaper. is used nor- posal to make adultery the onlyground for divorce recognized by
secondly. for those boys and young | Many of the duties on board ship ____ _______________ ............................. ....... ________ _
nt
, mPmber of udy Knox Chapter. tlons r«iuire<l in the making of mally
men who. though not desirous of are performed by the cadets as
The German Invasion not only- the church.
DAB. the Educational Club. W C "rtain s‘-'les °f 8
P*lr of
stone with the excellent health and honor. Jonquils and snapdragons
By its action thc committee kept
following the sea. still wish to ob part of their training.
U. and a charter member of Red Cross Sh<*“s From d^‘>tnmg cut off the Norwegian supply, which
' bright outlook, characteristic of Mrs. formed the table centerpiece
3dwin Libbv Relief Corps, and Gol- 11° flnal inspection, he got the pic- averages 600.000 to 800 000 cases a the proposal from the floor of the
tain a general knowledge of ships,
Cadets will also receive instruc Rebecca Ingraham, whose anniverA four generation group present
and the life afloat.
tion in the use of life buoys.,flrst sary fell on Friday
j,ure stor>' in *hlch skUled hands year, but came at a time when conference. Another proposal conThe celebra- included Mrs. Ingraham. Mrs. Nellie den Rod Chapter. OEB
There is no charge for instruc- aid. the compass, log. and lead. tion proper occurred Sunday, when Dow, Mrs. Wheeler and Miss Ruth
Many flowers, cards and gifts were ] and deft machines play an equally stocks of importers were low The J sidered and tabled by the conferresult has been a jump of «2 per Jence *»» » resolution caUlng for
tion nor for living quarters on ground tackle, and the duties of 1 Mrs. Ingraham was honor guest at a Wheeler.
sent to further brighten the day. Important part
This interesting picture story is case in the price of the Norwegian . Mw appointment of a ten-man
board ship. The only required ex- lookouts, as well as the duties of family dinner party, given at the
Mrs. Ingraham had quite a busy Those present werc Mrs. Ingraham.
product during the past week
committee to protest the appolntpense is for meals, which are 49 the watch on deck.
home of Mr and Mrs. Frank A day. attending Pratt Memorial M E. Mrs. Nellie Dow . Miss Mildred Dow. being shown this week, not only in
Unle&s domestic packers can ment by President Roosevelt of
cents. Three meals are served
Due to the fact that the number wheeler. North Main street.
Church in the morning, where she to Miss Ruth Wheeler, Mrs Jane Tai*. Life Magazine, but in the window
dally.
of accommodations available is
The excellent turkey dinner with an active member; the dinner In and sonWilliam, and Mr. and Mrs. of Blackington's, local Red Cross meet the standards of Norwegian ! Myron C. Taylor as hls representaShoe dealer. Also being dis packers much of market for Nor- [ Hve at the Vatican.
There is not tuition charge for'limited, those wishing to take ad- fixins" prepared by Mrs. Wheeler the afternoon followed by a ride and Frank A. Wheeler.
tributed by Blackington's this week, wegian sardines will disappear, i The grounds for divorce now
any of the bourses offered by the vantage of this opportunity should
ls a pictorial eight-page brochure packers agreed. Lacquering insides condoned by the Methodist Church
Academy; and no obligation for write at once to the American
WEST ROCKPORT
which tells the complete story of of cans, grading the flsh and lndi- i which were fixed at the uniting
future merchant marine, military Nautical Academy. National Train
Ralph W son of Mr. and Mrs.
the making of Red Cross Shoes as eating on the label how many arc J conference of the three branches
or naval service of any kind is in- ing School for Merchant Marine
I Ralph Thorndike entertained at a recorded by photographer Kirk in the can. plating them tn the of the Church a year ago. include
curred by the young men.
Officers. Washington D C.
party last Thursday in honor of his land.—adv.*
can carefully, and packing in olive "mental and physical cruelty" and
oil are among the new methods re- I "physical peril.''
fifth birthday. Besides Ralph and
Hawaiian Lsland.-. is visiting her qulred. they said.
! A subcommittee of the committee
n
••
w»«
wa •
, /Ait
n
sister Barbara those present were
aunt
Mrs
M
J.
Oxton.
They
estimate,
however,
that
no
the state of the church had adst«r. oiadys Mrs. Harvey Lunden entertained j more than half the Norwegian bust- j on
vanced the proposal to make
Parker, Arnold and Maynard Tolness wtll disappear whether or not adultery the sole grounds for dlthe Tuesday Club tills week.
Blanche Collins, daughter of Mr. hlgh-grade packing is introduced vorce to be recognized by the
Success of agriculture is one of marketed at prices more generally man and Rtchard Merrifield. Games
the most importan. factors in satisfactory than farmers received were played and ice cream and and Mrs. Fred Collins of this vil- immediately, leaving a market for Church.
A starch program for Maine po- homes in whatever time they could
about 350000 cases to be split be- ................. —--------. working, out the economic future for any other major crop. The use birthday cake were enjoyed. Ralph lagc is valedictorian of her class at
tatoes—A Starch program for Maine spare and Uiis activity had been
Ralph M.
of the soy bean is almost unlimited. was the recipient of many gifts and Rockport High School. She has tween domestic producers. About Inc., ot Philadelphia
of Maine and its people, is the be- I speak of this merely to point out cards from his friends.
J held
high
rank
consistently 1600.000 eases of Maine-packed Brawn of the Brawn Company of
potatoes that would act as a cushion largely stopped by the interpretation
Pef cf ’•'rederick G Psvne tandi- that through the field of research
sardines and over 2.000 000 cases Portland, which will operate it. said
Mrs. M J. Oxton, Mrs. J. F. Heal throughout her course.
on the market is a subje'-t of study of the law
of California-packed sardines are | machinery wtll be moved Into It
and chemistry we are faced with Mrs A. A. Clark and Mrs. R J t
------------------by the Federal EXpartiner: of AgriA proper amendment of the lawnew opportunities in our own state. Heald attended the W C.T.U. InstiYou can be loved in spite of great now sold annually, they estimated, j next week from Trident's old plant
culture and its research experts was accordingly essential for very
A new sardine factory is now at Boothbay Harbor, and that op
and
we
should
take
advantage
of
tute
Tuesday
at
Camden
Methodist
defer
ts. but you are only hated fcr
Such a plan on a considerably ex- large interests and industries in
them.
Church.
real qualities or great virtues.— being built on Browns Wharf here , erations will start in June in time
panded scale has been under discus- Uie State of Maine that mean much
for the Trident Packing Company, for this year's pack.—Press Herald.
"Our hard wood supply is awaitMrs. Katherine Akers of Honolulu. Mme Gabrielle Chanel.
sion for some weeks now with vari- to Maine's prosperity and those in
ing development through research
ous representatives of the Depart- i authority have been ready to recogAny development of this resource
ment and was discussed by a very nize that thc claims for a change in
along sound, constructive lines,
representative gathering of Maine the law were equitable and just,
would tesult in immeasurable benepotato growers at tiie recent session.-' j Maine manufacturing industries
fits to our farmers and the people
at the University of Maine during j were very little effected since in
of many of our smaller communi
Farm and Home Week.
| practically all instances both their
ties. The quality of the white and
Congressman Ralph O. Brewster, wage scale and their hour scale
yellow birch and the maple of
jul.ised the Secretary of Agricul were far better than was required
Maine ls such that it should at
ture from Congressman Brewster by the law so that the chief effects
tract furniture and other factories
this past week:
of the law was to modify the unfair
utilizing these woods. Wc already
"At the University of Maine dur- competition from other sections of
are shipping much of this materia)
ing Farm and Home Week there ' the country where very much lower
to concerns in the Middle West
war a very representative gathering wages and longer hours were
which are using it for this same
of Maine potato growers to consider . effect
purpose. Many people who are
matters of mutual interest.
Whtle a gcod deal of extreme
familiar with the situation agree i
After extended discussion it was statement is prevalent in the dis
that a complete survey and study
the unanimous opinion of this group cussion of these matters the facts
CAMDEN, ME.
I of the quantity and quality of these
gathered from all the potato grow remain that the principle of the
resources together with a definite'
ing sections of Maine that the de- law Ls becoming more and more
-ffort to sell the opportunities to
velopment of a starch program to I firmly established and its equittake care of the potato surplus and able application in industry is the date for L’e Republican
13 manufacturers now located in sec- ,
tions where the hard wood supply
to stabilize the market each season (surest guarantee tiiat it will con- onal :io-r'nation.
would be of tremendous advantage tinue on
"Increased income must be as- has become depleted, would result
to the farmers of Maine.
I National Labor Relations Act- sured to the farmer because it is in their relocation close to our exWhile such a starch program The next question before the Con- the farm dollar that is a prime tensive sources of supply and conwould be of primary advantage to gress wrill concern the National La mover for the creation of prosper- sequent economic gains for the
the potato growers of Maine and bor Relations Act and here also it ity," says Mayor Payne. "Through State of Maine and our people
in Casual and
certain other surplus potato states, is anticipated amendments will be the application of chemistry- and
"The mineral deposits of Maine
I am sure the additional security made to the law as a result of the research we are realizing that .iLso offer real opportunity to proDressy Models
of tlieir position would be of general experience of recent years and as agriculture is capable of producing, vide increa.sed wealth to this State,
benefit.
a result ot administrative practices materials, which, not used either The possibilities arc very’ real and
Soft tweeds, Navy
I trust your Department within which none is prepared to defend. for food or clothing, may be uti- are but waiting an energetic protJie scope of existing law may
and black crepes
These two controversial features lized in the production of industrial gram of development.
evolve a starch program that wtll of legislation mark ar. approach non-food products."
"Any program calculated to imwork for thc welfare of farmers toward the end of the Congressional
Mayor Payne cites thc program prove the economic welfare of our
everywhere."
session which it is expected now will that is now under way on a nation- , rural people must take into conCongressman Brewster has been come sometime the latter part of wide scale, and in which the New sideration the need of improved
assured of most sympathetic con May or early in June.
England Council through its New roads, better educational oppor sideration of this situation by those
All the Maine members of Con Products Committee, under the tunities. rural electrification and a
in authority in Washington and it gress in both Senate and House are leadership of Dr. Karl Compton Is system of taxation based on the
is hoped to have a definite program steadily here on the job with a playing an important part. This ability to pay and the benefits reto submit before summer.
great number of matters of Interest 'program includes flrst: the devel- celved.
It is believed according to some to Maine rather constantly coming opment of non-food uses for pres- ( "I have repeatedly declared my
what careful studies which have up.
ent crops; second, the development belief that thc American market
been made that the market for
of new crops and new uses, and should be protected for the AmcriChosen especially for
Panties, Slips, Gowns
Maine potato starch may be very
third. the profitable utilization of j can farmer according to his ability
considerably expanded and that
Lace trimmed daintiness for Mother's Day
agricultural by-products and waste, to supply It. and the closing of the
Mother’s Day
arrangements may be made by
"Advancement in any of these doors against imports of agriculwhich a substantial volume of
Famous Cutter Goes
in models that will
dircctions depends on three fac-| tural products that are injurious
lower grade potatoes may be di
On Romantic Ice Patrol I tors," says Mayor Payne. "These' to American Agriculture and tend
verted to starch and other uses to
become her, at—
I are; Research and obtaining new j to reduce its income."
Tiie International ice patrol Is
the advantage of everyone con
I knowledge, proving that thc know-----------------going nortii to find out why thc
cerned at attractive prices.
ledge
obtained
can
be
utilized
to PORT CLYDE
Wage and Hour Act—Consider- ice bergs arc six weeks late this
convert the materials into profits. 1 Mrs. John Field* has returned
a tion of amendments to the Wage year
t-5
The big bergs, one of which and upon financing and establish- home alter rp:nt'ing several months
and Hour Act has occupied 'he at
ing commercial ventures with that | m .vussrehusetls.
caused
the
Titanic
disaster
in
1912.
tention of the House this past week
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fow'.es,
usually get into the shipping lanes objective.
and means much to Maine.
The practical hose with elastic stretch above the
"We
have
only
to
turn
our
minds
;
Miss
Janet Hopkins of Augusto and
along
in
March
and
the
ice
patrol,
While
administrative
rulings
knee. Looks nicer, wears longer
have been secured this past year instituted after thc Titanic went to accomplishments that have been j Mr and Mrs. Vere Crockett and
achieved in other sections of the1 daughter, Sally were guests Sunday
which have saved our lumber and down, takes to the sea to chart
pulp industry and canning industry their courses and warn shipping of country to decide whether or not at thc home of Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
this is sound progress. In the
FmcTal services were neld in
from disaster there was no assur their approach.
This season jewelry is a very necessary item to
Thus far in 1946. however, no South experiments have been car Thomaston for John Butler, 86, who
ance as to how long these adminis
complete an outfit; she’ll adore it in these new
trative rulings would remain in ef bergs or field ice have been sighted ried on for the past several years died very suddenly at hls home i
in bright prints and plain pastels and whites
designs and colors—
fect as they were subject to change and the Coast Guard Cutter Chelan 1 and have resulted in the production April 23.
Rev. and Mr-. Daniels have moved
at anv time ut the discretion of was ordered to start north within of paper from Southern long leaf
a week to follow the coast of Labra- pine, bringing the investment of to the Balano tenement recently i
the administrator.
There has accordingly been very dor and Greenland and determine, millions of dollars in factories to vacated by William Pease.
Mrs. Lizzie Davis has been 111 two
great concern that the substance of if possible, why the bergs are late, convert Southern pine into wood
Do you hold any of the Winning Number*?
these administrative rulings -hould j One theory was tiiat an unusually pulp for kraft paper, rayon and weeks and Ls being cared for by
Fabrics and meshes in accessory colors
THREE
OF THEM
THREE
be made a matter of statuory enact-, warm winter in Baffins Bay may other products. That naturally has her sister, Mrs. Ellerson Hart.
nicnt so that industry would know Dave prevented formation of field greatly enlarged the economic I Mrs. Etta Teel has returned home
Axk what they are at the Store
upon what It could depend.
ice, with the result that the bergs wealth and annual Income of that after spending the winter tn South
Lucky numbers on Ladies’ Traveling Case given away
Navk and Black Kid with slenderizing stitching
There has also been a tremendous worked their way into bays and'section of the country
Hiram and Medomak.
as door prize at our opening
interest in Maine in connection'grounded.
I "Twenty-five years ago the soy; Miss Elizabeth Brawn of South
with the home work which had of-I The Cutters Cayuga and Pont-; bean was practically unknown as Portland and Miss Edith Giilmor
<J
lered profitable employment to a chartrain will relieve the Chelan ' an American crop, yet In 1938 of South Hiram spent a few days
preat number of women tn their and all three will base at Boston I fifty-seven million bushels were, in town this week

THE FARM DOLLAR ESSENTIAL

Mayor Payne Feels It Necessary To
Prosperity-Views Maine s Other Resources Ninon IngcnX(1. Viou

Gift Suggestions for Mother s Day
TWE

Woman's

May 12th

Swop

GIVE HER A GIR SHE WILL ADORE ON HER DAY

COATS

SILK LINGERIE

$12.95, $16.45,

$19.75

HATS

The Chelan Leaves

79c to $1.00

$1.95 and $2.95

COSTUME JEWELRY

VANITY FAIR KNEELAST HOSIERY

$1.15

SCARFS

59c and $1.00
GLOVES
$1.00

$1.95 and $2.95

50c and $1.00

«
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Rockland Fire Alarm Signals

No Better, No Worse
The Two Fridays the
Thirteenths In 1940 Will
Pan Out Average
Friday the 13th comes in for
plenty of attention whenever it'
turns up on the calendar. Some
i
years show several such days and
they never fail to bring forth advice ,
on the dangers attendant to having j
black cats cross your path and the
perils of walking under ladders not
io mention ether popular supersti
tions. In fact it is often said that
it is the day for tliose who would
avoid personal injury to stay home
and in bed.
In 1940 there are two Fridays the
thirteenth. These will occur in'
September and December respec
tively. Taking a long range look
there are two bad luck possibilities
attached to each of them. The
lirst marks the end of the sum
mer vacation season. During the
second you'll be starting Christmas
shopping!
But a glance at the records shows
in cold figures there’s no difference
between the worries on these Fri
days over any other Figures from
their own records and figures com
piled by the National Safety Coun-

CAMDEN’S FAMOUS YACHT CLUB

-T-rw-

Summer residents of Camden and the adjacent islands find the granite
dork and beautiful elub house an all important asset to summer social
life. Its beauty and modern facilities are happily shared on many oc
casions with local groups and service clubs.
cil show in one year that motor ve
hicles cause a third of the acciden
tal deaths, killing 32,400; 1,150,000
persons were injured in varying de
grees of seriousness as a result of
automobile mishaps.
Fall are listed as the next great-

COLD
STORAGE

eht cause of accidental death claim
ing 26.700 victims. Burns killed
7400. It is significane to note that
bums and falls were most prevalent
in the home and that two thirds of
these deaths occurred there as a
result of these causes.
Drownings, railroad accidents and
accidental deaths from poison gasses
I and other poisons accounted Ior ap
proximately 16,000 victims.
AU types of accidents in 1&38
caused 94,000 deaths. There were
8.900.000 non fatal injuries for the
same period, 330,000 of which result
ed in permanent disability.
The direct costs of these acci
dents is estimated at $3,300,000,000.
It is an enviable record and has
been for many years. Powerful ac
cident prevention agencies have
been working on the problem for a
long time. They are doing a splen
did job but in the final analysis it
is something they cannot handle
alone. It is clearly up to the in
dividual to appoint himself a com
mittee of one to think and practice
safety twenty-four hours of the
day. Then our annual personal ac
cident toll with all of its pain, suf
fering and heart-break should show
a real decrease.

EMERGENCY CALLS
Central Fire House Call,
Tel. 434
Chief’s Call! residence),
Tel. 408
Police Call,
Tel. 1223
Ambulance Call,
Tel. 662
NUMBERS RUNG FROM BOXES
25 Limerock and Main Streets
27 Pacific and Mechanic Streets
29 Mechanic and South Main Streets
33 Tillson Avenue
34 Fulton and Suffolk Streets
35 Main, corner North and Florence Streets
36 Orange Street, corner Pleasant Street
37 Park Street, corner Main Street
38 Broad Street, corner Grace Street
42 Broadway, corner Rankin Street
43 Lincoln Street, corner Summer Street
45 Talbot Avenue, opposite Fern Street
46 Rankin Block
48 North Main Street, corner Warren Street
49 Main Street, cornkr Cedar and Front Streets
51 Cedar Street, corner Old County Road
52 West Meadow Ro«d
53 Camden Street, opposite Adams Street
54 Maverick Street, corner Spruce Street
SPECIAL NUMBERS RUNG ONLY FROM
FIRE STATION
12 American Legion
onf,
22 Chief's Call
23 Broadway and wtht
west to
to Oliver Street
24 Grace Street, west to Broad Street
26 Oliver Street and all west
28 Crescent and Thomaston Streets, and south to
Mechanic Street
31 North of Limerock to Rankin, on Union Street
32 Purchase Street and west to Orange Street
39 Broadway and west to Pleasant Street
41 Pleasant and Park Streets, all west of Iron Bridge
47 Knox Hospital (private)
55 No School
56 North Main and Maverick Streets, west to Old
County Road
57 Old County Road to Juniper Hill
58 Lake Avenue to Rockport line
59 Waldo Avenue and north to Glen Street
62 Militia Call
64 Boy Scouts
71 Thomaston Militia Call
75 Spring Street and vicinity
85 Flying Field Upper Holmes Street
1-1 Fire out or under control
3 Short Blasts—Ambulance

For Stronger Defenses Red Jacket Class
Republican Congres»iona|
Candidate Demands U. S.
Bolster War Strength

This Type Of Steamship
Selected For Use By the
Matson Line

The Maritime Commision's C-3
A new. stalwart Republican Hale
is making himself felt in Maine's cargo ship design, of which 88. Red
political arena. Robert Hale of Jacket is the outstanding example
Place them with Dependable Furriers for
Portland, candidate for Congres
has been selected for the first new
sional nomination in first district. A
Safe Handling
construction undertaken by an
recent public utterance. Bath Rotary
Club, showed the interesting mettle American intercoastal shipping op
Most modern methods known used. They
of the ambitious young Republican. erator in more than ten years.
"No American worthy of the name
Four vessels of this type have been
are Insured from the time we receive them,
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette will advocate for this Country a ordered by the Matson Navigation
foreign policy which puts the safety Company for service between New
and are cared for as furriers are trained. A
of any foreign country before our
phone call will bring our car.
own," he declared. "But on the York and Hawaii in a revival of
other hand we ought to have the shipbuilding for the domestic serv
tyoOf...
vision to recognize American peace ices.
Estimates cheerfully given for any Repairs,
and security may be threatened be
One of the Important contribu
t I • Dr. True’s Elixir fore the foot of the Invader is tions which this type of ship can
Remodeling and Cleaning.
tramping
along
the
Hudson
or
the
will aid in promoting bowel
St. Lawrence. If Americans are make to efficient operation and
action and in expelling round
going to look beyond their own noses improved service for shippers is inworms. Agreeable to
they had better look as far as the dicated by the fact that its 16*4
take. Successfully
Kattegat.
knot speed is expected to reduce the
[ "To the extent that President
used for 89 years.
present running time of 45 days be
Roosevelt has recognized this, I supFURRIERS
' port him bitterly as I have opposed tween New York and Hawaii to
18 SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 540
Dr.True'sElixir and continue to oppose his domestic approximately 28 days.
policies. ’
The C-3 design, developed by the
THE TRUS FAMILY LAXATIVE
J He said it seemed to him “an Maritime Commission’s technical
52-53
AND ROUND WORM EXFELLER
I elementary counsel of prudence . . .
experts, is a ship of approximately
I that we be ready to assert the MonIroe Doctrine by force the very day 4S2 feet overall with a beam of 69.6
j that Britain loses maritime supre feet. 11900 tons deadweight and
macy." The speaker would not equipped with the most modem
I have the United States declare war cargo handling devices and propul
' on Germany forthwith, but declared sion machinery.
we must do three things;
I 1. Recognize the indispensable The Commission has under con
struction for the overseas trade 22
j necessity of a German defeat,
j 2. Prepare our national defenses, of the C-3 cargo vessels of which
notably our Navy and our air forces, 9 have been launched for foreign
FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN
for war if it comes.
| 3 Give every possible assistance trade service. Like the C-2 type
435 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE—OPP. PERRY’S MARKET
to the Allies short of military inter- which is slightly smaller, these ves
sels are demonstrating an operat
i vention.
i "I had,’ he said, fa great deal ing efficiency which makes them
rather made another bad 'loan' to the outstanding vessels of their class
England or to France than to see in the world.
a Heinkel or a Messerschmitt over
MEN’S
the Bath Iron Works. But I am for
the United States, first, last and all we entered the last war ln a spirit
The Kind That SeUs
EXTRA VALUE
the time "
of knight-errantry, insisting we did
for 55c
Deep
Tone
Denim
Mr. Hale likened America's de so for reasons of National safety.
Our Usual Price 77c
HAND MADE
Heavy Duty Fabric
sire to stay out of war to hts own As for British arrogance and diplo
Strain Points
Selected Fabrica
wish to avoid illness ln time of a matic stupidity, he said such criti
SPECIAL
Usually sold for $1.00
Reinforced
smallpox epidemic. "No doubt I cism was “entirely warranted but
FOR THIS WEEK
Large Pockets
WOOL
should be justified (ln feeling so, ln my opinion irrelevant."
SPECIAL
LINED
"The outstanding political fact of
REG.
but) I should have solved no prob
lems.
the contemporary world is that
VALUE
FOR
Extra
$135
He listed as "wholly false and ex Adolf Hitler has challenged civiliza
APRIL
2 for 89c
Value
tremely dangerous" these wide tion to bow to the supremacy of
Germany and hls crazy notions of
spread ideas:
1. The assumption that the Eu race, soil and leadership. Lawless
You’ll Find Quality Merchandise Here With Extra Value
ropean war represents a clash of brutality ls on the march. It must
two imperialisms, in which this be subdued and only force will sub
At
Lowest
Possible
Prices
Correctly Sired
i Country, whatever its sympathies, due It. If any head rests quietly on
Reinforced Crotch
Step Across the Street And Save!
any pillow under these conditions,
has no vital interest.
Form Fitting
2. That
American soil and it is the head of an ostrich. Hitler
Strain Points Riveted
American institutions are secure in is one of those people who come
along every few centuries who
any event.
NEW
FOR MEN AND
WORTH
3. That our participation in the couple an insane desire for conquest
SHADES
YOUNG MEN
$1 no
with a very considerable capacity
last war was a mistake.
4. That that was a fruitless af to achieve It. Napoleon . . . was
4
PAIR
FOR
Famous Western Yoke
ORIGINAL
fair and that the Americans who perhaps of the same type but he was
GUARANTEED
Back
IRON SOX
gave their lives in it, gave them in a nicer man. Attlla and Oenghiz
FOUR MONTHS
vain.
Khan are more exact prototypes '
FOUR PAIR
GRAY
reg. price
He discounted the possibility of a
"I believe." he sald,"that if these
BROWN 4 PAIR FOR $1 M
OUR PRICE
EXTRA VALUE
WHITE
opinions prevail they will prove dis victorious Germany sending an ex
peditionary force here, but said
astrous to the Country."
He termed “misleading" the idea that if Germany wins an outright
BEAUTIFUL
victory ln Europe “it ls absolutely
TWO TONES
SANFORIZED
certain that the dlsmembcrsbip of
BUTTON
LARGE
the British Empire and the annihi
ZTPPER
ASSORTMENT
lation of the British fleet would
ItW BEAUTY FOR YOUR HAII
SNAP-ON
follow. This leaves us with the
LARGE
YITH THIS FULIER BRISTLECOMF
problem of British possessions in
ASSORTMENT
Worth 1115
the New World. One does not have
FOR MEN
to be a blind Anglo-maniac to rec
SS.97-S3.97
AND YOUNG MEN
ognize that for the last 50 years the
British Navy has been In fact a
LIGHT WEIGHT
VALUE $2.50
bulwark of the New World."
AIR COOLED
Short Sleeves
Mr. Hale referred to Mexico as a
SMART
GENUINE FUR FELT
Ankle Length
country "perfectly adapted for
WORK
EXTRA VALUE
Nazi embroilment. ’ Other danger
SOX
spots for America are in the Far
---------- SPECIAL__________—
East where Japan's concern “over
EXTRA QUALITY
the Dutch East Indies amply at
Used and
WORTH $1.33
recommended
tests the fact that the European
SEE THIS VALUE
by hairdreiiwar is not the only breeding place
Ing experti
of trouble for America."

YOUR FURS ARE VALUABLE
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HOPE WOULD NOT BE HOPE

Lights Mean Safety
Well Known Traffic
Authority Finds Few
Accidents Under Good
Lighting

Rockland motorists In particular
and citizens ln general will be
keenly interested in the report on
the relation of adequate street
lighting to motoring safety, made
by A. V. Thompson who has Just
completed a motor trip of several
; thousand miles, made for the ex
press purpose of studying this probi lem.
J According to Mr. Thompson, who
■ had an exceptional opportunity to
! observe night lighting conditions,
“The modern well-lighted eommunj jtjes prOve the exception, and street
Truly, Hope would not be Hope without the large rambling building | lighting ort an average is Inadequate
pictured above, where the True's have for years been producing their In regard to Uie open highway
famous canned sweet corn and other peerless products.
there is immediate need for scien
tific lighting on the heavy traffic
routes, particularly at IntersecUonS
and on the sharp vertical curves."
Bus drivers told Mr. Thompson
Chief Russell Urges
Come* Home All the Way
Uiat they experience great relief
Care In Selection Of
From Greeley, Colo.—
when they leave dark highways and
Electrical Appliances
A 30-Mile Jaunt
enter properly lighted zones, espe
cially when ordinary visibility is re
A high degree of safety from fire
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
duced by rain, mist and fog.
can
be
obtained
by
householders
Recently I read in Thc Courier“The steady growth and accept
Gazette of cats traveling long dis who wtll Insist upon using equip ance of the sound principle of sci
ment that meets nationally estab
tances home. This is a true story; lished standards, according to Chief entific highway lighting is Illus
ask Dave Hodgkins and Harry Van Russell of Uie Rockland fire trated ln a number of Important in
Flint if they remember it.
department.
stallations of main routes between
Dave's father was conductor on
•Manufacturers of various kinds
the Maine Central years and on of equipment have spent consider Chicago and Albany, and ln Cali
Saturdays. Dave, Harry Flint (who able money to have their products fornia," Mr. Thompson believes.
had a fine rabbit dog) and I used tested so the consumer will have
to go over on the 5 o'clock train the assurance of a definite standard
with Ed. Dow for a hunting trip of performance. The nationally
in Nobleboro. Late in the after recognized laboratories for testing
VINALHAVEN AND
noon we would flag the train at a and approving products for fire
small station the other side of safety are the Underwriters' Labo
ROCKLAND
Warren. Allie McDonald had a ratories and the Factory Mutual
fine hunting dog and we borrowed Laboratories," Chief Russell ex
STEAMBOAT CO.
plained.
him on one of our trips.
ROCKLAND, ME.
•'Among tiie products tested are
We hunted, with some success,
and about noon ate our lunch and portable electric cords, electric ap
Service To:
fed the dogs. The (McDonald dog pliances. fire extinguishers, auto
did not want to hunt any more and motive ignition systems, gas and
Vinalhaven,
North Haven, Ston
we scolded him. When we quit oil heating appliances, and many
ington. Isle Au Haut, Swan’a
other
devices
hunting ln the afternoon we could
Island and Frenchboro
•These
laboratories
authorize
not find the McDonald dog and manufacturers to use a label of ap
had to go home without him. That proval on products which have been
WINTER SERVICE
was bad! Lost—a valuable dog tested and found to meet their
Subject to change without notice
and who was to tell Mr. Mac standards. look for that label of
Donald?
approval when buying home equip
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
We held a conference as to who ment. The laboratories arc non
should break the sad news. As we profit making and carry on their
Read Down
Read Up
were discussing it in front of the testing activities with 'safety-forA. M.
P. M.
Kittredge drug store, what should use' as their aim."
5.30
Lv.
Swan's
Island,
Ar.
6.00
appear but the lost dog. glad to see
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
us but a little footsore. He had
The gas liberated by the cartridge
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 330
left us aparently after wc scolded in the new United States army rifle
$.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.4$
him. and traveled about 30 miles
9.30 Ar. Rockland.
Lv. 130
is used to reload the chamber Thc
home.
117-tf
Those were the happy days, boys! gas is not used until the cartridge
Nedyah
leaves thc barrel.

Lost Dog Story

Safe Home Equipment

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

ECONOMY

CLOTHES
SHOP

SPECIALIZING IN WORK CLOTHES AND SPORTSWEAR

SWEAT
SHIRTS

“ 59c

NECKWEAR

OVERALLS

DRESS
SHIRTS

67c

47c

87c

DUNGAREES

67c HATS
05E

WORK PANTS

WEATERS

97c

UNION SUITS

$1.17

COTTON
GLOVES

Reg. 20c Grade

SPECIAL

lie

WITHOUT ii)"
The chief objection to the “Swap For Cash” plan has been
the preponderance of “E’s”
THERE WILL BE NO “E” FOLK

MONDAY AND TUESDAY-MAY 6 AND 7

THE COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE
For Each Year’s Subscription Paid ($3) You Get
ONE LETTER

For Each New Subscription Paid ($3) You Get

TWO LETTERS

IF AN “E” COMES FROM THE NO-SEE BOOK YOU ARE
ENTITLED TO ANOTHER AND ANOTHER
UNTIL YOU GET SOME OTHER LETTER
THAN AN‘T’

DRESS PANTS

$1.97

—AT—

HATS

$1.97

The Courier-Gazette

UNCLE SAM

57c

SWAP-CASH

PAJAMAS

M

8c
W

.S™ 25c
SPORT JACKETS $2.97, $3.97, $4.97
ROCKLAND
ECONOMY CLOTHES
SHOP
SHORTS

Bring* new life and beauty to tho half
end does not disturb Ihe wave.
Sold only by the Fuller Brush Dealer “
ask for a demonstration today.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
Phone 431-W
93 Limerock St., Rockland, Me.
51-53&56

RADIO REPAIRING
All makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Estimates free. Tobes
tested free of charge. “Swap For
Cash” Tickets given.

Monday and Tuesday
May 6 and 7
REMEMBER—If an “E” comes from the book you keep on selecting

letters until you get some letter other than an “E’

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, 8ervice
Dept
3Th-tf

I
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Happy Hope Farm

HAPPY DAYS AREJERE AGAIN

Mrs. Savage Sees Signs
Of Spring and Reads
a Lesson

Lakes and Streams Are Fast Shedding
Their Winter Coats and Fishermen
Swing Into Action

AN INDUSTRY WORTH HAVING

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
A foggy April morning. The pond
on the lowlands ls slqwly receding
but our wild ducks are still seen
close to our shore. A giant hawk
has his eye on them and we think
It won’t be long now. There: ing injuries so serious that it was
that he caught one. The hawk
definitely are signs of action brew-1 necessary for wardens to execute
swooped down and plunged beneath
ing all along the southern and cen- 'tlle animalthe water, going away with some
, I
Henry Strater of Ogunqult,
tral angling fronts. A semi-blizzard Mainp acp (una fLshpnnun u also
thing heavy in its claws. Mr. S.
plus high winds and rain during an artixt of note and starting Aprtl
has his eye on it and hopes to get
the past few days have taken the 29 will have an exhibition of his
the trusty old shot gun to do its
bit.
starch out of practically every lake recent paintings on display at the
and pond and things should be Montross Oollery in New York City,
•Mr. S. is putting in his best licks
popping very soon.
Incidentally Slruter is building a
on tlie brooder shed and we hope
The first waters to open other new 38 foot boat, the Bluefin II to
to get the chicks in it today. They
Strangely little Ls heard concerning this splendid little industry which
than Uie streams are Biscay Pond replace Bluefin I which is up for
are beautiful chickens for their lias contributed lu tlie happiness and prosperity for low these many years.
in Bremen and Slierman lake be- sale. Tlie latter craft really de
age. but little Tlddlcy wings doesn't What h is become of that excellent Paragon Button Corporation Band?
tween Damariscotta aud Wiscasset, serves a place in tlie hall of fume
grow much. Last evening when Mr.
The former lias trout and salmon ®-s Strater lias personally taken al
8. put the chicks lo bed lie pursons of the year has "improved
and Uie latter trout. Lake Cobbos- "'ast
of the giant tuna while
' posely left Tiddlety out to see what
tremendously” during the past few
secontee near Augusta lias a lot of angling from tliat craft. Captain
he would do. He cried for a while
years has added greatly to Maine's
open water as has other waters Bill Munsey of Bailey Island has
and when Mr. S put down his bix
Strenuous Efforts Being appeal, tlie Commission official
Once one lets go Uiey will all fol- Just launched a new 36 foot tuna
hand, the little chirk crept into it.
said.
Made To Secure “All
low in quick succession. A good charter boat equipped with cabin,
"The time has passed when we
A far cry from Rockland's present Public Landing, one of lhe most beautiful and accessible on lhe w hole snuggling down with a contented
Year
Round
”
Service
guess is Uiat you can safely plan to11*1 and other up to date features, coast uf Maine, was the original wobbly structure presented above. Community Yacht Club early saw U»e chirp and looking trustfully up in
hibernate all winter and look only
for some good Maine fishing on
WiUi officials blaming Uie late possibilities of a year round landing anti its officers worked constantly on the project. Ex-Mayor I .eforest A. to hls face Mr. S. loves his little
A promotional program that will lo the summer for recreational ac
the first weekend in May.
season tlie geese flocks at Merry- j Thm^ton brought the dreams into material form—a tremendous asset to Rockland.
charges.
stress the advantages of Maine as tivities ln Maine. Now we can
Warden Supervisor Verne Black meeting Bay are so split up that
I wonder if that wasn't an ex
substantial
inducements
a “four season” State will be offer
sends some encouraging reports J no banding activity will take place (
«y.
when a man has a heritage, ac-1
ample of what our Heavenly Father
throughout the year to attract new
launched this season by the Maine
| cording to this code, it is more of
lrom Sebago and predicts Uiat only 1 fhis year, according to Federal j|C LllVCS HlOUntaHlS
does witli us sometimes? He lets us
citizens to the State.” Oreaton
a trust than a possession. It is his !
Development Commission, Everett added "Many vacant homes in
a good strong west wind is needed Warden Sam Miller. The flight
think
He
has
forgotten
us,
lets
us
j
responsibility
to
guard
it
and
pass
to clear the lake overnight. Un- {has ***» wry irregular and not
Give Your Boiler This
The Story Of a Thrifty
cry to Him and feel He has for P. Oreaton, the organization's cities, towns and villages could be
it on.
less such a wind comes he fears
large as In previous years, he
Putting Away Care—No gotten. but all the time Hls might executive scretary revealed tonight. bought by persijpetive new resi
Yankee Who Served
' Gifts According to l ode
that the ioe might remain another reports.
Troubles In October
In a speech prepared for deliv dents and turned into comfortable
Hand is waiting, ready to lift us in
Maine A* Governor
j Percy Baxters father gave away
10 days but don’t be surprised to I The Fish and Game Department
love and care to shelter and refuge ery at a meeting of the Farming- homes at a small cost. Farms,
If you thing-of” a Down-East money. But he gave it away acThere are those optimistic souls fron) ,hp s,orms Qf ,jfp Wpfp jusl ton Rotary Club, Greaton said that
get word anytime now. Incident- j Ibis made a ruling closing all tribucoast and lake properties are also
flpsh ag
ally there are several hundred taries in Uie Belgrade Lakes region Yankep as a sharp.faced. crusty cording to the code, with a thrifty ,w stm thlnk thal thu northeait ft<. hp]
“particular emphasis'' will
be available either for renovation or
which
aw
closed
to
general
flailing,
,
old
codgpr
wh0
speaks
wlth
a
tPr
.
eye
to
values
that
would
be
preacres of open water at the mouth
placed on inducing iiersons who new construction."
wind wiU eventually haul around chick
for
rifle nasal twang, you are starting served and would increase
of the Songo River now and the to smelt dippers.
Baxter It0 the west'by the proper rout, and ! Mrs. Perley Damon and Mrs are Independent financially to be
with the wrong picture of Percival those who would follow.
fish are beginning to concentrate
come Maine property owners.
THORNDIKEV1LLE
P. Baxter. He Is tall and blond. Boulevard in Portland, a lovely that summer will then be with us. Davis, Mrs. Boges and Mrs. Gordon
at the mouUis of the streams. Tlie WEST UBERTY
Advertising, publicity and other
a rather handsome round-faced drive where once there was One such person has prepared tliese were recent callers here also MorC. C. Childs Is employed by My
smelt run is expected to start mo
lee is breaking up ln St. Georges man ln his middle sixties, cultured only the marsl* of a tidal back- hlghly practical tips on boiler care rls Wellman.
promotional work will be employed
ron
Robarts in Camden.
mentarily. Judge Harry Shaw of Iuike and will probably go out the i'nspeeeli. gracious tn manner. But water, was his creation. And he before putting the heating equip- I Rev. and Mrs. William Stackhouse in the new ivrogram tliat will ex
Mrs.
Elizabeth Howard is visiting
Norway hooked a big salmon while ! utter part of the week
I he is a Yankee
, left a legacy with which, "when
ment out of service. If this ad- of Warren have been very kind in toll the advantages of living in
fishing in the Basin but lost it at j
,_j «... o.-emrii
And th®}' used 10
ta" tales su®eien’b' augmented by interest.’
her daughter Mrs Sydney Davis in
Maine
"all
the
year
’
round"
in

lhe net
‘
, ?m° .
'
about him in the State of Maine to erect a suitable building to com- vice is followed there will be no calling.
Port Clyde.
|nav* moved to Islesboro where they '
teiiing. they made him out memorate the fives of the founders expensive repairs or annoying de-1 My health is still poor. I would stead of just during the summer,'
It lias been suspected for some- have emp.oytnen' for the summer, j a sort of legendary Paul Bunyan of New England. Thrifty projects
Elsie Crabtree and daughter Clair
Greaton
stated.
lays to put up with on the c'lilly like to write to good friends but
tin^ that Atlantic salmon run in
recently
visited relatives in Massa
Mr and Mrs. Chester Parkman of of Yankee thriftiness. Mr Baxter those, but generous, too. James days of next October.
He
said
that
"a
test
program
”
jmy postage is scarce, so 111 Just
the Damariscotta River but it took and Mies Barbara Parkman of was in politics for many years- Phinney Baxter, the father could
that has been underway during chusetts. Mar.etla Crabtree re
For
coal
fired
boilers
the
advice
close
with
lots
of
love
to
every
• was governor of Maine from 1921 never have hoped to benefit by
a fish hawk and a WPA crew to I vnn Un. anr.
Lynn .Mass, were weekend guests to is^_and of course a man in tliem personally.
Is to immediately clean the stack body and you'll have to take the the past year has shown that "a mained with her aunt Mrs Lsabel
prove it the other day. Working on : of relatives here.
definite trend to Maine” can be McNiff in South Hope and John
politics is always fair game for
In 19(M, Percy Baxter went to____
going______________
from the boiler__to___
the_____
chim- wlsli to write for the deed
a road job the men were surprised
Mr. and Mrs Earl Foster of Bel- story-tellers. But there is no deny- the State Legislature its second-1
established particularly among per Crabtree visited his brother Robert
During the cold weather this
Nancy
S
Savage
when a two pound fish dropped in } fast and Mr. and Mrs. John Tib ing the fact that lie is a thrifty youngest member One day a bill.
.
sons who have reached the retire- in Camden during Mrs. Crabtree's
their midst. The hawk which a betts of Morrill were visitors Sun- man. He himself would be the last was introduced relating to the,das accumulated a deposit or soot,
1 ment age and are looking for absence.
TIIE
EM'MERATOR'S
VISIT
' taxation of wild lands. Young | which with the fire out, reacts *o
woman had seen take the fish ’ day at tlie home of Mr and Mrs to deny it. He is proud of it.
i pleasant surroundings” in which
I For The Courier-Gazette)
Mrs. Mattie Powell who was in
When he was seven years old Baxter, interested, began looking | summer dampness causing a chemi
from the river failed to hold Its i Wesley Tibbetts.
' to spend their remaining years. In Lake Worth, F.a , during the winter
his father gave him $80 as a prize Into the subject of wild lands. And cal actlon that oftpn affpcls ,hp ££
prey. Guide Spencer Gay identi
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boynton for
catching an
eight-pound he iound that all the vast areas
addition, a "growing number' of hxs returned and has been visiting
metal and which in time, if ?e/’,kr<1 *hat ,a" J had “ P“Yfied the sleek fighter as an Atlan | made visits Friday in Washington square-tailed trout. Young Percy of forest once owned by the State sheet
, .
.
, .
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and Waldoboro.
II u »ltA
1 And count at etxs they each day laid
are now living in the State going to her home in South Hope.
1. is also recommended that the Of debts and wealth I had to talk.
Bill Edson and other anglers are I Leo Brault, Miss Eugenia Brault that age. He put it in the savings usually for a pittance, by private
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n
,
,
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River. Some taken a half mile callers here Sunday
01 ooursc I had to u-U the truth.
years. it amounted to $583. He ■ pose of this land. The private
"Each new resident of these at Mrs Ada Upham's: William Cot
above the head of tide and others j Mr and Mrs. Anthony Sousa and 'tells, that storv himself, to point owners would turn it into industry. same reason and then these lightly But never wa« 1 called a shirk
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uie??
the "cock* begsn^to'rirow
below the upper Narrows would in Miss Joan Sousa of Gardiner were the moral of thrift.
' and that would create jobs and
i in the State throughout the year guest at the Upham home.
I snxs a?, ^M’ftow
But they don't tell tall stories1 wealth. But as the sawmills moved mation °f «*•
dicate that the fish are scattered ' in town Sunday on a visit.
1 will add something to our economic
about him In Maine any more. Over in, and then moved out, leaving deMrs. Albert Brown cf Morse's
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three miles. Fisli seen jumping , Willard Whitaker
and is still adding to—one of the Percy Baxter began to have serious
dampness and the ash pit and flr^’XW.d
*"ule only will be building of new homes t Howard of South Hope were guests
Willard Whitaker, a life long resi most magnificent gifts a man ever misgivings.
Just below Hurley Point which is
or the renovating of old places S Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mer|Not one word
say Jbout
about three miles down in salt dent of Liberty, died April 13 ln made. He has already given to his J Here was a great heritage—not box doors left slightly ajar.
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And so I know he did not ffout
farmers will also benefit from the' Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Torrey, Lusalmon which augers well for some Feb. 20, 1872 and had been engaged of land, surrounding and including any one family, but of all the peo- top with water added to that al- M> own statu* of care*
new markets thus created.”
J crcila Pu&haw and C E. Wellman of
in
business
and farmine
Hp also Maine s greatest mountain. Mount pie of the State—and it was being ready in the system. Avoid putting
good early fishing of the bright in bthsiness and farming. He also Ratahdin Includpd in thp tract whlttled away. lost to future genRenewed
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auEast Union and Head-cf-the-Lake.
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fresh
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S
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held several town offices, having are more than 30 other mountains.> trations. Percy Baxter’s sense of
. „
To this happy aged (pair.
tumn and winter outdoor activities ' Hope spent Friday evening at John
The brooks and streams are very been tax collector for 20 years. A and dozer.s of woodland lakes and j thrift was outraged. He began in- as wholly fresh water admits scale
Mr« and W R Walter
and the fact that travel at all sea- Pushaw's.
North Waldoboro
high at this writing and there is a member of Sheepscot Lake Orange streams. Before he ls through, he troduclng bills for the repurchase forming mnterlal and corrosive
lot more snow to melt so this type and of the Masonic fraternity, he intends to stretch the gift to more‘of some of these lands so that fu- gases
than 150 square miles—a wilder-: ture generations might have them
of angling wifi not be so good for left a wide circle of friends for hi
During the warm weather many
...
ness principality some 10 times as The bills seldom got beyond a
I jovial nature had made him popu- lbig
hbj ~tlve cWy. Portland.
I committee. He kept trying, as a i householders operate auxiliary units
at least at week.
The other day Cecil Carsley of . lar as well as respected
1 What is more, he has given prac member of the house of representa- j for continuous hot water ln conNew Vineyard picked up an exSurvivors are three sons, May- I tically his full time, since he fives, as a member of the State ' nection with their coal furnaces.
liausted carrier pigeon with a leg nard of Windsor, Arthur and Edwin stopped being governor, to the job Senate, as president of the Senate
of buying up this land so that he as governor But he could never j
nre usually in the '<i!laPe
band carrying the following iden- of Liberty; four daughters. Bertha
could present it to the State, He muster enough support. After a, stuall stoves connected with the
tlflcation
AU39X4989
Federal Bennett of Randolph, Slilrley of has had to buy it chunk by chunk, while the legislators Just shrugged ! hot water tank. Sometimes with
Warden Bert Small nursed the bird : Augusta, Elletta of Palermo and fitting the pieces together like
Meantime, as he grew older.. such unit* there is a shutoff valve
thp
back to health and set litoi on his Marie of Gardiner; a sister, Mrs parts of a puzzle. And he goes on Percy Baxter was learning as most: 1<Jcfltpd
• •• Close as a blade!
of us do. that intangible things 1. _
. . _
way.
I Mary Giles of Boothbay; and sev- buying more to add to It.
can be more important than pos- j tove and lhe tankabsolutely
Oene Letourneau of Waterville I eral grandclilldren.
sessions. Character, for instance, j sure this valve is open before startNo Detail Too Small
Two heads arc better than one und
who Writes a swell fish and game ! Quantities of lovely flowers were
Yes. they used to say in Maine He had never married, and his' ing the fire. Otherwise steam prestwice as fast! That's what the fa
__ _ family in the Governor s Mansion |KUre win quietly generate and be
column got crossed up by a proof in evidence at tlie home where fu- that Percy Baxter was a mighty
.
reader the other morning. Gene 1 neral services were conducted by thrifty man. And they were right i was made up of two Irish setters. h ,d m
mous U. S. Testing Company found
You sense it when you go Into his I descendants of a long fine all bred
the stove water Jacket and
told about a moose slipping on tiie i Rev. Harold Nutter.
plain, old-fashioned office in one irom the same stock and tracing snort length of piping between the
out
about the Remington Dual.
Ice at Norridgewock and got kidded I
------------------of the many buildings that he owns back to a dog tliat his father had stove and valve with a disastrous
plenty when Uie following appeared ( Tlie average liorse-power of the in Portland. In through the outer j given him when he was a boy. explosion as deadly as by a bomb
Men witli all types of heurds and
”A mouse slipped on tlie ice at j automobile engine has increased ojaCe, witH its old. high counting One day in 1923 hi9 older dog.
the inevitable result.
used to all other types of blade
house
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come
su1
Garry
died.
The
Oovemor
ordered
Norridgewock tlie oUier day receiv- j 300 per cent since 1920.
It is recommended that any hot
perintendents and tenants and: the state-house llag lowered to
und
electric razors actually shaved
bankers and brokers to see him. half-staff. A storm of protest fol- water heaters so equipped have the
Administering one of Maine's larg- lowed. It was ail insult to the flag, valve removed so that this explo
in better than 90 seconds with the
: est fortunes, he calls out through cried his critics. “It is my pray- sion possibility wifi be forever elim
Remington Dual. And the scien
the open door of his inner office er. the Governor answered them, inated.
for them to come on in. No de that I may always be as unselfish
tific Beardascope revealed that the
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tail is too small, no expenditure and loyal to my Master, State and
nation
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to
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really shaves aa ‘close as a
matic
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residence
heating
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too petty, to be worthy of his care
recalling the incident the other ers where automatic controls turn
ful attention.
blade.’
Then how to explain this great day, he told me. "I did it delib on the heating system when the
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generosity? Is It a complete para erately, to call attention to the
temperature
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below
a
certain
Come
in and let us demonstrate
great qualities in a dog that men
dox?
I think not. Let's go back to might well try to gain for them point and where liot water supply
this amazing new Remington Dual
selves.”
Ls dependent on the action of the
the beginning . . .
He became known, too. though a oil. gas or stoker unit ln the firebox
on your face. One trial will con
Pew of us are fortunate enough
to inherit a family fortune. Percy childless man, as "the Children's of the boiler, manufacturers recom
vince you.'
Baxter was. It was a fortune that Governor,” because he was forever
had been accumulated by Yankee entertaining groups of children, or mendations for warm weather use
thrift. Percy Baxter inherited the visiting schools and talking to the should be followed implicitly.
thrift with the fortune—of ac children about their heritage of
quired it. But thrift ean mean pre freedom and its responsibilities.
that had never known a billboard,
Yes, a heritage could be some
serving and building up something
great forests where moose and bear
that has been put in your hands thing besides money. That herit- and other wild things ran free.
Rirhlr parked In a tan rosbide grain
so tliat others who follow may I age which the State had let slip And in the midst of it all, majestic
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way
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j he put it to me the other day. "It
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forever
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unspoiled
a builder of men."
off below the surface of the skin.
(April 25 to May 4th)
wilderness as a public park and
forest, a sanctuary for animals, a
Heritage Demands Thrift
Famous Devoe
Still a bachelor, the Governor sanctuary of the spirit for men.
was. by thrift, preserving his won And it is known that he has in
2-Coat System
private heritage of wealth not for cluded in his will a bequest of suf
Help 15 Miles of Kidney TuV»es
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
descendants but, in large part for ficient funds to maintain it so.
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‘here were still great virgin trees Bartlett in the Herald Tribune.
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A Four Season State

Ready For Service

SHAVES IN 90 SECONDS

REMINGTON DUAL SHAVER

SPECIAL SALE!

HOUSE PAINT
WALL PAINT

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

$ 2.98 gal.

’15”

REMINGTON DUAL SHAVER

1.98 gal.

48 <

GREGORY’S

«S.lggal.

WINCHENPAW

416 Main St.

61-53
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Buy Yourself rich—through clM•ilied offen.

Rockland, Maine
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VINALHAVEN

STARTS

4th

SATURDAY, MAY 4, at 9 A.M

JUST ONCE A YEAR are we able to get together

such an extraordinary group of values. Our regular

manufacturers from every corner of the country ( and
many abroad ) have cooperated more than ever to

help us bring you these grand bargains, all the more
outstanding because of generally prevailing higher

prices. Read every page—save on every
purchase you make!
We have attempted in this circular to

Senter Crane’s

give a clear representation of the Extra
ordinary Values offered in this event. You
will hnd many unusual bargains NOT

mentioned in this advertisement.

To the first One Hundred Adult Cus
tomers Saturday morning, we give a

BEAUTIFUL

See

BIRTHDAY GIFT

them in the store!

Rockland = Vinalhaven
BE HERE EARLY SATURDAY
MORNING

FOR FREE

GIFT

Glamor For You—At Home Or At The Beach!

Housecoats

Once a Year

Gay Prints—splashing flowers.
New Hoods! For protection—for charm!
Big New Pockets, extra length zippers.
Seersucker, Poplin, Broadcloth.
Sizes up to 50.
Verified
1.98
Values

Regularly 1.15

Regularly 1.35

New

Chenille
Housecoats

COATS AND SUITS, <7 Qi
Usually priced 10.50

Wrap Style, with Collar and

COATS AND SUITS *19 71
Usually 15.50 to 19.75

pocket like sketch

1 “•1 ’

With silk prices up, this Sale is more important to
you than ever. Our regular NoMend customers
know that this event brings, not leftovers or odd

COATS AND SUITS,*IQ 71
Usually 25.00 to 35.00 T1 **•1 ’
Reefers, Untrinyned Casuals,
Tweed Classics, Dressy Box Costs,
Dressmaker Coats, Navys, Blacks

Persona Lengths
SHOUT

MIDIUM

IONC

lots, but fnjh new stxk, smart new shades and a
complete assortment of styles and sizes. If you wear
• NoMend, we know you'll be here early. If you've
never tried these famous quality stockings, now's

your chance to learn why they're such favorites.

1

Blue
Aqua
a
White
Dusty Rose
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BIRTHDAY PRESENTS

2-PIECE TAILORED SUITS

FOR YOU IN OUR

3-PIECE TWEED AND SHETLAND
SUITS

g /M/ M , /g/ g J
R/0/ g/

/

DRESS DEPARTMENT

Regular 10.95 values

A Small Group of

OLDER DRESSES
at a Give-Away Price

OUR ONLY STORE-WIDE SALE OF THE SPRING SEASON,

Event Has Come to be Known as the Outstanding Sales Event of the Year!

Cannon Towels

Regular $25.00

Bring Spring to your
Dresses regularly $3.98

Windows
From towels to sheets, from rugs to
this now-

Colorful Cottage Sets

SALE OF NEW

Wide Pin Dot Ruffles
Fluffy Cushion Dots
Tailored Ecru Madras

LADY

All worth al least SI.00

New Spring and

ou’ll Save on every item during this event.
t the things you need!

PERELL

AND P JOT

Read

SHEETS

Your Choice

STOCK CP FOR
MONTHS TO
COME AT
THESE PRICES

Summer Styles

FLOWERS
For Hats, Coats and
Dresses
Regular 50c

FuU Size 21x27
Pure Chirken
Feathers

Regular $3.50

63x99

$1.50

63x108

COTTAGE SETS,

42x36
42x38!
45x38'

81x99

TAILORED CURTAINS

BLOUSES

BATH
TOWEL

Sheer. Dainty or
Tailored.
Simplicity.
Also
Long Sleeves.

pEQUQT

SCRANTON LACES,

SHEETS

Peppere lnS

PILLOWCASES

Other* to $2.98

.49

FAMOUS MAKE

SALE OF AIRPLANE TYPE

WASHABLE

WARDROBES, at $6.98

Window
Shades

Light, sturdy plywood, construction throughout—non
rust hardware—leather bound—weatherproof finish.
Fine Zephyr Wools,
Several Styles; reg. !

72x108
81x99 .
81x108
90x108

54x99
63x99
71x99
81x99
72x108
81x108

Cretonne and Chintz Slip Coverings

36 In. Rubber Sheeting
36 in. Rubber Flannel Sheet
ing—boilable .......... .

Mattress Pads
Single Size
FuU Size. 61.19.

Guaranteed 1.00 Values!

....

80 Square Unbleached. 40 in.
Limited quantities of Hand Done Linen arriving from China
makes this event more important than ever! We list only
part of the group:

Hope 36 in. Bleached ..........

45x38«z .............. . ..............
Marion Pillow Cases
Mattress Covers, full size
Ironing Board Pad and
Cover ...............................
Cover alone .....................

Fruit 36 in. Bleached ..........

BI8SO LINEN CHAIR SETS.
CRASH LINEN CHAIR SETS.
GRASS APPLIQUE BRIDGE SETS,
GRASS APPLIQI F. TEA SETS.
GRASS LINEN COVERS, 54 in.
Set of 6 Napkins to match.
MADEIRA TYPE CASES, pair.
APPENZELL CASES, each,
TUSCANY SCARFS—all sizes,
TUSCANY SQUARES. 54 in.,
APPENZELL FINE COVERS, 36 tn,

Berkley 60 in. Bleached
A. C. A. Stripe Ticking
Heavy, 8 oz---- ----- --- 2.50 Boat Drill ...........

10 oz. Duck ....................
Fancy Art Ticking .......
Best Yet 27 in. Outing .

Ba
OJ

UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT

OUR

FuU of Value Bargains!

Is

■■■
■
> ■ ■■ |
> ■!

■
■

■
W

■W

W

See
•

what 88 cents will buy

SATIN SLIPS,
Tailored or Lacy; Bias or 4 Gore.

BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS,
Butcher Boy or Man Tailored.

GOWNS,

Including
Tweeds

Tailored or Lace Type.
25r'r LINEN

Cretonne, new patterns, guaranteed,
Sun and tubfast,

PORCH FROCKS

TOWELING
Absorbent—All Color;

Chintz, new, larger group,

SALE OF MONK’S CLOTH,

NEW SELECTION OF RUGS

1.98 Silk Underwear, now

Pillow Cases
linen finish, Real 80 Square

CHENILLE,
Washable and reversible—4 colors—24>45.
Smaller Size, 18x36,

Fairie
Glove Silk
UNDIBS
Reg. 1.00

FAMOUS
MAKE
Chardonize
RAYON UNDIES
Reg. 59c

PANTIES AND
BIXXiMERS
Regular and
Extra Sizes

Gay. reversible—24x48.

3;

DOMESTIC, all chenille,
22x44—Reg. 1.98; reversible.

BEAUTIFUL

SAME QUALITY AS FORMERLY SOLD AT 49c

Zipper Styles,
All Sizes.

Thread Drawn Hemstitched

IMPORTED PLAIDS,

50 in. Cretonne, Sunfast,

Regular $1.00 Dresses included
RO Square Percales,
Slub Broadcloth,
Spun Rayons,

COLORFUL PLAIDS,

A Much Enlarged and Improved
Sturdy Card Tables at Lower Prices!

China and Glassware Department

WASH FROCKS

Uinner oets,

Solid color background of white with multi-colored deslg
All new patterns. Regular $2.98.

jL

Special for sale
OB

LAMPS— new assortment, maple and

Sham Bottom Highball Sets, 8 dif. colors $1.19

Sizes 14 to 41

crystal, boudoir and pin-ups, or table

Hostess Sets (wooden tray, 6 glasses, etc) .98

FLOCK’S YARNS
KNITTING WORSTED

Refreshment Set, 8 decorated tumblers
and carrier),

.59

Cut Glass Stemware,

.19

lamps; only

Waffle Iron,

Goblets, Sherbets, Cocktails

Platinum Band Tumblers,

doz

2 Slice Toasters,

.50
Better Spreads at Reduced Prices

Full 4-Oz. llank
Regular 59c

NEEDLEPOINT, new,
Regular $1.00.

CRINKLE

better pieces
Regular $1.98

Full Service for Six
In Rich Fiesta Colors
Real Value $5.00

9f

4-Slice Toaster,
Sandwich Toaster

Spreads

Oilcloth

Rose, Blue, Green,
Gold
Reg. 89c

One Lot Only at
This Low Price

Electric Irons,
Values

fifir

OOC

Lockwood B. 36 in......... ........

42x38 !i ............. .................

Other Luggage, $2.98 to $9.75
SHANTUNG

Lockwood A. 40 in........

CASES

42x36
42x38'

(ular 1.00
y Fabrics
I Leathers.

Dramatic! New
Pieces You'll Love.

Bates Percales
Four Year Heavy
Quality—81 in.
Unbleached Sheeting

• 18 in.. 21 in., 24 in. OVERNIGHT CASES

SWEATERS AND SPORTSWEAR

HANDBAGS

JEWELRY

LUGGAGE, $3.98

10c; 6 for 50c

Sweaters

Better Dresses and Evening Dresses Marked Down

New. Popular Textured Towels
Bring spring to your bath!
Maize, Dust.vrose, Peach. Azure, Jade
WASH
CLOTH

Chenille Bath
Set—Mat and
Cover; Fast Colors.

Regular 50c

SPORTS

Extra Fine Quality
Cheeked Design
All Colors

TUBING

90x108

Wide Cushion Dot Ruffled

HANKIES

Full Size. 20x40. Striking Tile Pattern: Guaranteed by < annnn
also Guest Size; Solid Color; Reversible.

72x108

CRISP, NEW—REG. $1.00

GLOVES,

Dresses regularly $9.95 and $1050

72x99

Regular width and length—all colo

Fashion Right Fabric

CASES

SHEETS

Dresses regularly

IT WILL PAY
VOU TO

Hot Plate Stove,

New! Door Chimes,

Every-Other-Day
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CRANE’S

SENTER

HOSIERY

SILKS
WASHGOODS

SUPER-VALUES
For this sale only
BIRTHDAY

1ESENTS in

FOR

Small Lot of Cotton Dresses to close

our

Department

Reg (Kir value

TO

Regular $1.98 Dresses

Largest Stock

COME

SPRING COATS

We Have

Reg. 49c value

1.( M )

Annual Event

NEW GABARDINES
39c
Reg. 59c Value

NEW SHARKSKIN
49c

Sizes 3 to 16 . . . Reefers ot Boxy . . . Plains or 1 weeds

Ever Offered

Reg. 59c value

Regular price $5.95

SPORT
CHAMBRAYS
19c

$4.95

ANKLETS

Regular $8.50 and $9.50

Genuine Crepe
1 liree Thread. 45 Gauge

Reg. •’9c value

A. B. C. PERCALES
17c

Heel within a heel

Reg. 23c to 23c value

Stretch Tap

SPORT
SEERSUCKERS
25c

NEW SPRING DRESSES

Reg. 33c value

Regular $1.00 values

SILVEREINE

ARCHER

Four Thread Chiffon or

A quality hose direct from

For Lovely Women
Three Thread—Fine Gauge
or Famous Walking Chiffon

the mill

Regular price 1.15

Seven Thread Srrvhe

ART

Regular $1.98 values

OODS

PHILCO

Our regular 1.00 Shirts, Fancies and Flain

REFRIGERATOR

You can usually buy Toilet Goods cheaper at this sale

Men’s Shirts, 88c

than at any other time of the year.
ANOTHER GREAT SOAP SALE,

SALE OF NEEDLEPOINT

5c

Wrisley s 10c and I 5c Soaps, limit 20 cakes to a customer.

Roys' Shirts. Fruit of the Loom

Woodbury's Soap,
4 cakes 25c
Evening in Paris, Makeup Ensemble,
/ 1.00
Dorothy Deane Beauty
Line
»«• value.
.23
Coty’s Special,
1.00

Boys' Fa jamas. Fruit of the

$1.50 value.

EMBROIDERY

$7.79

MEN AND BOYS, ATTENTION!

TOILET

SCREEN PRINTS
59c

FRENCH CREPES
39c

Regular $1.00 Dresses oOl

MONTHS

Save on this

Children's and Babies

STOCK UP

Vajad Napkns,
.11
Minards Alco Rub,
16 oz.,
.15
Minards Bay Rum,
16 °*.»
•"
Park Royal Tissues,
.21
’00 Corsage Cologne, .5£
repsodent Special 2 tor .51

OUR COMPLETE STOCK

10% OFF FOR THIS EVENT

49c Wondersheen,

39c

3 for

39c Bedspread Cotton,

Men’s Fa jamas, reg. 100 value

1.00

Homespun Grey Yarn,

Men's Pajamas. Woven Madras

35c

Finished Models of Art Embroidery,

Half Price

Men's Jersey I’nion Suits,

S. S. ankle
Men's lloxp, 25c value. Fancy

Rayons

Men's llosr. l*r value. Fancy

aMitti

Ask us about the

in our Birthday Sale

BOVS’

MEN’S

DUNGAREES &
OVERALLS

DUNGAREES &
OVERALLS

All New Goods

Copper Riveted
Heavy Denim

( opper Riveted
Heavy Denim

Reg. 2.98 Goods

Dungarees, 59c
Overalls, 59c

Dungarees, 69c
Overalls, 79c

Dress Shirts

Really Great Value

Plain Colors and Prints

Fancy or Plain

Spring Dresses
iarfioin

, At Sale Prices
Mystery Bose
'umr Silk. I ull Fashion
Servil e or Chilton

Spring Dresses
Fine Gauge
Slight irregulars that
do not atleet the wear

FOURTEENTH

Reg. 1.9R Dresses

Prints or Plains

Porch Dresses

Anklets
Misses' and I idies'
Sizes 5 to lU'i
Stripes and Plains

Cotton Sheeting

Plain Colors and Stripes

Sizes to 52

Fine 68x72 Count

Very Fine Count

7c

25c Values

lie
Turkish Towels
LOT 1

Printed Ixtwns
Handsome Patterns

Heavy, 24x48 Size,
Peaeh Only! Firsts,

25c

Lunch Cloths
Heavy Rayon

LOT 2
While, Col. Borders.
Size 18x36.
12’/2c

New Colors

50x50

Satin Panties
Lace or Tailored

SPRING

Topper Coats
Pastel Shetlands
Sizes 12 to 20

GIRLS*

Sneakers

MEN'S

Ironing Boards

Work Hose

Typical Bargain
AUic Value

Irregulars of the famous
Engineer and Firemen

Percale Dresses
80 Square Percales

Sweaters

Sizes 1 to 14

Ladies’ and Misses'
Pastel Colors
Lacy Knit

49c

Aprons

BOVS'

42x42
Sizes 7 to 11
Elastic Tops

Cotton Broadcloth

80 Square Percale

LADIES'

l.aey or Tailored
Sizes io 44
One of the Best Values
In the store

FNBLEACI1ED

80 Square Percale

Jersey Shirts

For Boys and Men
Either Navy or Brown
Leather Inner Sole

Assorted Stripes

67c

25c

Sizes 6 to 12

MEN'S

Underwear
Athletic Shirts 15c

( ON’GOLEl'M RUGS
Size
Size
Size
Size
Size

15x27 .............................
18x36 ...........................
27x46 .............................
30x54
36x72...............................

Athletic Shorts 19c

•7

Accomplish Much
N. Y. A. Girls Are Doing
Good Work—Volunteer
Instructors Aid
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Every-Other-Day

Incredible Horror

IS IT OR IS IT NOT?

Turns Commonplace As
Time Passes In the
Outraged Countries

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

Busy Boatbuilders

If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her informative talk .Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1 JtO p. m. Stations WNAC, W'CSH, and VVLBZ.

“Honeybell”

And What They Are
Doing Along Shores of
Knox and Lincoln

—
_
An interesting feature in the
Prom Wilhclmina T Fogg, super- . Hospitals being bombed, women
being
thrust
into
concentration
I
Today
s
crop
of
questions
all
ing
water.
Cook
until
thick.
Add
Sunday
Telegram was a review of
visor cf N.Y.A. Project 17-Y at |
camps
for
no
other
crimes
than
'
have
to
do
with
things
to
eat
so
butter
and
raisins.
Cool
before
the
Maine
coast boatbuilding inCommunity Building, comes this in
well waste no space In preliminaries peuring into Good Luck Pic shell dustry complied by Henry Be\erage,
teresting ^report of tlie doings and nationality or race, children ma- j
baked.
Top
with The following activities in the local
but get at the queries. First about previously
accomplishments of the girls in the chine-gunned, all these are tales at
sector came under his observant
which the average citizen would
l ie broiled icing that so easy and meringue.
group.
Pineapple Fritters
eye:
once
have
scoffed
but
is
now
forced
pcpular
a
finish
for
a
good
plain
Included in the educational par*
cake. After the cake is baked lake Three cups spoon-size chunks | In Rockland at the Northcnd Boat
i of tiie program for the N.Y.A. Girls ; to take as true. A civilization that
It from the oven and while Its still canned pineapple, 1 and one-third Shop, which incidentally is in the
for the month of April was the pre once was proud but reversed its
in the pan, spread with the follow- 'cups all-purpose flour,
teaspoon south end of town, Ivan Rackliff
sentation of "Tin Cratt," bv Charles ^araeter so quickly that the ma
lug mixture—one cup of brown salt. 2 teaspoons baking powder, 1 is building a 40-foot mahogany
Peavey, supervisor of the N.Y.A jority of victims are still In a state
sugar, three tablcspoonfuls of egg. 1 and 2-3 to 3-4 cup milk, 2 eabin cruiser for R. V. Klngsman
Youth Council of Arts and Crafts of shock has allowed stories of in
cream, half a cup of cocoanul and : tablespoons confectioner's suger.
] of the Massachusetts General llos|in Bangor. Tne Art and Cratt ProJ- |vcredible horror to be commonplace.
two tablespconfuls of melted butter. I Drain and dry pineapple; sift'pRal. Tills cruiser will be a full
Such
a story is that of Edward
■ ect in Bangor is the only one of its
Kulikowskl, former secretary of the
Slip the cake under the broiler till Hour, salt and baking powder and j deck bridged craft, sleeping six in
kind in the State.
the Icing is lightly browned and stir in well-beaten egg andmilk. | permanent bunks, with room for Joan Carroll, who was signed to
Polish
Embassy
In
Washington,
Note
this
picture
carefully,
especially
the
numerous
chimneys.
Is
It
Accompanying Mr. Peavey was
a term contract at RKO Radio
the
Rockland
Post
Office
or
is
it
only
a
resemblance.
Might
go
up
and
there
you are.
I Tills batter should be just thick four more. A rear fishing cockit will following her outstanding por
Helen Hyde Carlson, vocational can- who was caught in tire Polish
chec k on it.
"Please give the recipe for coffee enough to tjoat pineapple gems 'contain a metal fish tank. Decks trayal as Honeybell in “Prim
I sultant; and Ernest Puller, super- Blitzkrelg. Mr. Kullkowskl’s story,
punch and explain if it's served as Heat fat (about a quart in a deep. anj bulkheads are of Wildwood, as rose Path," has been assigned an
; visor of the Bangor district. Thelwhlch
June issue of
utmost confidence. When they go dessert or beverage." Coffee punch flat-bottomed pant to 3C0 degrees arp (jle lwo watertight sponsons In important role in that studio's
whole work period of the afternoon Cosmopolitan, is told so quietly
wrong they usually do so in a bigju Uie hit ofthe spring foreasily P or until a cube of bread will ;t|1P craft. The planking is bronze "Anne of Windy Poplars,” coi of Apt il 8 was given over to Mr. that the reader finds himself abway, often Wrecking their companies prepared, easily served party re- brown in tabout 60 seconds. Then .fastened throughout, and the cruiser starring Anne Shirley and
Peavevy who discussed the present sorWn* lhe words wlthout erasping
James Ellison.
Top Embezzler Crop
vogue of tin craft and made an ex- Ilie mealllng- l ater comes the full
and even entire communities. The fresiunents. In the big punch bow! dip chunks of pineapple In batter wljj |lnvp „ goo-hoisepower, Hulland fry in deep fat 2 or 3 minutes 's,ott marjnp Pllglnc for IM)Wpr
Raised
In
1940
—
How
you
use
for
eggnog
make
frothy
tensive display of examples of that r('a'lza,'Hn lllat the former Foreign
; largest losses the surety companies
GOD'S GARDEN
To Spot ’Em
know About have been committed luscious punch by pouring four cups until a golden brown. Drain on I Ml. R.u.kh(T lias completed a 17art which was a part of that good Office man has recounted the
| For The Courlcr-Oozettel
absorbent
paper
and
sprinkle
with
,
foo
,
convertlble
ln
board-outboard
of
freshly
made
coffee
over
a
pint
work of the eighteenth and early memory of 4.000 people crowded
A glance at any daily newspaper ! by these. Living beyond their means and a half of ice cream, cither confectioner's suger before serving I
The Master walked In His garden
open sport boat of mahogany of his
is the most common cause of de
In the cool dawn of the day;
nineteenth century American metal Inside a barbed wire enclosure in a
shows
that
one
of
the
outstanding
nt
And stopped io bleiai each blossom
vanilla or a combination of choco Beet Salad. American
pouring rain with no food to eat.
own design, for Newton Hill
falcations in this classification,
work.
I That grew by the aide of the way
late and vanilla ice cream, blend
Six medium-sized beets, 1 small Rockland, und is building another lie wanted not to hurt them.
Among the Important contribu no water to drink, not even space crops of 1940 is emboraders. With i "Nor is it by any means possible.
Fur they made His day so sweet;
lightly with an egg beater until tlie onion, sliced thin, 4 cup vinegar, of pine in tlie same style for Charles ' Rut
enough
to
sit
down.
that
thought
in
mind
the
word
1
even
by
tlie
closest
investigation,"
alas. He found one fallen
tions to N.Y.A Project 17-Y, dur
'
And lay broken ut His feet
ice
cream
is
partly
melted
and
the
>i
cup
wuter,
2
tablespoons
sugar
Memories of the great Hospital portrait of a typical embezzler as ‘ says Hale Andersen, vice president
Crockett.
ing the month of April, were mate
creamy coffee has small lumps of Bay leaf, 2 tablespoons French's ' At Axel Gronro's boat shop, a 35- For the storm of the night was heavy
rials, time, and instructions in neck of the Holy Spirit in Warsaw being seen by a bonding company execu of The Fidelity and Casualty Com
And the wind had be n cold and
bleak.
foot mahogany cabin cruiser is be
pany, "to actually determine who ice cream in It. Sprinkle with mustard.
tie making by Mrs. Edward W Peas- bombed although there was no pos tive is worth reading.
It
had buffeted und beat end broken
'hie one whose strength' hud been
• • • •
; will and who will not steal. Before grated nutmeg and serve In punch' Boil tlie beets until tender, re ing built for R. P. Stevens of
lee. Besides the evening given to sibility of mistaking the building
What does the typical embezzler wp bond individuals our investiga- glasses with little sponge drops, mlve skins and slice quite thin, then Greenwich, Conn., and New York. Gentlyweak;
the N Y.A. Girls' Staff, Mrs. Peas- for anything other than n hospital
the Muster plucked It
cookl.s or macaroons as acconipani-' add the sliced onion. Bring the Mr. Stevens is a summer resident
Out from among the rest.
lee gave an hour to the morning More than three hundred doctors, look like—the man who absconds tions arp thorough and rigid in the
With tender hund He hid It
ment.
'
other
ingredients
to
a
boil
and
of Dark Harbor. This craft will
Away In ills loving breast.
group, April 9, and two hours to the nurses and patients died. Ninety with his employer's money? Well, he extreme. We have access to char"Musliroom-stuifed onions were pour over the beets. Set a-ide to have four berths, and will be driven , He look It away to His Kingdom
men, women and children en- isn't at all the type who would acter investigation channels that
afternoon group, April 10
—
............ i .............._,1 1
And there In u igulden va-e
Twenty-six girls took advantage j tonlbed
the cellar of a building be found holding up the corner Rle average employer does not. No part of a vegetable plate we had j cool slowly then chill before serving ,by a Gray
motor. Plywood was used with His tender love to nourish
in
a
Boston
tea
room.
Do
you
Onion
may
be
removed
before
servnt, Ititii/lA fiitu,r,i,*1 lot, Gennnis Is
It grew 111 tieullly and grace
of this expert instruction Seventeen *hleh collapsed; after many weeks , grocery store and yet he Invariably | effort is spared before bonding an
Thus In the world's great garden
have the recipe? They were de-:ing, if desired.
Hr Watches (he great and ainall.
also building a 20-foot power launch
-neckties have been completed. Tiie.se tlie cellar was opened Twenty of I takes enough to make the holdup individual to make as certain as lieiou-V We have and they arc.' Mushrooms Sous Cloche
He km ws when they fall by the wayfor general utility work.
ties are tlie type that sells frcin the 90 were horribly alive; the man and burglar look like the pro humanly passible that he has been
hide.
Big
Bermuda
onioqs,
peeled
and
|
(From
House
Beautiful,
May)
He he«$n the weakest call.
others mercifully dead.
verbial piker.
$1.00 to $1.50..
At Friendship. Fred Winchenbach.
honest, that he is and that he will
cooked
until
nearly
tender
in
boll'
Clean
and
stem
mushrorins,
nlthe sturm of life have gut he red
Poles and Jews wandering back
The bonding department of Tlie continue so. Yet despite these ef
veteran builder, reported activity Wlun
Miss Maud Hall has given two
Amt our strength not equal thr test.
ing salted water can be seoo|x-d out lowing six or more caps per |iorlion
hone-hour lessons this month Twen and forth on Hie highways waver Fidelity and Casualty Company of forts we do guess wrong and have
about the same as last season. He M y we atlll have tin* t»w«el awurance
leaving a shell half an inch thick. if they are small. In the bottom of
God loves the fallen ones be t
ty ty-fivc girls were present for Miss ing between two horrors, the Nazis New York, a company of the Ameri to pay tlie bill.
Margaret Elwell
Tlie st nt fing is made with a cup of the dish put a round of buttered has finished a 38-foot sport flsherand the Russians.
Cooperative ca Fore Insurance Group in drain
Spruce Head
| Hall's "Study from Still Life."
“It's a continual study of human sliced mushrooms sauteed in butter toast, set a dab of Land Or Lakes .1 man, has a 32-footer and a 33-footer
A new bulletin-board has been sharing of beds. On cold nights a ing the picture of the embezzler has nature and until some device is in with the dropped pulp scooped from Butler on each mushroom cap and near‘y ready for
«nd has
made for the project by the N YA. woman had a chance to sleep in a struck an average of the many vented whereby we can probe be the onions. A cup of fine bread! arrange them in the dish. Pour 1the keel for a 37-foot job. All production would be approximately
Boys of Rockland. Examples of the bed every fourth night, a man claims of embezzlement handled yond the perfect looking externals crumbs, a third cup of light cream around them about a quarter of f are Jrom
owu desi81' which has
tame
jast year although the
work done by the NY A Girls under every seventh night. After de and gives the following illustrations to measure strength of character, and seasonings are added, then the cup of cream, slightly salted, cover 1 Proven Popular with fishermen and: variety of cra(t WOuld
mUfh
the instruction of Miss Hall are scribing such scenes Mr. Kulikow- of the men who in trusted positions it will always be necessary for surety stuffed onions are baked in a shal- ;and set them in a 400 degrees F pleasure boat owners for years. ] wider.
ski finishes his story with these dip into the finances of the concerns companies to bond employes and i
posted each month.
From basic lines. Winchenbach
dish, with very little boiling ; oven fov about 2n minut.s
for which they work.
This month was also posted the words:
builds a wide variety of power craft
there will always be cases where Water added for forty minu'je*. !
MENU
The mysterious sense of direction
Next morning we were in Italy.
Embezzlers are persons of good employees will be very happy that Uncover and brown for ten minutes
Pan-American, “Good Neighbor"
with accommodation# to suit the in possessed by homing pigeons Is dis
Breakfast
Sflamp
This exquisite stamp is a As we stopped at a station, I no education, usually better than high they had it done!"
dividual buyer.
or so before serving. Sausage meat I
Orange and Pineapple Juice
rupted by radio waves.
kortrayal of "Spring - by Botticelli. ticed a policeman on the platform. school. They come from good homes,
At the Gray Boat Company shop
and crumbs or baked beans and '
Shredded Wheat
Believing that man docs not live There was something wrong about have the finest types of references NORTH WARREN
In Thomaston, building this year
ketchup make other delicious stuf- Canadian Bacon
by bread alone, and as the late Dr. him—something strange. Then I and possibly years of prior service
Presto Bran Muffins has been confined to two sardine
onions.
Blueberry land Is being burned 'fijigs
fm8s for onion
‘s Perched
P'’rchtd on a,
■Elliot, President, of Harvard, said, realized what it was. He was sinil- , in which they have conducted them
boats, one 65-foot Job having been 1
Welch Crabapplc Jelly
over in every direction, these fires olsp sUce of toast and served with
“We need grass and meadows as ing. We were out of Germany. We j selves with the utmost honesty
dellvei'od to the Lawrence Canning
Coffee
be ing rather late in the season • toma,° sauW' <'tuffed onionA Rivc
Why suffer month after month —
.well as barracks," the group is were free."
| Typical average men.
Company of Rockland while a
Lunch
owing to so much wet wpalher J^u a different luncheon dksh.
try Lydta E. Flnkham's Vegetable
planning to hang an exchange ex
■ ■ ■ ~ ; They can be put into three groups, hitherto
68-!ooter is now under construction
Compound TABLETS to help re
you ever
large stalks Mushrooms sous Cloche
lieve periodic pain with ita nervous,
hibit of paintings and prints. From boxes of crochet cotton. This is; First there are the out and out
_
'of celery with salmon blended with 1
English Muffins for the Royal River Packing Cornmoodv spells. (This t» because they
Mabelle Cross of Thomaston was
.
.
. .
Maud Hall we have a landscape only a small part of what Mrs.! embezzlers. These are alert to excontain a SPECIAL Ingredient to
„
, seasonings, braise in chicken stock Pineapple Fritters, Lemon Sauce pany at Yarmouth.
... „ „
,
„ ..A
relieve female distress, i Pinkham's
and a still-life. Next month Is Merchant brought over that morn- ploit every way in which the busi- a caller recently at the home of i and. serve with
Hollandaise? Add
Tetley Tea
This shop, last year, turned out
Tablets ALSO help build red blood
her
brother,
Charles
Mank.
promised sometiling from the hand , ing. One girl is making a chair set; ness is conducted, to their own
and thus promote more energy to
. ,, ,
, ,
L
'new asparagus and crispy shoe
Dinner
four of the Rhodes designed "Little
help you combat functional month
Annie Moody who has been . .
...
„
• of E. L. Brown, and in the I another a luncheon set.
financial advantage. The motiva ... Mrs.
...
.
.
„ string potatoes, a cucumber salad Hamburg Roast
Sister" cutters that competed with
ly distress. WORTH TRYING/
visiting her daughter, Mrs. H. D.
. .
.
, . ,
near future, one from Flora Mer-1 Three hours of their own time tion behind tliem is generally specu _
”
,
’
'
and strawberry shortcake for dcsScalloped Potatoes the Malabar Jr. and Islander boats
home.
t
. ..
. ,
,
chant.
j have been devoted to Ping Pong lation. gambling, bad management Post, has returned
_
,,
.
sert and there’s dinner for a May
String Beans
in thf $3,000 class.
Mrs. Leland Cargill and daughter t i
“Cooking Ideas and Fii^t-Class and Volley Ball. Both groups have and various other reasons more or
Beet Salad, American
At South Bristol Harvey Gamage
Service" was the subject of the ; been instructed by James F.anagan. less minor. This group is the largest. of Vermont are guests of Mrs
Nearly everyone who has already
•Lemon Raisin Pie
has three 26-loot power cruisers un
DON'T MISS THIS BARGAIN
Then there are the circumstantial | Aarn* 1 *l>POiicn.
talk by the project supervisor on Director of Activities, Community
sent for and received their combi
Coffee
der construction and will start soon
Sadie Kelley passed a day with nation measuring cup and chopper
the morning of the ninth. Vitamin Building.
SPRING HOUSE-CLEANING
thieves. These are the individuals |
Recipes given.
on a 30-footer. These boats of his
O was discussed with tlie afternoon | Tlie pay-roll for personal services in responsible positions at smoll! Mrs. Clara Whitney recently.
lias said how much they like it and
own design, compare favorably with
PECIAl
group on the afternoon of the ' ycuth employes for the month of I salaries. Pinched by inadequate in- '
’
what a great bargain It is. But this
North Carolina grows more gar- other Maine built power cruisers in
tenth.
April is $360 90; City of Rockland come and dissatisfied with the prog- ' GEORGES RIVER RD.
is almost the last time we can offer d<n crops for home tu tha nany prjCP an(j performance. Gamage has
The project isvery grateful
to as cosponsor coveringthe same
rPSS they are making, they go wrong.
There will be a special gathering ll-and litre'swhat you do to get il other State;
I delivered a Winslow designed kudi.
____
Mrs.Merchant forthe gift
of 13 period Ls $10.42.
jThey are often employed where they ' at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Send a labcI ^rom
Kye '
has a 44-foot Eparkman and Ste- •'
Miss Alice Kent of tlie N.Y.A. <,aRy handle large sums of money , Hendrickson Sunday night at 7 poultry with 25 cents to Marjorie .
pliens cutter ready lor launching “ -■t
AM»g
Mills, Yankee Network, in care of
Girls Project has accepted a per- and are subject to constant‘temp- o'clock. All are welcome!
New Umltr-arm
and w.ll start work on a 37-foot cut
ffHOMI fO»AT
your own station, or to Birds Eye,
manent position with Dr. Dana S.; tation. The chief reason for these
ter and two 34-footers. irons John
Cream Deodorant ( Newman as dental assistant. Miss '.hefts is the desire to move in Always think before you act. but Battle Creek. (Michigan, and you
Alden designs, in tlie near future.
safely
' Kent, who is a graduate of the circles far beyond their means.
don't think too long about an- get this big 12-ounce glass measur
I He will build but one of the Alden
I . I„ CLARK. Local Dealer
H.gh, was transferred to
Tlie last group is composed of [ swerlng intersting e.lasslfied offer*, ing cup with a spring-tyiie vegeta
Phone 431-W
Hen's i Tasty Dish lor May I
Malabar Jrs„ of which he turned
Stops Perspiration 'Rockland
Federal Archives as typist, a po6i- those who have been employed in
ble cutter lhat fits over the top
4.7 I.lmeroi k SI.,
Rockland, Me.
out
18
last
season.
! tion which she has filled credibly positions of trust for many years COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS 1110 chopper-measuring cup sells
51-53&56
Tlie South Bristol builder said his
since last July. Miss Siirl Johnson and in whom the employer has the
for a dollar; you get it this easy
WORK WONDERS
■4
wya through your use of Birds Fyc
i was Iransferred to Federal Archives
j tlie first of April. Miss Johnson ls
poultry.
If you will enclose 25 cents with
also a graduate of Rockland High.
a Welch Grape Juice label and
Miss Mildred O. Perrin, graduate
send it to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
and post-graduate of Rockland
$
IO
8
7
4
5
6
3
2
1
Network, in care of your own sta
High and present secretary of the
1. Does not rot dresses, does
tion, or to the Welch Grape Juice
local girls' project, has accepted
not irritate skin.
12
13
14
II
Company,
Westfield, N Y you may
part-time
work
as
dental
assistant
2. Nowaitingtodry Canbeused
have a long, slim, sluup Kutmasto Dr. Edward W Peaslee of Au
right after shaving.
3. Instantly slops perspiration
17
IB
ter knife.
It's ideal for cutting
gusta and Rockland. The girls of
lb
15
for 1 to S days. Removes odor
meat into thin slices and t.'ery
Project 17-Y offer grateful ac
from perspiration.
20
i woman will like it. we think.
knowledgment to Dr H. V. Tweedie
19
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
You'll love the free books we
less vanishing cream.
for 12 chairs.
It
5. Arrid has been awarded (lie
1?»
liave for you and hoi>e you'll get
25 2b
2tt
Helen Hyde Carlson, vocational
21
Approval Seal of the American
J your request in soon. The new
consultant, has given the project
Institute of Laundering for
! banana book surpasses any we've
1
zti
a very lovely hooked mat pattern,
29
being harmless to fabrics.
17
offered—the Good Luck recipe book
I aste the rich raspberry
Mrs. Carlson has also given instruc
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Reg. $5.95 Value
have been told. Try a jar today I
Is such a help for quick, easy de
tions in hooking without shearing
flavor
hleinleil
with
cool
licious desserts. Tlie Nestle recipe
golden cream anil other
book has ever so many enticing
Seine Europeans have an old su
35 3b
31
33
32
SPECIAL
recipes using Nestle's semi-sweet
wholesome ingredient* in
At all Slnrra RrllidK loUrl puoda
perstition that animals receive the
“J*1,
(■!»<) io IO# «n.l
jarchocolate. And all these bocks ate
power of speech at Christmas.
40
zestful Scaliest-tniperviseil
i7
38
■ jours for the asking, just address
Ice dream! You'll wunt a
! Marjorie Mills, Yankee Netwirk,
42
41
heaping helping . . . und u
in care of your station.
second helping'too! A real
' Good Luck Lemon Raisin Pie
45
$1.20 down
47
4b
M’Y MM
apring treat! Buy it thin
One package Oood Luck Lemon.
$1.25 monthly
I 'j cup sugar, 1 cup seedless raisins,
month at your neighbor
SI
50
52
i It cup cold water, 1 cup boiling
hood dealers.
'
BOTTLED NATURAL GAS
water, 1 tablespoon Land O Lakes
55
54
53
Butter, Goad Luck Pie Crust.
Put contents of package of Good
Many a time you'll welcoma this attractive portable electric
Luck Lemon into cooking vessel.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
heater
for taking oft tha chill of these spring mornings and
9-Fiah eggs
Add sugar and stir in slowly the
43-Mended
1-Employ
10-Terminate
4-Waol-bearlng animal 4S-Pasaagewaya
evenings
—or for auxiliary heating throughout the day.
cold water to blend; add the boil-

A Bumper Crop

rFEMALE PAIN,

Black

Raspberry

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

For Extra WARMTH
Use this

IMUITAIItH
ELKCTUM' II KATE It!

ARRID

s/f.95

4

PH I LG AS

FRO-JOY

8-Anger
I1-Preeloua stone
'2—Civil engineer(abbr.)
13- Very
14- Pre«x. Not
15- Occur
I7-Ex:hanged
19- Atom bearing an
electric chargs
20- PreNx. Thr ee
21- SeparateU
?4-NUer

27- Unit
28- Slr (Fr.)
29- Epoch
30- Weep
33-Leascs
I5-Pronoun
37-Listened
39-Aveis
41- To feel pain

42- Portuguess coin

49- Eagle
50- Negative
$1-European country
(abbr.)
52- Lick up
53- Exiated
54- Taut
53-Boil on eye-lid
VERTICAL

15- KI»chen utensil
16- Aptitude

21- Veranda
22- lndefinlte article
23- Eaten
24- Large casks
25- Comparatlve »uffix
26- Grades
31- Prefix. Backward
32- Longs for
33- To have pity
34- Streak

t-Exclarriation
35- Quieta
2- Ocean swell
36- Pronoun
3- Country ruled by an 38-Noise
emperor
40-Money(Rom. Antlq.)
43- Condenaed moiaturr
4- Vlews
5- A fowl
44- A ccfnetellation
45- Female deer
9-Superlative suffix
7- One who handles
46- Stupid person
luggage
47- Contume
8- To put In writing
48- 8cout

Ideal

(Answer To Previous Puzzle)

for

bathrooms,

bedrooms,

nurseries,

dining

rooms,

offices, service stations, elevators, hospitals, cottages and

- NyISITJ in I |£|O
5 C'c p n d a i is

W JII

LT AR SMVERM I N

ICE CREAM

a.ra1raMpm anRIncl
R'i veHyel- lsRage's

SRr O ERpJE l_ O 5
uMsiiP.R A r T L cHeHe

G L CN

n eHto ol

Ia

n TjBgN
estor eBaHt

NE 1 .STBEARBR A D
T R OjJBe A R E SMP O R A
SIXTHS j oBjlT^li^EL

y ersWt APjRE.ol
!A T eHsHr UjT s
*7*$ IFiaHl

Hear the Seallcsl Shew with Rudy Vellee
•very Thursday »»igM ov«r NBC Red Net
work, 9:30 te 10 F. M.
Thia Corn pun y anil Srullnf. Inc., arc unrftr
lit* ramt ruiirnlil/i

camps.

Finish:

Porcelain enamel—walnut or white.

AINE
CENT
wii^eoMpi
MPANY
rowt
af any ot aai tlorti

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

40&53

Every-Othcr-Daj
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MOST FAMOUS LAUNCHING

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

Pictures To See

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Top-Flight Reviewer
Chuck Cochard Makes
His Choice

and further information may
obtained from the Secretary, Boa
Tiie United States Civil Service Of y g
service Examiners,
“Perhaps It Exists,”
Commission announces an open any first-class post office in N<
Wrote the Late Lewiston competitive examination for Welder, England; from the -Manager. Fi
Journal Editor, A. G.
electric (specially skilled), $8 448, U. S. Civil Service District, K
$7,968, $7 488 a day, for filling va
Staples
Post Office and Courthouse Buil
cancies ln this position in the U. S.
"Just Talks on Common Themes Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New lng. Boston, Mass., or from the R
published in essay form for many Hampshire.
corder. Labor Board. U. S. Na
years in the Lewiston Journal, will I Applications will be received until Yard. Portsmouth. N H. Appllci
do much to perpetuate the fame of june 28. 1940 Applications will be lions must be filed with the latt
the late Editor Arthur G Staples rat(K) a, intervals and certification on or befcre the closing date spci
One of his last contributions was made
needs of the service fied above.
that which appeared March 9, and require if sufficient eligible? arc, I

Ancient Norumbega

Welders Are Wanted

Previews in review . . .4 Star-llte,
extraordinary: 3 star-llte, excellent;
[24 star-lite, very good; 2 star-lite
Agriculture
, With the Homes
{good; 1 Star-lite, fair.
The annual Orchard Spray Day
Meetings on Shopping for Your
Til We Meet Again is the best,
will be held in Bucksfield. Wed- Money's Worth held with the home
film previewed this week. It's
nesday. May 8. at the farm of Vir- demonstration agent this week and
gil Smith and Wilson Conant. • next:
Warners 1940 version of that oldie
Rockland. May 2. at the Tarm
There arc about 1.550 trees in
■ “One Way Passage.” It is an excel the portion of lt having a local obtained. the receipt of applications SPRING
these two orchards. Mr Smith Bureau hall. Dinner will be ln
may be closed before the date spedThis was an Editorial in tl
lent picture due mainly to the won bearing is here republished.
has mostly McIntosh, while Mr charge of Mrs. Irene Levenseler
,
.
*
’
.
*,
iura<r.>
lied
above,
in
which
case
due
notice
Christian
Science Monitor:
derful performances by Merle
Did you know that State of Maine __ _______
comps (hf ra,n. The wi
Conant has Northern Spys. Weal- 1 and Mrs. Georgia Rhodes,
will
be
given.
Oberon and George Brent. Cast: has a myth of a "lost city of Nor
thies. and McIntosh
i Whitefield. May 3. at the Orange
The necessary application forms is a hammer driving it down li
, j _ .
,
- , i umbega pr NorOmbega” that had
W. H. Darrow of Putney. Vt.. a > hall with Mrs. Minnie Fowles and
Others include Pat OBrien. Geral- enormous influence on colonization
- nails, hard and swift.
dine Fitzgerald, Binnie Barnes,,' of this somewhat forbidding coast- don tQ „dle nQ more.. or we should
former Extension Service man in Miss Dora Hapgood on the dinner
n is April. Buds are tight. Sec
Frank McHugh, and Eric Blore. line.
Connecticut and now a large apple committee.
hug to their shells. Men cling
say "lie some more'.
Norumbega. maybe this
Story: Of a ,man and woman who . Without
grower, will be the principal
Montsweag May 7. at the Good
,
All the P°lnt in ollr writin8 is to their winter coats and mutt
bay
of
Maine
might have remained enforee (he
value of a
know
that
every
moment
of
life
speaker. Commercial spraying will Will Club House. Mrs. Nelson
'Spring!'
uninhabited. The lure of diamonds, faWe W(>u told
is important for they are both con pearls, cities of gold is great. Nor-,‘“^re"^ Attantis And there is
be discussed by Robie Sturtevant. Rice. Mrs. Elizabeth Hathorne, and
"Bul fomes on'' wann dav'
demned to die—she by a heart ail umbega’s fabled towers arose in the Norumbega Atlantis may be up in another and thi face of the wo,'
Luncheon will be served at noon Mrs Hazel Mank will serve the
ment and he for a murder charge. minds of all Europeans in pre-col- a bldden region of the Andes, arisen changes, Buds venture a peep
by the Oxford County 4-H Clubs square meal for health.
P
Beautifully done. A 3 Star-LLite.
onlal days.
j from the sea. Norumbega may be the sun.
In case of rain, the meeting will
South Thomaston. May 8. at the
Inquiring sprouts pin
And strangely enough the loca- off.shore trom Owl s Head.
Irene
is
the
surprise
picture
of
be held in the Bucksfield Grange Grange hall, with Mrs Flora Baum
tton was chiefly situated somewhere
But one
js SUre— as regards up through the dark earth to l,the year and one of the best. De between Boothbay Harbor and state of Malne
hgll.
and Mrs. Louise Butler In charge
light. The office worker looks
lightfully refreshing is the best de Camden. The very best and most
A very interesting meeting was of dinner at noon.
Along about the last of the years from his desk with far-aw
scription of this musical. Story:
held recently at the community
Rockport. May 9. at Mrs. Lizzie
_ ,, oru"}t>ftIa was(l500 (16th century) Europe had lost thoughts,
Of a beautiful Irish mannequin who told by Emmie Bailey Whitney in ap interest ln the colonization of
work shop in Tenant's Harbor with Smith's in Rockland. Dinner wil!
Forsythla bursts Into sudden go
The pictured launching of Steamer Monhegan Saturday led a lover of overnight becomes the toast of all the popular and most highly useful the Northern part of the Atlantic
Forest Wall in charge The out- be served by Mrs. Hattie Davis and I
Grass
Is alive and green. Hum
, sail to turn in this picture of what he termed Rockland's most famous New York—engaged to one man and reader Maine. My State, published coast
look for farming and combination Mrs. Inez Packard
by the Maine Research Society of. It was too cold and forbidding, beings that yesterday plodded
' launching. It is the only six-sticker ever launched from the Cobb-Butler
marries another—what fun. Cast: women writers some years ago Mrs I Along come)t this meretricious In- weary way to their daily, tasks fi
of poultry and small fruits was
Discussion of economic informa- yard, schooner Mertie B. Crowley.
Anna Neaglc is the girl iher beauty Whitney is an editor of the Lewis- gram with 'iNorumbega ’ and over new interest in multicolored fol
di.scu.ssed by County Agent Went- tion in regard to buying and>selecand charm has been hidden in the ton Sun-Journal and a most gifted (Came everybody Sir Humphrey Oil- ers. Trips and ships, planes a
worth. Henry Kontio of West Rock- tion of various cuts of meat will
I bert. the Pophruns. Earl Warwick trains mountains and seashore p:
past—what a shame) and she is lad>'port, manager of the State of be discussed in relation to economy.
The tale of Norumbega depends mav be men lened
positively
one
of
tlie
best
all-around
Maine Blueberry Growers. Inc . disHere is that new recipe for eggs
almost altogether on the yarns In j ^st we
un(dir t0 the Ingrams.)11' t*FV,e*'
girls we've ever seen on the screen England by one Da rid (Davy) In-, iet us
cussed raising of blueberries in the whlch wiu bring something differtllat two other men; Faded-out memories of last yea
She can sing, dance, and act and gram His stories were published .raveled most of the way with Davy vacation days are recalled for coi,
countv and the outlook for raising Pnt t0 lbe table:
is beautiful. Others in the cast in- in a pamphlet entitled Ancient Nor-1 an(j bgc|ce(| him up in his tales. One Darisons Last year's wardrobe :l
them ln Tenant's Harbor
umbega or the Voyage of Simonwa6 nanled Teid or Tw.dc and the PanS°
|
Eggs Timbale
] elude Ray Milland. Roland Young,
The Agricultural Conservation
Thpv so faded perhaps, comes out for
Fernandino
and
John
Walker
to
other
was
nam
e<j
Browne.
One tablespoon shortening. 1
Alan Marshall, May Robson Billie
movies on "The River'' and “State tablespoon flour. 2-3 cup of milk.
the Penob,.ot River 1579-1590. This[('ra^ifd"'from'”Mexico, to Maine 1940 «otn«-over.
Burke, and Arthur Treacher. Out pamphlet was discovered and re- , afoot, jo self-made canoe, subsisting i Yes. ln a wink of the sun and
News Reel' will be shown at Lime4 eggs, separated. 1 tablespoon
standing scene: The color sequence printed in Albany, not so many I on
an(j game. The Indians! breath of warm atr. all this c
rock Valley Pomona. Saturday.
mir.ced parsley.
Lakewood will start its fortieth dining room at the Inn. will be of the ball. The 23 gowns she wears years ago—not a hundred, anyway. were kind.
May 11. ln the afternoon. These
Spring is really hei
It is quite likely that Dav>- In-1
not scoff at Norumbega. Per- happen. And___________
Make a cream sauce for shorten
consecutive year on May 25. ac- glassed enclosed and will give din-, are beautiful. A hit picture If I gram has to lie to save his own bapS jt exists. But at any rate lt I
reels were shown at Hope. Aina.
,
, .
ing.
- flour and milk. Beat the ,
. . .
ers a view of the lake and of the ever saw one. A 3 star-llte atUnion and Jefferson last winter in„, whltes
hide. He had been out with Str
adventurers to the Gulf of' True m<,rlt' llke a rlver- tlw der
of four eggs stiff, and the cording to an announcement today landscapfd noWPr gardens. For, traction
John Hawkins who was no better \fame to found little settlements., cr It Is. the less noise it makes
connection with Agricultural Con yolks until thick and lemon-col-[ by Herbert L. Swett. general mana
several years Lakewood Inn has
than a pirate Thev got down so—Here’s to Ancient Norumbega . Haliifax
servation meetings.
ored.
Pour the hot
cream 1 ger of Maine's famous vacation re been taxed to more than its capa-l Notes on my little white cuff: If around Tampico in Mexico and I
1
sauce over the yolks, add minced sort and Summer Theatre.
city at the dinner hour and the I >'<** *'ant
s«* dancing and at its Hawkins marooned a lot of his crew. 1
parsley, salt and a dash of cay
terrace dining room will solve one' **st ** surF and se* Two Girls on for lack of food for himself.
Returning from a trip to
It was inconsiderate on the part
enne end of nutmeg. Fold in the
of the major problems ln enabling : ®roadwav Lana
Turner
and of Hawkins, and most of the aban
York
where
he
arranged
play
whites and turn into buttered
guests to be served promptly. It Oeorge Murphy can dance for my doned crew died. But the incred
molds set in a pan of hot water. schedules and engaged players for also will serve as a place for con money any day of the week—they re ible story ls told that David In
The Technicolor Company gram (the Ingrahams are tough>
WrtF>«l Cal^l-And Yeu'U Jump Out J Bake in a slow oven <300 degrees f.i the coming season. Swett stated vention banquets, bridge parties and tops.
Bad in dm Marning Harin' la Ga
until firm, about 35 minutes. Serve' that hc had negotiated contracts private luncheons and dinners. this week cut their prices and it did the almost Incredible feat of «I DRIVE ABOUT 40,000 MILES
walking thru the wildernesses from
Th» Urer should pour out two pints of
with tomato sauce.
liquid bile Into your bowels daily. If this
with stage and picture stars for Handsome new furniture and china will save studios thousands each “Terra Florida” to Maine. He claims
A YEAR...PERFORMANCE
bile is not flowing freely, your food may
year—meaning we will have more to have walked 2.000 miles.
not difrit. It may juat decay in the bowels,
appearances at Lakewood during have been ordered, the decorations color pictures.
WITH ESSO GASOLINE IS
(iaa bloats up your stomsrh. You ret consti
Ingram had exotic adventure.
will be colorful and the Inn will be
pated You feel sour, sunk and the world
• • • •
summer.
Melville
Burke,
who
He
fell
in
with
a
plumtrec
that
had
ASTOUNDING MORE ROWER
looks punk.
in charge again of Benton Caldon
Coming attractions on the screen: leaves which when pressed gave
It takes those rood, old Carter’s IJttls
wiU
return
for
his
10th
season
as
wh0
nw
at
the
Parker
House
ANO BETTER MILEAGE „
Urer PUIs to ret these two pints of bile
Production started on “Brigham him a beautiful liquor, that sootyee
Maine Should Welcome director of the Lakewood Players, in Boston.
flowinr freely to make you feel "up and
his
way.
He
saw
a
beast
like
a
L S. JOHNSTON
UP. Amaiing In making bile flow freely.
Young" with Tyrone Pwoer, Linda
Vacationists and PreAsk foe Carter's IJttls I.lrer Pills by name.
MEKOSL MASS.
is now in Hollywood making final
Another
much needed improve- Darnell, Jane Darwell, and Brian horse, save that it had two long
lSf and tSf. Stubbornly refuse anything elsa.
tusks. Ingram climbed a tree.
Pare For Their Own
arrangements for the season and :nent wl“ **
.. tlle addition
„ of a guest Donlevy Oeorge Raft and Ann
He went through one town with
' and
---- reception room at Bungalow
_ ___ .
u
a handsomely
ar.eled 1 Shendan have been tea!ned to- streets a mile long and lar wider
Maine will entertain more vaca- has placed the following under
tionists this summer than at any-1contract: Vincent Price, who will room with comfortable
lgether in "They Drive B-v Night.” than any streets of London. The
(R NEVER BEEN BOTNEREO
chairs with Ida Lupino, Humphrey Bogart men and women went naked but
WITH ANY KNOCKS ..USING
time since the World War. and it j join the Lakewood Players the last | where guests may register and be
were
protected
by
hugely-wide
Gale Page, and Alan Hale. The
behooves all Maine residents to ex- of June: Madge Evans, who will be assigned to their bungalows.
bands of gold. arms. legs, midESSO EXTRA. HEADS
musical "The Boys from Syracuse
tend the glad hand and make this the guest star the week of July- 15;
The opening attraction and the has Alan Jones. Joe Penner, Martha modles etc Their houses were like
ALL OTHERS IN GIVING
dovehouses with pillars of solid
"'Pyre/ax' gar seres
summer visitor industry, very pos Harry Carey, the famous actor, complete list of players will be
Aosrrr a/ frase erery
THE GREATEST VALUE.»
Rave, Rosemary Lane. Irene Hervey. gold. Also pillars of crystal. This
sibly- the State's biggest asset, an who made an outstanding success announced soon.
day . . . and f sere
Alan Mowbray, Eric Blore, and was accounted to be Norumbega
MAUflICI DAVIS
annually growing affair. To that in the recent film "Mr. Smith Goes
weary e« /eed esU
down around Rockland, somewhere.
EXTRA
rOkUANO. ML
Charles Butterworth.
reeAiag flit.”
end, practical tips on vacationing, to Washington and who is now
In one place lt located it at "60
ATTORNEY
Mn. Fremont Alteri
leagues West of Cape Britton”.
vacationists and for use on our acting on Broadway in “The
DmUl. Ahaa.
BIGUKST TOAD IN THE PIDDLE
There Ingram ran Into Samuel
vacations if we chance to have them Heavenly Express': Louise Camp
| For The Courier-Gazette)
Champlain who brought him to Newbell. featured tn feminine leads in I
are entirely proper.
Realtors Group Have
It you cannot be the .biggest in the Haven and sent him home to LonAll vacationists should anticipate Paramount pictures for the last
Plan For New England— Toad,puddle
don't tret.
be the second biggest, or the
the possibility of injury to them two years; Henry Hull, who will
Gov. Saltonstall To Speak You may
smallest.
selves while on holiday and take be a guest star the week of August
Even yet
thankful tor a smaller place.
every precaution to guard against 12 in a new play "Dollars and
The profitable rehabilitation of Ar.d be
It not one
At the top.
incurring disablement. On vaca Horse Sense ” by Phil Dunning, old houses in Knox County and
For soinebodv had to take a smaller
famous success similar old neighborhoods to pro
"Pvt rarer bad a tion the individual ls doing many author of the
place. It
You do not
steg/e ttrviet inter things which he is not used to "Broadway.
ruption in all ibt
vide decent housing for low-income Now. perhaps the place you're tilling
More contracts are expected to
jitri Pre uttd 'Pyro doing the other 50 weeks of the
Is the very
groups, to the incidental improve
Be t tor you,
year and herein lies the danger
be signed this week and Mr
fax’ gat.''
ment. of real estate values in the For the places of great Influence are
Strains, sprains, fractures and Burke will return from Hollywood
Me,. Beet Ac Hear*
tilled
whole neighborhood, will be among
Pa.
By very few
worse follow sudden violet exercise in a few days and come directly to
ts often bought at too
the new opportunities existing in Popularity
Great a price.
and participation in various sports. Maine to start rehearsals
Al
the real estate field today which A smaller corner s better tor you. and by
Over-exposure to sun is another though the complete roster of the
Far more nice.
will be discussed by Realtors of the
common cause of discomfort and company is not yet completed, it is
Remember what the “biggest ln the
New England states when they
puddle''
oftentimes acute illness. Drownings known that tt will include Frank
Has to pav.
convene in Swampscott, Mass, May And
be thankful you're not In It.
through swimming and diving in Wilcox, who after two years on 15-17.
friend, ts
Broadway
in
the
original
cast
of
Wha'
I si*
unfamiliar waters are still another
Governor Levcrctt Saltonstall Do your very be-t at all time- and do
"You Can't Take it With You
prolific cause of casualties.
"I bora lard ’Prrnnot
will be chief speaker at Ihe New
■bvy those
fax’ gat for twalft
Extended automobile drives with went to Hollywood where he has
England dinner to be held on the Who have to work at highest pitch, to
iron and baft found
pleare both
long sessions at the wheel, over been playing featured roles In evening of May 16 "Old Tuners'
it ibt bolltil, fajtetl
Friends and toes
strange roads, through large cities films.
roolttng full I tftt
representing every real estate board Be content to take a humbler part.
uttd."
As usual there will be several
and through different states, all
f>n though
in New England will be guests of
Its very small.
At,.. C. M. Hilliard
contribute to nervous tension on productions of new plays prior to 1)onor at the Old Timers' dinner to Sometimes
the smallest toads are more
giikutnd, Pa.
Important
the part of the operator and as such heir Broadway premiere
Wil- br held on the evening of May 15
Than them all
make for accidents.
ham Harris Jr., who is to present i The two speakers at this dlnner- For our Ood Is pleased with all who
•vou mucr
tgy to do
In brief, the vacationist all too Owen Dariss new play Mr and Morman MacDonald, executive diTheir very best.
a good rid* ht a ear ihh big...
All
that
need
concern
us
Is
to
trust
often tries to crowd the outdoor Mrs North based on the novel by rector. Massachusetts Federation of
but tn* toh, nary ridn ol ihit
to Him to
recreation he has craved through Richard Lockridge, dramatic critic Taxpayers' Associations and HcrDo the rest.
ntw Ford it tomofhing you’d only
(A
few
thought*
by
"Jimmy's
Grand

out the year, into a few weeks with of the New York Sun. in New York bert U. Nelson, executive vice presi- mother .)
•xpoet in a eor tlill biggorl"
LUUe S. Bousheld
results which are many times not m October, has arranged for its dent oi the National Association of
happy!
presentation at Lakewood the week nf„i Estate Boards, will dLcuas real
If thou desire to profit, read with
GAS SERVICE
Everyone’s motto on vacation of July 1. with Romney Brent and estate taxation. Mr MacDonald
humility, slmp’lclty and faithful
should be—"1. ke lt easy—-Be care Joyce Arling in the leading roles, i will speak cn local and State tax
• Onee you've tried "Pyrofax” Gas
For the first time in several sum- I problems and Mr. Nelson will tell ness; nor even desire the repute of
ful and have the best holiday ever,
Service you will never go back to oldlearning.—Thomas A. Kempis
unmarred
by
any
sort
of
mishap
mers
Jessamine Newrombc will not of national action under way to bet
fashioned kitchen fuel. For "Pyrofax”
gas is real gas! It's just like having
Here are a few other precautions
ln the opening bill as she is now ter the real estate tax situation
city gas , . . clean, convenient, fast and to take to ensure a carefree vaca-)ar,ln8 one of the leading roles on John C Kiley. MAI.
Boston, will
economical. No mess, no ashes, no
Broadway ln the latest dramaticipreside at this dinner.
soot. Saves boun of work, and makes tion:
To guard against robbery notify llil "Ladies In Retirement." She |
____________
conking a joy. No service interrup
tions. either, for your supply of "Pyro the local police department that *s planning, however, to appear with ! TWO GRANGES IN ONE CITY
fax" gas is guaranteed in writing! We
How the Orange "takes hold” ln
deliver and install "Pyrofax” gas regu the family will be away. Stop news-,’1’*' company later in the summer.
lating equipment complete for as low paper and milk deliveries. Accumu-1 Meanwhile work at Lakewood ls New Hampshire has been proven
as $9.75! Call us today!
lations of these on your doorstep being pushed through to have|again by the case of Gate City
are an advertisement to the crim- everything in readiness for the, Grange in the city of Nashua, the
inal that you are away.
j opening day. Numerous improve ) second subordinate to be formed in;
IT’S THE LOW-PRICED CAR THAT EXCELS IN THE THINGS THAT COUHTI
Leave your vacation address with ments arc being made, the most that municipality, it is not yet
S5 H.P. •-CYLINDER PERFORMANCE-8 cylin
FREE ACTION ON AU 4 WHEELS — Easier riding
a neighbor friend, so that in case striking of which will be the addi- 12 months old. has doubled Its
ders (or smoothness—small cylinders for
on rough roads!
of emergency, word may be prompt- 1100 of 8 terrace dining room to membership and has another large
economy!
SEMI-CENTRIFUGAL CLUTCH-Eerrer action, grips
Lakewood Inn. Tiie terrace room class awaiting initiation. Nashua
ly transmitted.
today.
FINGER-TIP CEARSRIFT ON STEERING POSTtighter!
NOW priced lowest against,
Before starting on vacation, con- wiI1 be even larger than the present is one of the thriving industrial
Standard at no extra cost!
NEW FRONT WINDOW VENTILATION CONTROLall comparison.
suit your local insurance man.
123" SPR1NGBASE—Plus new, softer springs,
Greater all-weather comfort!
cities of southern New Hampshire
improved shock absorbers!
Cheek with him to see if your in
and a companion Grange has been
NEW SEALED-BEAM HEADUMPS —At least 50%
F. L. CLARK. Local Dealer
brighter for safer night driving!
BIGGEST HYDRAULIC BRAKES ever used on a lowsurance protection is in order.
functioning there for several dec
Phone 431-W
priced car!
STYLE LEADERSHIP—With 'rich, roomy new
ades.
Every
town
in
the
vicinity
AUTOMATIC! 2 cylinder* (each guaranteed
WATER PIPES RENEWED
interiors!
EXTRA URGE BATTERY - Quick starts, long life!
lo contain 100 lb». of "Pyrofax
gas> are
93 Limerock St., Rockland. Me.
Twenty-one presidents of the
'of
Nashua
also
has
a
large
Orange
AND
WIRED
OUT
delivered to your home—one for use-one
51-53&56
for reserve. Automata changeover device, United States were lawyers.
NEW SEWERS LAID
and some Granite State townships
available for slight additional installation
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
jhave three and four subordinates
charge, turns on supply from reserve cylinder
PLUGGED
the instant cylinder in use becomes empty.
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS ; within their limits.

LAKEWOOD LOOKING OP

Preparations Are Well Under Way For
Opening May 25—Many Stars Coming

WAKE UP YOUR

The News is Spreading

LIVER BILE-

£sso

Our Greatest Industry , he

THEY’RE

Esso

New Homes For Old

COLONIAL BEACON OIL C0MPAN1

SIMPLY

"7H&SUREBWIT
THEXNBUf,

DELIGHTED

H

PYROFAX

FORDS!

n

NOW IS THE TIME!

EASY TERMS' On Olenwood range* for
WHAT CAUSES IT?
use wLth “Pyrofax’’ gas Ask about
A booklet conteining the opinion! of fembhem.
oux docton on thii interesting tubleet will

BURPEE’S

be sent FREE, while they last, to eny reader
writing to the Educational Division, 53S

Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y„ Dept. M»64

AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

The highest recorded gust of
, wind in this country was at the
rate of 231 miles an hour, atop
Mount Washington, U. H., on April
TEL. 1187-R. ROCKLAND. ME.
t12, 1934

S. E. EATON

Salve is the Thing
for Corns > |

Be sure it's HANSON'S, 15 cents at al !
drug stores or direct from W. T. Htnsofl j
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., on receipt ‘ |
ol price.

DIFFERENT FROM ANY LOWPRICED CAR YOU’VE EVER 8EEN!

